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ABSTRACT
Materials discovery via crystal growth is an active area of research that has led to
the preparation of many novel materials along with the determination of their crystal
structures. One sub-category in this diverse field of materials is the preparation of early
transition metal reduced oxides. These reduced oxides often exhibit unusual electronic
and magnetic properties. Due to the synthetic challenges associated with early transition
metal reduction, new and facile methods to prepare reduced oxides is of great interest.
These limitations can be overcome by using a carefully selected redox neutral flux, a
vacuum sealed fused silica tube, and metal reducing agents, such as Zn, Mg, Ca, W and
Mo. Our group has established two new synthetic routes for the efficient preparation of
new reduced systems, including 1) a low temperature two-step hydrothermal method and
2) a high temperature molten flux method, and has been extremely successful in this
endeavor.
A new reduced vanadium oxalate, Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6]•(H2O)3, 1, was
synthesized via a two-step, mild hydrothermal method using oxalic acid as the reducing
agent. This compound undergoes multiple single crystal to single crystal phase transitions
as a function of water content to form Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)4]•(H2O)2, 2, and
Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)2], 3, after heating 1 to 50 ºC and 100 ºC, respectively. In
addition, exposing 1 to vacuum for 12 hours transforms it into 2, but not 3. Additionally,
a new vanadium(III) phase, NaV(HPO4)2, was synthesized using acetic acid/copper
acetate as reducing agents using a one-step hydrothermal method.
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Single crystals of Ln4V5-xZnxSi4O22 (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd), Ln4Mo2O11 (Ln =
La, Ce), were grown from molten chloride fluxes contained in evacuated sealed fused
silica tubes. An in situ reduction of V(V) to V(III/IV) and Mo(VI) to Mo(V) as well as of
Ce(IV) to Ce(III) was achieved employing Zn metal as the reducing agent.
Ce4V4.77Zn0.23Si4O22, to the best of our knowledge, is the first example of a ceriumcontaining mixed-valent vanadium silicate. Additionally, neutron diffraction studies of
the flux mediated crystal growth of La4Mo2O11 were carried out in order to better
understand the in situ reduction via flux crystal growth, which showed the appearance
and disappearance of intermediate products as well as the isolation of the final product,
La4Mo2O11.
In

situ

synthesis

of

Eu(II)

containing

molybdates

and

tungstates,

K0.094Eu0.906MoO4, K0.094Eu0.906WO4, EuMoO4, and EuWO4, were synthesized using Mo,
W, and Zn as reducing agents.

151

Eu Mössbauer spectroscopy was used to analyze the

relative Eu2+ and Eu3+ content of the samples.
To improve the efficiency of the reduction, metals with high reducing power, such
as Mg or Ca can be used too. Ba3Ti2Si4O14(Cl0.91O0.09), which contains Ti(III/IV), was
synthesized using Mg as a reducing agent where as CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y) with
V(III/IV) synthesized using Ca as a reducing agent. These materials have been
characterized via powder and single crystal X-ray diffraction, magnetic susceptibility,
and UV–vis spectroscopy.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
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The discovery of novel materials is of ever-growing interest and many of these
materials exhibit intriguing physical properties and phenomena. One sub-category in the
diverse field of materials discovery is the preparation of compounds containing early
transition metals (Ti, V, Nb, Mo, Ta, and W) in reduced oxidation states, i.e. in oxidation
states lower than those typically found in air. Lower oxidation state cations often contain
unpaired electrons which can interact, leading to physical properties such as conductivity
and long range magnetic order; sometimes these properties are favored by the novel
compositions and structure types found.1–11 To support the discovery of new materials in
this research field, researchers have focused on finding efficient synthetic strategies to
prepare novel early transition metal reduced compounds and to investigate their physical
properties. This introductory chapter will explain the importance of the reduced
materials, historical synthetic strategies used, their advantages and drawbacks, and a
summary of the novel approaches we explored to successfully prepare new reduced
materials.
The extended d orbitals in early transition metal oxides allows for strong orbital
overlap that can give rise to many interesting physical properties, such as catalysis,12–16
ion-exchange materials,17,18 cathode materials,19–22 conducting materials,23,24 and
magnetic materials.25–28 Simple reduced early transition metal oxides were extensively
studied in the 60’s and 70’s due to their interesting properties, such as VO2 (V4+), which
undergoes a metal–to–semiconductor transition at 67 ºC,11,29 V2O3 (V3+),30 and TiO
(Ti2+),31 which are metallic at room temperature, Ti2O3 (Ti3+),9 which undergoes metal–
to–insulator transition between 400–600 K.
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In addition, ternary and higher reduced oxides, including bronzes, perovskites,
spinels, and several others have also been investigated. Bronzes are typically ternary
compounds of the type, AxMzOy; (A = H, NH4+, alkaline metals, alkaline-earth metals,
rare-earth metals, Group IB metals, and Group IIB metals; M = Ti, V, Mn, Nb, Ta, Mo,
W, and Re) with intense color, metallic cluster, and resistance to attack by nonoxidizing
acids. Bronzes have been intensively studied in the past due to their complex electronic
properties. For example, blue bronzes, A0.3MoO3 (Mo5.7+, A = K, Rb, and Tl) show
metal–to–semiconductor transitions at ~180 K; in contrast, the purple bronzes
A0.9Mo6O17 (Mo5.5+, A = Li, Na, K, and Tl) show metal–to–metal transitions at low
temperatures, for which the transition temperatures vary as a function of the alkali metal
ion present.6,7 The mixed-valence spinel, Li1+xTi2-xO4 (0 ≤ x ≥ 1/3) (Ti3.5–4+), and the
perovskite, SrTiO3-x, both of which exhibit superconductivity at Tc of ~13 K and ~0.5 K
respectively, are additional examples of noteworthy reduced oxides.23,24,32,33 The Tc of
Li1+xTi2-xO4 is in fact quite high for an early transition metal oxide. In addition to the
interesting electronic properties, some reduced oxides, including AV2O5 (V4–4.5+, A=Li,
Na, Cs, Mg), AV3O7 (V4+, A=Ca, Sr), and AV4O9 (V4+, A=Sr, Ca), which crystallize in
layered structures, can exhibit unusual magnetic behavior, including spin dimers, spin
chains, spin ladder systems, or spin Peierls systems.34–36
In addition to early transition metals, some lanthanides can also be reduced. The
most commonly encountered oxidation state of lanthanides is +3, but using proper
reducing conditions Eu, Yb, Sm, and Tm can be stabilized in the +2 oxidation state.
Among these, Eu2+ and Yb2+ are the easiest to reduce due to their half-filled and fully
filled 4f shells, which impart extra stability, and hence are relatively common.37,38
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The preparation of reduced compounds is a relatively underexplored area of
chemistry due to the synthetic challenges involved with stabilizing and incorporating
reduced metal centers into the final product. The field of crystal growth in particular
makes it difficult to establish and maintain the reduced oxidation states. Historically,
researchers have used several synthetic approaches, such as fused salt electrolysis,39–41
chemical vapor transport,42 hydrothermal,36,43 solid-state,44 and molten flux methods3–8,45
to prepare low-valent compounds. These reactions typically utilize niobium, tantalum,
molybdenum, or fused silica sealed tubes as reaction vessels, or a hydrogen
atmosphere.46–50 These reported approaches, for the most part, were not able to result in
single phase products, instead yielding mixed-phase, polycrystalline products; as a result
their structures are either unknown or have been inferred from powder X-ray diffraction
data.39
Furthermore, the reported techniques do not represent facile or inexpensive routes
for obtaining the desired products. Often, expensive vacuum furnaces had to be used to
ensure the inert environment needed for the reduction. If a high temperature conventional
furnace was used, the reaction mixture needs to be sealed to avoid contact with air. Metal
tubes, such as niobium, tantalum, or molybdenum, were often used and sealed in argon or
nitrogen filled glove boxes. These metal tubes are comparatively expensive and also hard
to weld, especially in an inert atmosphere. The use of fused salt electrolysis typically
resulted in bronzes, which in many instances exhibit a range of stoichiometries making
characterization and property measurements difficult. Additionally, this technique is not
applicable for all early transition metals due to the lack of low melting oxidized
precursors.5,51
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Chemical vapor transport methods have also been used and although they are very
versatile, they often require the use of an additional reactive gas to perform the reaction.
Molten flux methods represent another technique that was used in the past and which
involved classes of fluxes that are difficult to work with; for example borates, which are
highly viscous and difficult to solubilize in water for crystal isolation.4,5
Interestingly, while these approaches have clearly proven successful, they have
not been extensively applied, leaving room for further exploration. The dearth of known
reduced early transition metal compounds prompted us to develop new, simpler synthetic
strategies to prepare such compounds and to explore their physical properties. In our
laboratory we have shown that exploratory crystal growth shows much promise for
synthesizing and investigating novel materials as the resultant single crystals facilitate
structure determination as well as intrinsic property characterization. The zur Loye group
utilizes diverse crystal growth approaches for the discovery of novel materials and has
been extremely successful in this endeavor over the years.
Typically, a reduction can be performed in two different ways: starting with metal
precursors in the desired low oxidation state or by using a reducing agent to carry out an
in situ reduction. A reaction starting from the desired reduced oxidation state is
convenient, however synthesis conditions need to be appropriate to preserve the lower
oxidation state throughout the reaction. Either organic reducing agents: including oxalic
acid, tartaric acid, polyols, and acetates52–58 (mild hydrothermal), or inorganic reducing
species: including metal reductants (V, Mo, W, Zn, Mg, Ca), HF, HI, and Zn amalgam59–
63

(fluxes) can be used to create reduced metal cations in situ as well as maintain reducing

conditions during the entire reaction process.
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Our group has established two new synthetic routes for the efficient preparation of
new reduced systems, including 1) a low temperature mild hydrothermal method and 2) a
high temperature molten flux method.
1.1 Low Temperature Hydrothermal Method
The use of the mild hydrothermal synthesis for crystal growth has become popular
in recent years due to the ease with which single crystals of new compositions can be
obtained as well as its simplicity and cost effectiveness compared to conventional high
temperature and high pressure hydrothermal methods.55,59,60,64–66 Here, the reactions are
performed in the subcritical regime at moderate temperatures (<250 ºC) and autogenous
pressures. Either poly[tetrafluoroethylene] (PTFE)-lined autoclaves or thick walled
borosilicate glass tubes can be used as reaction vessels for these types of reactions. In
addition, to avoid the need for a large number of reaction vessels, the “Teflon-pouch
technique” was introduced by Poeppelmeier, which involves multiple Teflon
[fluro(ethylene-propylene)] (FEP) pouches being placed inside a single, larger sized
pressure vessel.64–66 Both borosilicate glass and PTFE can use as reaction vessels for the
preparation of reduced materials.
There are a number of parameters which can be varied the tune reaction
conditions, such as time, temperature, pH, concentration, reducing agent species, and
pressure. The changes in these parameters allow the formation of the desired
morphologies and the synthesis of new phases. A typical hydrothermal (or solvothermal)
reaction involves the early transition metal precursor, other reagents (if any), and a
reducing agent mixed in water or other solvent medium.
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This one-step hydrothermal method is rather convenient, however there are
situations where kinetic considerations effects the formation of the desired product.
Specifically, if the rate of reduction of the metal cation is slow relative to the
crystallization of the cation with other reagents, then the reaction will result in the
creation of an unwanted oxidized species. We have observed this in a number of
instances, which prompted us to create the two-step mild hydrothermal method, where
the reduction step is separated in time from the crystal growth step, thereby preventing
this issue from interfering with the formation of the desired product.52–55 In addition, the
reducing agent remaining in the system assures that during the crystal growth step the
reaction remains in a reducing environment.
The two-step hydrothermal method was extremely effective in the instances
where the simultaneous in situ reduction and crystallization of the desired products
compete, thus leading to unfavorable complexes. The new technique has been very
successful and yielded high quality single crystals of oxides as well as hybrid materials of
V4+ and U4+ in several occasions, including Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6]•(H2O)3,53
A2[(VO)2(C4H4O6)(C4H2O6)(H2O)2]•(H2O)2
K2[(VO)2(C4H2O6)2(H2O)2]•(H2O)2,52

(A

=

Cs,

Rb),52

Na2[(VO)2(C4H4O6)(C4H2O6)(H2O)7]•(H2O)2,52

Cs2V3O8,54 67 U3F12(H2O),61 Na2U2M(C2O4)6(H2O)4 (M = Mn2+, Fe2+, Co2+, and Zn2+),55
Na4MU6F30 (M = Mn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, and Zn2+).60 Aqueous solutions containing
vanadium are colorful and the colors are often used to assign the oxidation state of
vanadium in the solution: lilac(+2), green(+3), blue(+4), yellow(+5).55,68–70 (Figure 1.1)
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Figure 1.1 Aqueous solutions of vanadium in its various
oxidation states.
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1.2 High Temperature Molten Flux Method
Conventional high temperature solid-state methods often result in the formation of
the energy-minimum thermodynamic phase in the polycrystalline powdered form,
precluding the formation of metastable phases; hence, this approach cannot be used for
the exploratory synthesis and crystallization of new metastable phases. Alternatively, the
flux method facilitates the formation of the kinetic or metastable phases in single crystal
form, which is preferred over the polycrystalline powders due to the ease of structural
determination using crystals, as well as for determining a material’s intrinsic properties.
Flux synthesis uses a low-melting inorganic molten salt as a solvent for crystallization.
These molten salts are simple inorganic compounds, including alkali and alkaline earth
halides, hydroxides, carbonates, and borates; B2O3; alkali metal oxides, peroxides, or
superoxides; Bi2O3; and PbO, which melt at conveniently low temperatures. A typical
flux-mediated reaction is heated above the melting point of the salt so that the molten
flux can act as a solvent to dissolve the inorganic reactants for the subsequent crystal
growth of the product after nucleation. A good flux should posses certain criteria, such as
the ability to dissolve the reagents, low melting point, low volatility, unreactive towards
the reaction vessel, low cost, and easily removable after crystal growth.71,72
To explore the synthesis of reduced oxides at higher temperatures, we have
applied the molten flux method. Although there are plenty of fluxes available, not all can
be used to prepare reduced oxides, as a redox neutral flux is essential to maintain the
required redox inert environment. Alkali and alkaline earth halide fluxes seem to be
suitable for this purpose, being redox neutral, stable, exhibiting easy removal with water
for crystal isolation, and their ability to dissolve a wide range of reagents.73
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Sometimes, a combination of salts is used to form an eutectic melt which extends the
liquid range of the flux allowing optimum conditions for crystallization.
The reaction vessel is one other important factor to be considered when
synthesizing reduced compounds. Owing to its chemical inertness for many elements and
its relatively low cost compared to the metal tubes discussed previously, fused silica
tubes are an excellent candidate for our work. The fused silica tubes containing reactants
can be vacuum sealed to provide the oxygen free environment.
Our approach was based on in situ reduction of the early transition metal cations
using a metal reductant. Often, the metal (M0) itself is used as the reducing agent for a
typical reduction of an early transition metal precursor (Mx+, x = the highest possible
oxidation state) as it is thermodynamically feasible. Apart from the conventional metal
reductants (V, Mo, W, and Nb) we explored other metals such as Zn, Mg, and Ca as
reducing agents, which resulted in the successful discovery of numerous novel reduced
oxides.74–77 Since these metals have low melting points (Zn = 419.6 ºC, Mg = 650 ºC, and
Ca = 842 ºC), they are molten at the crystal growth temperatures, which lead to close
interactions between the cations dissolved in the molten flux and the reducing agent. It is
likely that this speeds up the kinetics of the reduction process. Additionally, Zn as well as
Ca in situ reduction represents efficient routes for creating Ce(III) containing compounds.
Ce2O3 is not commercially available as it is unstable with respect to oxidation when
exposed to air at high temperatures; for this reason not many Ce(III) containing oxides
are known. Utilizing either Zn or Ca as a reducing agent, we were able to create Ce(III)
by reducing Ce(IV) in the starting mixture.77,78
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This method has been very successful for our group in creating several new
reduced vanadates, molybdates, titanates, and tungstates, such as Ln4V5-xZnxSi4O22 (Ln =
La, Ce, Pr, and Nd),77 K0.094Eu0.906MoO4, K0.094Eu0.906WO4, EuMoO4, and EuWO4,75
Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09,76 Ln10W18O57 (Ln = La, Ce),78 Ln4Mo2O11 (Ln = La, Ce), and
Ca1-xLnxVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y). In several cases, the fused silica tube acted as the
silicon source in the reduced silicates synthesized, where silicon was leached out of the
interior walls of the tube.
Although flux mediated exploratory crystal growth has been tremendously
successful in discovering new phases, one drawback of this method is the lack of
knowledge of what happens between the time when the reaction starts and the time we
isolate the final product(s). For this reason, predicting or designing a complex
composition or a structure is extremely challenging, and sometimes this process is helped
by serendipity.
Although chemists have the ability to predict material synthesis based on their
knowledge of radius ratio rules, oxidation states, and preferred coordination
environments of elements, this knowledge is often not sufficient as our understanding of
the synthesis processes occurring during flux crystal growth remains somewhat of a
mystery. A proper knowledge of the underlying chemistry of a flux chemical synthesis
would give us the opportunity for more targeted syntheses to obtain new phases
exhibiting desired properties; hence, there is a current push to conduct in situ studies to
better understand the flux crystal growth process and formation of phases.49,79–83
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Through in situ investigation, it will be possible to determine when reactions
between the reactants begin, which phases form and when, and whether they persist or
perhaps again dissolve during the heating, soaking, or cooling portions of the flux
reactions. Understanding how and under which conditions these crystallization processes
of intermediates and products take place, and whether the dissolution of intermediates
change as a function of temperature, time, flux (or additive to the flux) is essential for
pursuing the deliberate synthesis of novel materials. In situ studies can provide
unprecedented insights into the syntheses of novel crystal forms and begin the
transformation of flux crystal growth from an empirical method to a more deliberate
process.
Despite the new strategies that we developed to synthesize novel reduced systems
over the past few years, our knowledge of the in situ reduction process is still at an early
stage and hinders our ability to synthesize efficiently desired materials. To obtain a more
representative, real time view of the flux crystal growth of reducing processes, we
investigated La4Mo2O11 via in situ diffraction experiments at the POWGEN beamline of
the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Employing identical
reaction conditions as in our laboratory, we used the same size reaction tubes, identical
sample compositions, and temperature profiles. By analyzing the diffraction data
collected continuously during the flux reaction, we were able to observe the appearance
and disappearance of intermediates, and the nucleation and growth of the final product
crystals.
Utilizing the two techniques explained earlier, throughout this research numerous
novel reduced phases were synthesized and characterized.
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This research is divided into eight chapters, including this introduction. Chapter 2
focuses on the in situ hydrothermal synthesis of an oxovanadium(IV) hybrid material,
Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6]•(H2O)3, 2.1, synthesized via a two-step hydrothermal method
using oxalic acid as the reducing agent and the characterization of its optical and
magnetic properties.53 The low temperature removal of some of the interstitial and
coordinated waters present in the channels resulted in two new compounds,
Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)4]•(H2O)2, 2.2, and Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)2], 2.3, that were
created via a crystal-to-crystal transformation at 50 ºC (or vacuum for 12 h) and 100 ºC,
respectively. Throughout the transformation from 2.1 to 2.2 to 2.3, the color of the
crystals as well as the oxidation state of vanadium, IV, remains unchanged.
The two-step method while successful, results in the incorporation of excess
organic oxalate and tartrate groups in the final products. This was unavoidable due to the
chelating ability of the oxalate and tartrate groups. Our recent findings demonstrated that
the acetate group could act as a mild reducing agent and not be incorporated into the final
product.61,84 Chapter 3 focuses on the formation of a new vanadium(III) phase,
NaV(HPO4)2, synthesized using acetic acid/copper acetate as reducing agents, and the
characterization of its optical and magnetic properties.85
Chapters 4 through 9 focus on the molten flux synthesis and characterization of
several reduced oxides, namely Ln4V5-xZnxSi4O22 (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd),77
K0.094Eu0.906MoO4, K0.094Eu0.906WO4, EuMoO4, and EuWO4,75 Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09,76
Ln10W18O57 (Ln = La, Ce),78 Ln4Mo2O11 (Ln = La, Ce), Ca1-xLnxVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y)
and their optical and magnetic properties.
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Chapter 4 describes the mixed valent vanadium(III/IV) oxosilicates, Ln4V5-xZnxSi4O22
(Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd), which crystallize in a quasi two-dimensional rutile related
structure. Of them, Ce4V4.77Zn0.23Si4O22 is the first example of the cerium containing
mixed vanadium silicate made so far. An in situ reduction of V(V) to V(III/IV) as well as
of Ce(IV) to Ce(III) was achieved utilizing Zn metal as the reducing agent, some of
which is incorporated into the crystal structure. The series shows some interesting
magnetic interactions, which are discussed in the chapter. Chapter 5 focuses on the in
situ synthesis of Eu(II) containing molybdates and tungstates using Mo, W, and Zn as
reducing agents. 151Eu Mössbauer spectroscopy was used to analyze the relative Eu2+ and
Eu3+ content of the samples. These compounds were further optically and magnetically
characterized.
Chapter 6 discusses the unusual structural architecture of Ln10W18O57 (Ln = La,
Ce) by carefully analyzing the packing arrangement of the structure. Ce(IV) to Ce(III)
reduction was achieved via the use of Zn metal as the reducing agent. Chapter 7 presents
the fresnoite structure related oxychloride, Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09. This work led to the
development of a flux crystal growth route to obtain Ti(III) containing oxides. The in situ
reduction of Ti(IV) to Ti(III) was achieved via the addition of metallic Mg to the flux to
function as the reducing agent. Neutron diffraction studies of the flux mediated crystal
growth of La4Mo2O11 are discussed in Chapter 8. This work discusses the appearance
and disappearance of intermediate products as well as the isolation of the final product,
La4Mo2O11, along with the crystal growth of the Ce analogue, Ce4Mo2O11, and the
investigation of their magnetic behavior.
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Another family of mixed valent vanadium silicates, CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu,
Y), which crystallize in the tilasite (CaMgAsO4F) structure type, is discussed in Chapter
9. An in situ reduction of V(V) to V(III/IV) as well as of Ce(IV) to Ce(III) were achieved
utilizing the Ca metal as the reducing agent. This chapter further discusses the interesting
magnetic properties associated with this family of vanadium silicates.
Overall, the goal of this thesis project was to develop effective synthetic strategies
to prepare novel reduced early transition metal containing compounds. The main focus
was on utilizing two synthetic approaches, namely low temperature hydrothermal and
high temperature molten flux methods, to synthesize such materials. We were able to
discover nearly 30 new reduced phases using these two techniques. Some of these
materials exhibit unique structure types as well as interesting magnetic properties.
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CHAPTER II
OBSERVATION OF MULTIPLE CRYSTAL-TO-CRYSTAL TRANSITIONS IN A NEW
REDUCED VANADIUM OXALATE HYBRID MATERIAL,
BA3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6]•(H2O)3, PREPARED VIA A MILD, TWO-STEP
HYDROTHERMAL METHOD*

*Adapted with permission from Abeysinghe, D.; Smith, M. D.; Yeon, J.; Morrison, G.;
zur Loye, H.-C. Cryst. Growth Des. 2014, 14(9), 4749−4758. © 2014 American
Chemical Society.
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Abstract
A new reduced vanadium oxalate, Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3, 2.1, was
synthesized via a two-step, mild hydrothermal method using oxalic acid as the reducing
agent. This compound undergoes multiple single-crystal to single-crystal phase
transitions as a function of water content to form Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)4](H2O)2, 2.2,
and Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)2], 2.3, after heating 2.1 to 50 ºC and 100 ºC, respectively. In
addition, exposing 2.1 to a vacuum for 12 hours also transforms it into 2.2, but not 2.3.
All three compositional variants were structurally characterized by single crystal X-ray
diffraction and are found to crystallize in the monoclinic space groups of C2/c and P21/c,
for 2.1 and 2.2, and 2.3, respectively. Vanadium in these structures retains the +4
oxidation state, indicating exceptional crystal stability. The magnetic susceptibility of
these compounds was measured, and all three materials were found to be paramagnetic
down to 2 K. Compound 2.1 was further characterized by IR, UV−vis spectroscopy, and
thermal analysis.
Introduction
Vanadium containing compounds are of general interest and have been
investigated for a wide variety of applications, including catalysts,1-4 magnetic materials,58

cathode materials,9-12 and ion exchange materials.13,14 Vanadium is known to take on a

range of different coordination environments, including tetrahedral, square pyramidal,
and octahedral,15 and is frequently found in oxidation states of +2, +3, +4, and +5. It is
well established that both organic and inorganic reducing agents are effective for
reducing vanadium in aqueous solutions, which results in color changes that reflect the
vanadium’s oxidation state: lilac (+2), green (+3), blue (+4) and yellow (+5).16-22
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This colorful and rich aqueous chemistry is often used to determine the vanadium’s
oxidation state.23,24 One common organic reducing agent for vanadium is oxalic acid, a
relatively mild reducing agent that has the ability to create a sufficiently reducing
environment already at slightly elevated temperatures to effect the reduction of aqueous
vanadium species.21,22,25 Furthermore, the chelating ability of oxalic acid has made it a
favorite linking ligand in the field of inorganic/organic hybrid materials, where it has
been used to synthesize metal coordinated compounds having magnetic,26-28
conducting,29,30 and multiferroic properties.31
We recently reported on a convenient two-step hydrothermal method that facilitates
the formation of hybrid materials containing metal cations in reduced oxidation
states.21,22,32,33 We observed that for reactions where the rate of cation reduction is slow
relative to the precipitation of a metal complex containing the fully oxidized metal
species, dividing the reaction into two steps, the cation reduction and the hybrid material
formation, can greatly enhance the yield of the reaction. Vanadium is an excellent
example where often the kinetics of the vanadium reduction are slow relative to the
precipitation of undesired vanadium (V) complexes, suggesting that the two-step
approach will be advantageous. Adapting this method, and using oxalic acid as the
reducing agent, we were able to successfully synthesize blue single crystals of
Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3 (2.1) in excellent yield. This new reduced vanadium
oxalate joins a number of vanadium (IV) oxalates that have been reported over the past
decades, including [(n-C4H9)4N]2[V8O8(OCH3)16(C2O4)],34 V2O2(OH)2(C2O4)(H2O)2,35
(Ph4P)2[(VO)2(H2O)2(C2O4)3]4H2O,36

(Ph4P)[VOCl(C2O4)],36

[V2O2(C2O4)(H2O)6]Cl2•4Bu4NClH2O,37

[FeCp2*]2[Et4N]2[V2O2(C2O4)(NCS)6],37
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(C2H5NH)[VOF(C2O4)(H2O)2],38

(NH4)[V2O2(OH)(C4O4)2(H2O)3]H2O,39

[V2O2Cl2(C2O4)(CH3OH)4]2Ph4Cl.39
The literature contains many reports of interesting reversible and irreversible
structure transitions that are sometimes triggered by changes in temperature, but more
often by the reversible removal of guest molecules—a process that can sometimes even
involve the reabsorption of a different guest molecule. The latter is most common in the
area of inorganic/organic framework materials. These types of transitions have been
referred to as “dynamic structural changes”40 or, perhaps more commonly, as crystal-tocrystal transformations, when they can be carried out and observed on single crystals
rather than powders.25,41-44
In the case of Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3, the presence of both waters of
hydration and of interstitial water molecules suggested the possibility of selectively
removing some or all of them, while retaining the overall crystal structure. For this
reason, thermal studies and crystal-to-crystal transformation studies were explored. Also,
the presence of V(IV), d1, in Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3 suggested that the
magnetic behavior should be investigated to test for magnetic coupling between V(IV)
centers45-49 and to determine whether a crystal-to-crystal transition might effect a
sufficiently large structural change to noticeably alter the coupling between the vanadium
cations. Both of these areas, the crystal-to-crystal transformations and the magnetic
properties were investigated and herein we report the synthesis, structural
characterizations, and magnetic properties of a V(IV) containing metal-hybrid compound,
Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3 and its multiple crystal-to-crystal transitions products,
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Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)4](H2O)2 and Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)2], that are formed when
water is removed.
Experimental Section
Reagents.
V2O5 (99.6%, Alfa Aesar), H2C2O42H2O (98%, Aldrich), Ba(OH)28H2O (≥98%,
Aldrich) were used as received.
Synthesis.
Synthesis of Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3, 2.1
Single crystals of Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3, 2.1, were grown via a twostep hydrothermal route.15 In the first step, 1 mmol of V2O5, 4 mmol of H2C2O42H2O,
and 4 mL of H2O were placed in a PTFE autoclave. The autoclave was placed inside a
programmable oven heated to 160 ºC at a rate of 5 ºC/min, held for 12 hours, and cooled
to room temperature at a rate of 1 ºC/min. The resulting blue solution was reacted with 1
mmol of Ba(OH)28H2O in a second reaction step using the same temperature program
with reaction times and cooling rates of 48 hours and 0.1 ºC/min, respectively. The
mother liquor was decanted, and the product was isolated. The product was sonicated in
distilled water, yielding a phase pure product. Figure 2.1 shows an optical image of
Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3, 2.1 crystals which were obtained in approximately
90% yield based on V2O5. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns (PXRD) of the ground
crystals demonstrate the phase purity of the product crystals.
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Figure 2.1 Optical image of single crystals of
Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3. (size of a
crystal ~0.5 mm)
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Synthesis of Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)4](H2O)2, 2.2
Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)4](H2O)2, 2.2, was obtained by heating crystals of 2.1 at
50 °C for 12 hours under flowing nitrogen or by exposing 2.1 to dynamic vacuum for 12
hours. The product was stored in sealed containers, as exposure to air will result in rehydration and conversion of 2.2 back to 2.1. The crystal habit was unchanged.
Synthesis of Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)2], 2.3
Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)2], 2.3, was obtained by heating crystals of 2.1 at 100 ºC
for 12 hours under flowing nitrogen. The structure change was irreversible, and exposure
to moist air did not rehydrate the crystals. The crystal habit was unchanged.
Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction.
X-ray intensity data from irregular blue crystals of 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 were collected
at 100(2) K using a Bruker SMART APEX diffractometer (Mo Kα radiation, l = 0.71073
Å).50 The raw area detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects
using the SAINT+ and SADABS programs.50 Final unit cell parameters were determined
by least-squares refinement of reflections from the data set. Direct methods structure
solution, difference Fourier calculations, and full-matrix least-squares refinement against
F2 were performed with SHELXS and SHELXL-2013/451 using OLEX2.52
Compound 2.1 crystallizes in the monoclinic space group C2/c as determined by
the pattern of systematic absences in the intensity data and by structure solution. The
asymmetric unit consists of 1.5 (formally) barium atoms, one vanadium atom, 2.5 oxalato
ligands, one bridging oxygen (oxo) atom, three water molecules coordinated to barium,
and an interstitial region containing disordered water molecules. Barium Ba1 is located
on a crystallographic two-fold axis of rotation.
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The half-oxalato ligand (C5, C9–C10) is located on a crystallographic inversion
center. One of the coordinated water molecules (O14) is split over two approximately
equally occupied positions O14A/O14B, generating two bond distances to Ba1. The
interstitial water O15 is also split over two closely separated and roughly equally
populated positions O15A/O15B; interstitial water O16 is disordered about a two-fold
axis and was refined with half-occupancy. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined with
anisotropic displacement parameters except for the disordered water molecules
(isotropic). Hydrogen atoms could only be located for one of the coordinated water
molecules (O12), and they were not calculated for the others. The located hydrogen
atoms H12A/H12B were refined freely. The largest residual electron density peak of 1.55
e–/Å3 in the final difference map is located 1.71 Å from Ba1.
Compound 2.2 crystallizes in the space group C2/c as determined by the pattern
of systematic absences in the intensity data and by structure solution. The structure is
similar to the parent compound 2.1. The asymmetric unit consists of two barium atoms,
one vanadium atom, 2.5 oxalato ligands, one bridging oxygen (oxo) atom, two water
molecules coordinated to barium, and one interstitial water molecule. Ba1 is located on a
crystallographic two-fold axis of rotation. The half-oxalato ligand (C5, C9–C10) is
located on a crystallographic inversion center. The atom numbering system from the
parent compound has been retained to facilitate comparison. The coordinated water O13
and the non-coordinated disordered interstitial water O16 of the parent compound are not
present in the heated crystal. The disordered and split-position water molecules O14A/B
and O15A/B of the parent compound have both coalesced to single ordered positions O14
and O15, for which hydrogen atom positions could readily be located and freely refined.
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Non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. Hydrogen
atoms were located in difference maps and freely refined with isotropic displacement
parameters. The largest residual electron density peak of 0.55 e–/Å3 in the final difference
map is located 0.91 Å from Ba1.
Compound 2.3 crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P21/c as determined
uniquely by the pattern of systematic absences in the intensity data. The asymmetric unit
consists of three barium atoms, two vanadium atoms and two oxo atoms (V=O groups),
four complete oxalato ligands, half each of two additional oxalato ligands situated on
crystallographic inversion centers, two coordinated water molecules, and an additional,
partially occupied coordinated water molecule. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined with
anisotropic displacement parameters. Reasonable positions for the fully occupied water
hydrogen atoms were located by a combination of difference synthesis and examination
of the hydrogen bonding geometries of the difference map peaks. These hydrogen atoms
were refined with a common isotropic displacement parameter, and with their O–H and
H–H distances restrained to be similar. Near the completion of the refinement cycles, a
residual electron density peak of ca. 1.5 e–/Å3 was observed at a distance of 2.75 Å from
Ba2, inhabiting a vacant coordination site. Full occupation of this site by a water oxygen
produced a physically senseless displacement parameter; refinement of the oxygen site
occupancy factor gave 0.14(1). For refinement, the O1S Uiso value was fixed at 0.025 Å2;
free refinement gave 0.004 Å2. Hydrogen atoms were not located or calculated for this
atom. (This is not included in our discussion and not included in the coordination sphere
of Ba2, since the occupancy is only 14%) The largest residual electron density peak in the
final difference map is 1.47 e–/Å3, located 0.91 Å from Ba2.
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Table 2.1 Crystal data and structure refinements for compounds 2.1 and 2.2.

Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
2θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole

2.1
C10H18Ba3O31V2
1148.14
100(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 10.7250(11) Å
b = 15.2040(16) Å
c = 17.3541(18) Å
a = 90°
b = 99.413(2)°
g = 90°
2791.7(5) Å3
4
2.732 mg/m3
4.941 mm-1
2160.0
0.12 × 0.10 × 0.05 mm3
4.69 to 52.81°
−13 ≤ h ≤ 13
−18 ≤ k ≤ 18
−20 ≤ l ≤ 21
16423
2867 [R(int) = 0.0502]
2867 / 0 / 216
1.360
R1 = 0.0456
wR2 = 0.0945
R1 = 0.0484
wR2 = 0.0955
1.546 and −2.20 e−×Å-3
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2.2
C10H12Ba3O28V2
1094.10
100(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 10.2354(19) Å
b = 15.455(3) Å
c = 17.536(3) Å
a = 90°
b = 98.718(3)
g = 90°
2741.9(9) Å3
4
2.650 mg/m3
5.016 mm-1
2040.0
0.4 × 0.35 × 0.3 mm3
4.70 to 52.79°
−12 ≤ h ≤ 12
−19 ≤ k ≤19
−21 ≤ l ≤ 21
16453
2824 [R(int) = 0.0245]
2824 / 0 / 219
1.272
R1 = 0.0185
wR2 = 0.0429
R1 = 0.0187
wR2 = 0.0429
0.55 and −0.45 e−×Å-3

Table 2.1 (cont.) Crystal data and structure refinements for
compound 2.3.
2.3
Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
2θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole
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C10H4Ba3O24.14V2
1024.19
100(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
P21/c
a = 10.2382(10) Å
b = 14.5463(14) Å
c = 15.2328(14) Å
a = 90°
b = 90.807(2) °
g = 90°
2268.4(4) Å3
4
2.999 mg/m3
6.040 mm-1
1884.0
0.12 × 0.1 × 0.08 mm3
3.872 to 50.046°
−12 ≤ h ≤ 12
−17 ≤ k ≤17
−18 ≤ l ≤ 18
19487
3997 [R(int) = 0.0461]
3997 / 13 / 369
1.143
R1 = 0.0331
wR2 = 0.0690
R1 = 0.0415
wR2 = 0.0717
1.46 and −0.73 e−×Å-3

Table 2.2 Selected interatomic distances (Å) for compounds 2.1 and 2.2.
2.1
1

Ba(1)−O(5)
Ba(1)−O(1)1
Ba(1)−O(11)1
Ba(1)−O(7)1
Ba(1)−O(14A)1
Ba(1)−O(10)1
Ba(1)−O(14B)1
Ba(2)1−O(5)1

2.719(6)
2.839(5)
2.854(5)
2.897(6)
3.042(2)
3.063(5)
3.700(2)
2.736(6)

2

2

Ba(2) −O(9)
Ba(2)7−O(2)3
Ba(2)−O(12)
Ba(2)−O(10)
Ba(2)7−O(4)3
Ba(2)−O(13)
Ba(2)−O(7)
Ba(2)2−O(3)2

2.752(5)
Ba(2
2.782(6)
2.809(6)
2.851(5)
2.871(6)
3.017(8)
3.032(6)
3.057(6)

Ba(2)4−O(12)4
Ba(2)9–O(6)5
V(1)−O(11)
V(1)8−O(6)6
V(1)−O(1)
V(1)−O(9)
V(1)8−O(8)6
V(1)−O(3)

3.082(6)
3.240(5)
1.621(6)
1.979(5)
2.007(5)
2.011(5)
2.022(6)
2.185(6)

1
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−X, Y, −Z+1/2 2 −X+1/2, −Y+1/2, −Z+1 3 X+1/2, Y−1/2, Z 4 −X, −Y, −Z+1 5 X, −Y, Z+1/2
6
−X+1/2, Y+1/2, −Z+1/2 7 X−1/2, Y+1/2, Z 8 −X+1/2, Y−1/2, −Z+1/2 9 X, −Y, Z− 1/2
2.2
1
3
3
Ba(1)−O(5)
2.715(2)
Ba(2) −O(9)
2.694(2)
Ba(2)8−O(6)5
3.247(2)
1
1
1
Ba(1)−O(11)
2.822(2)
Ba(2) −O(5)
2.729(2)
V(1)−O(11)
1.605(2)
1
7
4
9
6
Ba(1)−O(1)
2.871(2)
Ba(2) −O(2)
2.744(2)
V(1) −O(6)
1.993(2)
1
7
4
9
6
Ba(1)−O(7)
2.886(2)
Ba(2) −O(4)
2.747(2)
V(1) −O(8)
2.005(2)
1
Ba(1)−O(10)
3.094(2)
Ba(2)−O(10)
2.806(2)
V(1)−O(9)
2.008(2)
1
3
3
Ba(1)−O(14)
3.250(3)
Ba(2) −O(3)
2.916(2)
V(1)−O(1)
2.009(2)
2
2
2
Ba(1) −O(12)
4.791(2)
Ba(2) −O(12)
3.047(2)
V(1)−O(3)
2.203(2)
4
Ba(1) −O(8)
4.591(2)
Ba(2)−O(7)
3.190(2)
1

−X, +Y, 1/2−Z 2 −X, −Y, 1−Z 3 1/2−X, 1/2−Y, 1−Z 4 1/2+X, −1/2+Y, +Z 5 +X, −Y, 1/2+Z
6
1/2−X, 1/2+Y, 1/2−Z 7 −1/2+X, 1/2+Y, +Z 8 +X, −Y, −1/2+Z 9 1/2−X, −1/2+Y, 1/2− Z

Table 2.2 (cont.) Selected interatomic distances (Å) for 2.3

10

1
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Ba(1) −O(11)
Ba(1)5−O(4)2
Ba(1)5−O(2)2
Ba(1)4−O(19)4
Ba(1)10−O(20)1
Ba(1)−O(7)1
Ba(1)10−O(8)1
Ba(1)−O(23)
Ba(1)−O(21)
Ba(1)7−O(14)3
Ba(2)−O(9)
Ba(2)−O(7)
Ba(2)−O(2)
Ba(2)−O(24)
1

2.694(4)
2.741(4)
2.764(4)
2.804(4)
2.829(4)
2.843(4)
2.864(4)
2.889(5)
3.018(4)
3.059(4)
2.756(5)
2.764(4)
2.788(4)
2.855(5)

2.3
Ba(2)−O(20)
2.861(4)
2
5
Ba(2) −O(16)
2.869(4)
Ba(2)−O(22)
2.902(4)
Ba(2)−O(1)
2.921(4)
Ba(2)−O(5)
2.997(4)
Ba(2)−O(18)
3.304(4)
Ba(3)−O(18)
2.712(4)
Ba(3)−O(13)
2.769(4)
Ba(3)6−O(3)6
2.771(4)
6
6
Ba(3) −O(17)
2.776(4)
Ba(3)−O(5)
2.846(4)
Ba(3)−O(6)
2.865(4)
Ba(3)−O(15)
2.905(4)
Ba(3)−O(9)
2.990(4)

Ba(3)−O(10)
Ba(3)3−O(12)7
V(1)−O(21)
V(1)2−O(12)5
V(1)−O(17)
V(1)−O(1)
V(1)2−O(10)5
V(1)−O(3)
V(2)−O(22)
V(2)9−O(6)8
V(2)−O(19)
V(2)9−O(8)8
V(2)2−O(16)5
V(2)2−O(14)5

3.073(4)
3.146(4)
1.596(4)
1.996(4)
2.007(4)
2.019(4)
2.040(4)
2.333(4)
1.605(4)
2.006(4)
2.007(4)
2.036(4)
2.042(4)
2.148(4)

1+X, +Y, +Z 2 1−X, 1/2+Y, 1/2−Z 3 +X, 3/2−Y, 1/2+Z 4 1−X, 1−Y, 1−Z 5 1−X, −1/2+Y, 1/2−Z
6
1−X, 1−Y, −Z 7 +X, 3/2−Y, −1/2+Z 8 −X, −1/2+Y, 1/2−Z 9 −X, 1/2+Y, 1/2−Z
10
−1+X, +Y, +Z

Table 2.3. Hydrogen Bond distances (Å and °) for 2.1 and 2.2.
D–H

A

d(D–H)

d(H

A)

d(D

A)

(D–H

A)°

2.1
5
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O(12)–H(12B) O(14B)
0.76(11)
1.96(11)
2.712(17)
170(11)
10
O(12)–H(12A) O(15B)
0.81(11)
2.07(11)
2.797(16)
148(10)
1
2
3
4
5
−X, Y, −Z+1/2 −X+1/2, −Y+1/2, −Z+1 X+1/2, Y−1/2, Z −X, −Y, −Z+1 X, −Y, Z+1/2
6
−X+1/2, Y+1/2, −Z+1/2 7 X−1/2, Y+1/2, Z 8 −X+1/2, Y−1/2, −Z+1/2 9 X, −Y, Z−1/2 10 X−1/2, Y−1/2, Z
2.2
O(12)–H(12A)
O(12)–H(12B)
O(14)–H(14A)
O(14)–H(14B)
O(15)–H(15A)
O(15)–H(15B)
1

O(15)1
O(14)2
O(2)3
O(15)4
O(4)5
O(11)

−1/2+X, −1/2+Y, +Z

0.79(4)
0.84(5)
0.83(5)
0.83(5)
0.79(5)
0.81(6)
2

+X, −Y, 1/2+Z

3

2.15(4)
2.04(5)
2.03(5)
2.38(5)
2.08(5)
2.60(6)

−X, +Y, 1/2−Z

4

1−X, +Y, 1/2−Z

2.938(3)
2.871(3)
2.857(3)
3.164(4)
2.862(3)
3.313(3)
5

1/2+X, −1/2+Y, +Z

175(4)
171(4)
170(5)
158(4)
168(5)
147(5)

Table 2.3 (cont.) Hydrogen Bond distances (Å and °) for 2.3.
D–H

A

d(H

d(D–H)

A)

d(D

A)

(D–H

A)°

2.3
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O(23)–H(23A)
O(23)–H(23B)
O(24)–H(24A)
O(24)–H(24B)
1

1

O(15)
O(24)2
O(15)1
O(4)3

1−X, −1/2+Y, 1/2−Z

0.82(4)
0.82(4)
0.82(4)
0.82(4)
2

1−X, 1−Y, 1−Z

2.51(5)
2.13(5)
2.23(5)
1.91(5)
3

1−X, 1/2+Y, 1/2−Z

3.287(7)
2.920(7)
2.989(7)
2.782(7)

158(8)
159(10)
155(8)
176(10)

Table 2.4 Atomic coordinates (×104) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2×103) for compound 2.1. U(eq) is defined as
one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor.
2.1

36

Atom
Ba1
Ba2
V1
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8
O9
O10

x
0
1791(1)
1904(1)
86(5)
−1596(5)
1239(5)
−616(5)
265(5)
1455(5)
2177(6)
3318(5)
2326(5)
1565(5)

y
2206(1)
278(1)
4085(1)
3762(3)
4006(4)
5125(3)
5671(4)
741(4)
−315(4)
1065(4)
44(4)
3473(4)
2121(3)

z
2500
4433(1)
3428(1)
3411(3)
3995(3)
4129(3)
4351(3)
1642(3)
1254(3)
2884(3)
2391(3)
4464(3)
4141(3)

U(eq)
12(1)
10(1)
10(1)
10(1)
15(1)
14(1)
15(1)
20(1)
14(1)
20(1)
14(1)
12(1)
12(1)

Atom
O11
O12
O13
O14A
O14B
O15A
O15B
O16
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

x
2192(5)
498(6)
964(6)
1815(12)
2069(16)
4507(14)
5296(16)
4336(15)
−568(7)
51(7)
1249(7)
2334(8)
2161(7)

y
3288(4)
−1130(4)
−1037(5)
2199(8)
2167(10)
2444(9)
2315(10)
1883(11)
4215(5)
5100(5)
313(5)
502(5)
2656(5)

z
2862(3)
4994(4)
3148(4)
1324(10)
989(13)
3835(8)
4121(9)
2483(10)
3824(4)
4127(4)
1713(5)
2399(5)
4592(4)

U(eq)
15(1)
17(1)
32(2)
19(4)
27(5)
30(4)
30(5)
50(4)
10(2)
13(2)
15(2)
15(2)
10(2)

Table 2.4 (cont.) Atomic coordinates (×104) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2×103) for compound 2.2. U(eq) is
defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor.
2.2
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Atom
Ba1
Ba2
V1
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8

x
y
0
2181.9(2)
1806.0(2)
333.4(2)
1951.5(4)
4009.7(3)
36.2(18)
3728.3(11)
−1772.6(19) 4052.0(12)
1296.8(18) 5050.2(12)
−608.6(18) 5643.3(12)
206.3(19)
736.7(13)
1333.2(18) −377.5(12)
2235(2)
1035.0(13)
3330.4(18)
−56.0(12)

z
2500
4505.5(2)
3408.5(3)
3410.2(10)
3924.2(11)
4121.6(11)
4341.9(11)
1646.1(11)
1294.9(11)
2850.6(12)
2392.8(10)

U(eq)
11.00(6)
10.08(5)
9.52(10)
11.1(4)
14.1(4)
11.9(4)
12.5(4)
17.1(4)
12.7(4)
19.2(4)
12.2(4)

Atom
O9
O10
O11
O12
O14
O15
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

x
y
z
2370.1(18) 3434.9(12) 4443.6(10)
1589.7(19) 2101.6(12) 4146.0(11)
2284.3(19) 3208.7(12) 2887.7(11)
611(2)
−1183.3(13) 4992.0(13)
1987(3)
2214.2(15) 1220.1(14)
4973(3)
2371.0(16) 3911.7(16)
−652(3)
4217.5(17) 3787.7(15)
60(3)
5058.9(17) 4110.8(14)
1191(3)
274.2(17)
1727.7(16)
2350(3)
452.7(17)
2389.3(16)
2189(3)
2637.9(17) 4588.1(15)

U(eq)
11.7(4)
13.8(4)
13.2(4)
16.0(4)
25.3(5)
27.4(5)
11.1(5)
10.5(5)
12.8(5)
12.1(5)
10.8(5)

Table 2.4 (cont.) Atomic coordinates (×104) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2×103) for
compound 2.3. U(eq) is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor.
2.3
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Atom
Ba1
Ba2
Ba3
V1
V2
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8
O9
O10
O11
O12
O13
O14
O15

x
8360.9(4)
2051.3(4)
3271.5(4)
6452.2(10)
913.3(10)
4525(4)
2729(4)
5926(4)
4272(4)
1287(4)
505(4)
−453(4)
−1410(4)
2189(4)
3039(4)
586(4)
1901(4)
5894(4)
7930(4)
5184(4)

y
6293.8(3)
4761.3(3)
6967.8(3)
3975.4(7)
2894.2(7)
3796(3)
2972(3)
2573(3)
1575(3)
5649(3)
7086(3)
5389(3)
6703(3)
6634(3)
8030(3)
7282(3)
8510(3)
6741(3)
7341(3)
8363(3)

z
3504.3(2)
2405.9(2)
362.5(2)
1970.0(7)
3938.5(7)
2178(3)
1938(3)
1311(3)
1334(3)
699(3)
597(3)
2066(3)
1674(3)
2147(3)
2097(3)
3491(3)
3558(3)
0(3)
−1(3)
839(3)

U(eq)
9.60(11)
10.46(11)
9.32(10)
8.0(2)
8.7(2)
9.7(9)
13.2(10)
9.0(9)
11.9(10)
12.2(10)
9.2(9)
11.4(10)
9.5(9)
14.9(10)
10.2(9)
17.2(11)
11.4(10)
11.9(10)
11(1)
12.5(10)

Atom
O16
O17
O18
O19
O20
O21
O22
O23
O24
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10

x
7293(4)
6026(4)
4297(4)
508(4)
465(4)
6740(4)
284(4)
7297(5)
3839(5)
3923(6)
4770(6)
490(6)
−547(6)
2281(6)
1491(6)
6734(6)
6332(6)
5070(6)
283(6)

y
8476(3)
4446(3)
5372(3)
3878(3)
5097(3)
4888(3)
3384(3)
4765(4)
5260(3)
3079(4)
2331(4)
6254(5)
6062(5)
7426(4)
7746(5)
7305(4)
8110(4)
4956(4)
4717(4)

z
1229(3)
761(3)
982(3)
4817(3)
3903(3)
2522(3)
3089(3)
4472(4)
3781(4)
1903(4)
1485(4)
883(4)
1587(4)
2434(4)
3221(4)
216(4)
817(4)
510(4)
4616(4)

U(eq)
11.2(10)
9.3(9)
13.2(10)
10.3(9)
12.9(10)
13.2(10)
12.6(10)
25.8(13)
21.0(11)
10.6(14)
8.3(13)
12.2(14)
11.5(14)
11.5(14)
12.0(14)
8.9(13)
10.6(14)
10.7(14)
10.1(14)

Crystallographic data, selected interatomic distances, hydrogen bonding distances,
and atomic coordinates are listed in Tables 2.1–2.4, respectively. Crystallographic
information may be obtained for compounds 2.1–2.3 by accessing the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) with the following CCDC numbers: compound
2.1: #993905, compound 2.2: #993906, compound 2.3: #993907.
Bond

valence

sums

for

V1

in

Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3,

Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)4](H2O)2, and Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)2] were calculated and
found to be 4.09, 4.10, and 4.07, respectively, and bond valence sum for V2 in
Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)2] was found to be 4.09, confirming the oxidation state of V as +4
and being consistent with the compositions obtained by single crystal X-ray
diffraction.53,54
Powder Xray Diffraction (PXRD).
Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected on a Rigaku D/Max-2100 powder
X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation. The step-scan covered the angular range 5–
40° 2q in steps of 0.04°. No impurities were observed, and the calculated and
experimental PXRD patterns are in excellent agreement. See Figure 2.2.
Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS).
Elemental analysis was performed on the single crystals using a TESCAN Vega-3
SBU scanning electron microscope (SEM) with EDS capabilities. The crystals were
mounted on carbon tape and analyzed using a 20 kV accelerating voltage and an
accumulation time of 20 s. As a qualitative measure, EDS confirmed the presence of each
reported element in the title compounds.
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Figure 2.2 PXRD patterns of compound 2.1. Experimental diffraction is shown in blue.
The calculated pattern is shown in red.
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Infrared Spectroscopy.
IR spectra of ground crystals of 2.1 were recorded on a PerkinElmer Spectrum
100 FT-IR spectrometer in the range of 650–4000 cm-1.
UV–vis Spectroscopy.
UV–vis diffuse absorbance spectroscopy data of the powder sample of 2.1 was
obtained using a PerkinElmer Lambda 35 UV–vis scanning spectrophotometer equipped
with an integrating sphere in the range of 200–900 nm.
Thermal Analyses.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of ground crystals of 2.1, was carried out on a
TA Instruments SDT Q600 at a rate of 1 ºC/min under flowing N2 gas up to 650 ºC.
Compounds 2.2 and 2.3 were obtained by heating the single crystals of 2.1 overnight in
the TGA instrument under flowing N2 at 50 °C and 100 °C, respectively.
Magnetic Susceptibility.
The magnetic susceptibility of 2.1 was measured using a Quantum Design MPMS
SQUID magnetometer. The zero-field cooled magnetic susceptibility was measured as a
function of temperature between 2–300 K in an applied field of 1000 Oe. The measured
magnetic moment was corrected for shape and radial offset effects using the methods
reported by Morrison et al.,55 which determines the correction factors by comparing the
moments observed from DC and VSM scans at a single temperature, 30 K.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis.
Low temperature hydrothermal methods when coupled with a mild organic
reducing agent, such as oxalic acid, are known to reduce many transitions elements under
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relatively mild reaction conditions and can be used to create V4+ solution species in
situ.22,25 In cases where the kinetics of the crystallization favor the precipitation of
undesired products, for example, V(V) species over the desired V(IV) containing
products, separating the reduction step from the crystallization step is often helpful.
Crystals of Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3 were obtained via such a two-step, mild
hydrothermal route, as the precipitation of BaC2O4 is rapid and removes the barium from
the solution before the reduction of vanadium has taken place. To achieve the formation
of Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3 the V(IV) solution precursor was created in the first
step by reacting V2O5 with oxalic acid at 160 °C. The resultant blue solution was
subsequently used as the V(IV) containing starting material for the step two, the
crystallization step, where it was reacted with Ba(OH)28H2O, also at 160 °C.22 Well
faceted crystals formed readily and were isolated in approximately 90% yield based on
vanadium by decanting the mother liquor and collecting the crystals by filtration.
Structure.
Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3 crystallizes in the monoclinic space group C2/c
and exhibits a three-dimensional crystal structure consisting of distorted VO6 octahedra
and irregular BaO11/BaO12 polyhedra bridged by oxalate ligands. The extended structure
of Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3 is shown in Figure 2.3, where the Ba/V oxalate
connectivity creates channels that run along the crystallographic [101] direction. These
channels are filled with interstitial water molecules, O15A/O15B and O16, as well as
with coordinated water molecules, O12, O13, and O14. The structure along the b axis and
the local environments of Ba1, Ba2, and V1 are shown in Figure 2.4. V(1) is located in a
distorted VO6 octahedron.
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Figure 2.3 Ba/V oxalate connectivity of 2.1, generated channels running along the
crystallographic [101] direction. The blue, brown, black, and red represent
vanadium, barium, carbon, and oxygen, respectively. Water molecules are shown
in purple and white.
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Figure 2.4 A) The structure of 2.1 along the b axis. Water molecules are omitted for
clarity. B) The local environments of Ba1, Ba2, and V1 for 2.1 showing the bound water
molecules.

Figure 2.5 V2O12 dimers bridged by one oxalate group for 2.1.
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Four of the six oxygens originate from the two bidentate oxalate ligands, one from a
monodentate oxalate and one from a bridging oxygen (oxo) atom. The V–O bond
distances range from 1.621(6)–2.185(6) Å. The monodentate oxalate ligand connects two
VO6 octahedra into a dimeric unit shown in Figure 2.5. These dimeric units are
connected to each other via Ba atoms to create the extended structure, shown in Figure
2.3, containing channels that run along the [101] direction. The structure contains two
types of barium cations, Ba1 and Ba2, which are located in 12 and 11 coordinated
irregular polyhedra, respectively. The Ba(1)–O distances range from 2.719(6)–3.700(2)
Å, and the Ba(2)–O distances range from 2.736(6)–3.240(2) Å. Three water molecules
are coordinated to each barium. However, the hydrogen atoms could only be located for
one of the water molecules, O12. The located hydrogen atoms, H12A and H12B were
refined freely. These hydrogen atoms gave hydrogen atoms gave hydrogen-bonding
geometries with O14 and O15.
The channels are filled with coordinated and non-coordinated water molecules
that one could reasonably expect to be removable. To explore the thermal removal of the
water molecules in the channels, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) experiments were
carried out under flowing N2, covering the temperature range of RT to 650 °C. As can be
seen in Figure 2.6, there are three fairly broad weight loss events taking place at low
temperatures, one that is complete by 65 °C (A) and one that levels off at 155 °C (B) and
one that is complete by 340 °C (C). In addition there is a distinct, major weight loss after
340 °C (D) that corresponds to the complete thermal decomposition of 2.1. Powder X-ray
diffraction analysis indicates that the final residue after the complete thermal
decomposition consists of Ba3(VO4)2.56
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Figure 2.6 TGA plot for 2.1 performed under N2 flow. A, B, C, and D steps
correspond to weight losses of 3.3% (65 ºC), 7.0% (157 ºC), 3.2% (340 ºC), and the
complete sample decomposition above 340 ºC, respectively.
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In this vanadate, vanadium is in the +5 oxidation state, indicating that although the
sample was heated in a nitrogen atmosphere, a redox reaction took place during the
decomposition process.
Since the title compound, 2.1, contains interstitial as well as coordinated water
molecules one might want to predict their removal based on the observed weight loss
steps, A, B, and C, in the TGA data. Step A corresponds to a weight loss of approximately
3.3%, step B to a weight loss of approximately 7.0% and C to a weight loss of 3.2%. On
the basis of the composition of 2.1, Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3, each water
corresponds to 1.57% by wt. Assuming that the three uncoordinated interstitial waters are
removed first, we would expect a weight loss of 4.71%, which falls somewhere between
A and B. Several constant temperature TGA experiments were carried out to follow the
weight loss as a function of time to determine if specific numbers of water molecules
could be removed at specific temperatures. Based on these experiments it was determined
that heating 2.1 at 50 °C for 12 hours removed three water molecules, while heating 2.1
at 100 °C resulted in a loss of seven water molecules.
To determine the structural and compositional changes that resulted from these
heat treatments, a single crystal, whose structure (2.1) was determined prior to use, was
heated at 50 °C for 12 hours and then immediately transferred onto the single crystal
diffractometer. The structure solution determined that the crystal underwent a crystal-tocrystal transformation to structure (2.2), Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)4](H2O)2, which
crystallizes in the monoclinic space group C2/c. The structure is closely related to the
parent structure, (2.1), having lost one of the interstitial and two of the coordinated water
molecules.
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(Note that the atom numbering system from the parent compound has been retained in
structure 2.2 to facilitate comparison.) The coordinated water O13 and the noncoordinated disordered interstitial water O16 of the parent compound are no longer
present in 2.2. The disordered and split-position water molecules O14A/B and O15A/B of
the parent compound have both coalesced to single ordered positions O14 and O15, for
which hydrogen atoms positions could readily be located and freely refined. These
refined hydrogen atoms: H12A/B, H14A/B, and H15A/B, from hydrogen bonds with O2,
O4, O11, O14, and O15 atoms. The structure, having lost three water molecules, has
become more ordered.
Figure 2.7 shows the local environments of barium and vanadium of 2.2. The
structure of 2.2 still has two types of barium cations, Ba1 and Ba2, which are now 12 and
10 coordinated, respectively, with bond distances for Ba(1)–O and Ba(2)–O are ranging
from 2.715(2)–3.250(3) Å, and 2.6944(19)–3.2470(20) Å, respectively. Ba(2) lost one
coordinated water molecule, while Ba(1) retained its coordination environment.
Similarly, vanadium remains in a distorted octahedral environment and is still arranged
into dimers via the same bridging oxalate group, Figure 2.8. The V–O bond distances
range from 1.6053(19)–2.2028(19) Å. Along the [101] direction, Ba/V oxalate
interactions generate channels which are occupied by the water molecules as shown in
Figure 2.9. The main difference is due to the loss of the three water molecules.
Interestingly, it was not the three uncoordinated interstitial waters that were lost, but
rather two coordinated water molecules (O13) and one interstitial water (O16). Upon
heating the sample, one would assume that the most weakly bonded water molecules will
leave first.
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Figure 2.7 The local environment of Ba1, Ba2, and V1 for 2.2.

Figure 2.8 V2O12 dimers bridged via oxalate group for 2.2.
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Figure 2.9 Ba/V oxalate connectivity of 2.2 generated channels running along the
crystallographic [101] direction. The blue, brown, black, and red represent vanadium,
barium, carbon and oxygen, respectively. Water molecules are shown in purple and
white.
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Scheme
2.1
Barium
to
oxygen
and
hydrogen
bond
lengths
of
[Ba3(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3, 2.1, [Ba3(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)4](H2O)2, 2.2, and
[Ba3(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)2], 2.3. Oxygen in coordinated waters, oxygen in interstitial
waters, and barium and hydrogen atoms are shown in blue, red, and black, respectively.
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Hence, to understand the loss of two coordinated and only one interstitial water molecule,
one needs to take a closer look at the bonding interactions holding all water molecules in
place. Scheme 2.1 lists the barium to oxygen and hydrogen bond lengths of 2.1, 2.2, and
2.3. Of the three interstitial waters, only O14 and O15 are engaged in hydrogen bonding.
O16, which is the least bound of the three, was removed during the heating procedure. Of
the coordinated water molecules, O12 has the shortest bond distance with barium: 2.809
Å, which makes it the strongest and hardest to remove during heating. Both O13 and O14
are coordinated to Ba atoms; however, only O14 is hydrogen bonded. O13, which lacks
the additional hydrogen bonding interaction, is removed during the heating procedure.
To determine the structural and compositional changes that resulted from these
heat treatments, a single crystal, whose structure (2.1) was determined prior to use, was
heated at 100 ºC for 12 hours and then immediately transferred onto the single crystal
diffractometer.

The

parent

compound,

2.1,

transforms

to

a

new

structure,

Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)2], 2.3, which crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P21/c. In
this case, unlike the crystal-to-crystal transformation of 2.1 to 2.2, the structural
transformation due to the loss of a total of seven water molecules is irreversible. The
rearrangement is more severe, and, although related to 2.1 and 2.2, the structure of 2.3 is
unique and the open channels present in 2.1 and 2.2 are gone. The structure contains three
different types of barium cations, Ba1, Ba2, and Ba3, which are all ten coordinated,
Figure 2.10, and two different vanadium cations, V1, and V2, which are six coordinated,
Figure 2.11. The oxalate ligands bridge the VO6 and BaO10 polyhedra resulting in a
three-dimensional network. The local environments of Ba cations are shown in Figure
2.9.
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Figure 2.10 The local environments of Ba cations for 2.3.

Figure 2.11 V2O12 dimers bridged via oxalate group A) V1 and B)
V2 for 2.3.
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The bond distances of Ba(1)–O, Ba(2)–O, and Ba(3)–O range from 2.694(4)–
3.059(4) Å, 2.756(5)–3.304(4) Å, and 2.712(4)–3.146(4) Å, respectively. O21 and O22
are bridging oxide anions between Ba1 and V1, and Ba2 and V2, respectively. Both
V(IV) centers in the structure form distorted VO6 octahedra, which again form oxalate
linked dimers as shown in Figure 2.10. The bond distances of V1–O and V2–O range
from 1.596(4)–2.333(4) Å, and 1.605(4)–2.148(4) Å, respectively. The process of heating
2.1 to 100 ºC, resulted in the loss of all interstitial waters as well as of four coordinated
water molecules. The remaining two water molecules, O23 and O24, are bound to Ba1
and Ba2. Reasonable positions for the fully occupied water hydrogen atoms, H23A/B and
H24A/B, were located. These hydrogen atoms form hydrogen bonds between O4, O15,
and O24. Unlike structure 2.1 and 2.2, this structure, as shown in Figure 2.12, does not
form channels along any direction as they are occupied by Ba2 cations. The main reason
for the loss of the channel structure is the distortion of the vanadium dimers in 2.3 vs in
2.1 and 2.2. As shown in Figure 2.13, the arrangement of the V1 dimer is very similar in
all three structures. The vanadium octahedra in the V2 dimer in 2.3, however, have
rotated, which changes the orientation of the oxalate group and distort the overall
framework structure. The filling of the channels by a barium cation is the most significant
change.
Heating at 100 ºC has caused the release of all the interstitial water and two of the
coordinated water molecules from the parent compound. We can understand which of the
water molecules were removed by the heating procedure by looking at Scheme 2.1 and
2.2 which lists the bond lengths of the Ba–O bonds and of the hydrogen bonds.
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Figure 2.12 Ba/V oxalate connectivity of 2.3 along the
crystallographic [101] direction. The blue, green, brown, black, and
red represent vanadium1, vanadium2, barium, carbon and oxygen,
respectively.
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Figure 2.13 V environment of A) Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3, B) Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)4](H2O)2,
Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)2] along the a axis. V1 and V2 are shown in blue and green, respectively.

and

C)

Scheme 2.2 Distribution of water molecules of [Ba3(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3, 2.1,
[Ba3(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)4](H2O)2, 2.2, and [Ba3(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)2], 2.3. (Note that
the atom numbering system from structure 2.1 is retained in both structure 2.2 and 2.3
for comparison.) Coordinated waters, interstitial waters, and barium, vanadium, and
oxalate groups, are shown in blue, red, and black, respectively.
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Water O12 clearly has the shortest Ba–O bond and, hence, is the most tightly bound
water. Only it remains after the heating procedure. The other water molecules, O14 and
O15 are less strongly bound to barium or via hydrogen bonding and are lost.
In the TGA data, we can see that the weight losses A, B, and C do not precisely
correspond to the structural and compositional changes observed for 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, by
single crystals diffraction. The transitions are not well separated due to partial overlap of
the different water loss processes. Nonetheless, we can assign approximately the
structural transitions to the observed weight changes. Step A corresponds to a weight loss
of approximately 3.3%, step B to a weight loss of approximately 7.0% and C to a weight
loss of 3.2%. The calculated weight change for the loss of three waters in the
transformation of 2.1 to 2.2 corresponds to 4.7% and the weight change for the loss of
seven waters in the transformation of 2.1 to 2.3 corresponds to 10.99%. Hence, transition
A, plus a little bit from B, corresponds to the loss of three water molecules, while a little
more than the combined weight loss of A + B = 10.3% correcponds very colosely to the
lose of seven water molecules. The remaining two water molecules are slowly lost over
the next 200 ºC with, however, loss of crystallinity, until the complete sample
decomposition is observed at 350 ºC.
Infrared Spectroscopy.
The IR spectrum for compound 2.1, which is shown in the Figure 2.14, was
collected between 650–4000 cm-1. The broad band observed in the 3200–3600 cm-1
region is characteristic for O–H vibrations of water molecules. The presence of oxalate
groups produces vibrations of C–O, C–C, and C–O–O.
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Figure
2.14
Infrared
spectroscopy
Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3.

Figure
2.15
UV–vis
Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3.

spectroscopy
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data

data

for

for

The expected bending mode of water at around 1600 cm-1 overlaps with the intense
asymmetric C–O stretching mode of the oxalate group. The bands at in 1200–1450 cm-1
are attributed to the symmetric stretching modes of the oxalate C–O bond and the
remainder of the bands observed below 1000 cm can be assigned to V–O, C–C, and C–
O–O vibrational modes.21,22,25,57
UV–vis and Magnetism.
UV–vis data absorbance data, shown in Figure 2.15, were collected using ground
crystals of Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3. Vanadium is in the +4 oxidation and has a
d1 electron configuration; hence, the expected transition is from the 2T2g ground state to
the 2Eg excited state. The observed three absorption maxima at 854 nm, 597 nm, and 359
nm can be assigned to dxyà dxz/dyz, dxy à dx2-y2, and dxy à dz2 transitions, respectively.5860

The unpaired electron can be observed in the magnetic susceptibility. The temperature

dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3, measured
in an applied field of 1000 Oe, is shown in Figure 2.16. The VO6 octahedra in the
structure are separated by the bridging oxalate ligand and, due to the long V–V
separation, no magnetic coupling is expected. Down to 2 K, the data do not reveal any
long range magnetic order and they follow the Curie–Weiss law as expected for simple
paramagnetic species. The magnetic moment calculated from the inverse susceptibility is
1.70 µB, which is in good agreement with the expected values of 1.73 µB. Structure 2.3
quite different from that of 2.1, although the V–V distance is almost the same. The
magnetic data also do not indicate the presence of any long range magnetic order and the
material is paramagnetic down to 2 K.
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Figure 2.16 Temperature dependence of the molar magnetic susceptibility,
cm, and inverse susceptibility, 1/ cm, of Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3
measured in an applied field of 1000 Oe.
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Conclusion
We have successfully synthesized and characterized a new reduced vanadium
oxalate hybrid compound, Ba3[(VO)2(C2O4)5(H2O)6](H2O)3, prepared using a two-step,
mild hydrothermal synthetic route. This compound undergoes interesting single-crystal to
single-crystal phase transitions upon removal of water. Vanadium in these structures
remains in the +4 oxidation state demonstrating the exceptional crystal stability. The
magnetic behavior of these compounds was investigated and all compounds showed
simple paramagnetic behavior down to 2 K.
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CHAPTER III
ONE-STEP MILD HYDROTHERMAL METHOD TO PREPARE LOW VALENT
SODIUM VANADIUM(III) MONOHYDROGENPHOSPHATE: NAV(HPO4)2*

*Adapted with permission from Abeysinghe, D.; Smith, M. D.; zur Loye, H.-C. Solid
State Sci. 2017, 69, 1−6.
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Abstract
Green

colored

single

crystals

of

a

reduced

sodium

vanadium(III)

monohydrogenphosphate, NaV(HPO4)2, were grown using a one-step mild hydrothermal
method. The in situ reduction of V5+ to V3+ was performed using copper acetate as the
reducing agent. The title compound crystalizes in the monoclinic space group Cc and
exhibits a three-dimensional crystal structure that consists of distorted VO6 octahedra
connected to PO3OH tetrahedra that are further connected via Na cations. The compound
exhibits simple paramagnetic behavior at high temperatures and a discontinuity near 5 K
is likely due to the onset of magnetic coupling. The compound was also characterized by
TGA, IR and UV−vis spectroscopies.
Introduction
The rich and diverse chemistry of vanadium originates from its numerous
coordination environments, including tetrahedral, square planar, trigonal bipyramidal,
and octahedral, as well as from the many oxidation states, +2, +3, +4, +5, it exhibits.1
Aqueous solutions containing vanadium are colorful and the colors are often used to
assign the oxidation state of vanadium in the solution: lilac(+2), green(+3), blue(+4),
yellow(+5).2–9 The ability of vanadium containing compounds to act as catalysts,10–13
cathode materials,14–17 magnetic materials,18–20 and ion exchange materials21,22 is of
particular interest. In addition, strong electronic correlations can arise from lower
oxidation states of vanadium due to the presence of unpaired d electrons, such as in V2O3,
where V is in the +3 oxidation state. Irrespective of its crystallographic simplicity, V2O3
exhibits a variety of properties including a metal-insulator transition below ~160 K with a
first-order crystallographic phase transition from R-3c to I2/a.23,24
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In addition, vanadium containing materials can adopt unusual magnetic arrangements,
including spin dimers, spin chains, spin ladder systems, or spin peierls systems.25,26
Similar to oxides, reduced vanadium phosphates also exhibit a large number of
properties that are of interest for applications, including ionic conductivity, catalysis, and
magnetism.13,27–32 Vanadyl diphosphate, V2O2P2O7, is one such compound that is used
commercially for its catalytic ability to transform butane into maleic anhydrate.33 The
relatively high charge of the PO43- group favors the formation of anionic frameworks
with a high degree of thermal, chemical, and mechanical stability; hence, PO43- has been
one of the most productive oxoanions for obtaining new structures.34 In reduced
vanadium phosphates, V(III) is found only in octahedral coordination, whereas V(IV)
exhibits various coordination environments, including octahedral, square pyramidal, and
trigonal bipyramidal connected to PO4, HPO4, H2PO4, or P2O7 groups.26,35
The synthesis of low valent vanadium materials can be achieved in two ways:
either by utilizing a precursor already in the desired low oxidation state or by creating the
lower oxidation state in situ. Although it is often convenient to use a low valent
precursor, the synthetic conditions must ensure that the reduced oxidation state is
preserved. In the in situ case, however, a reducing agent is necessary for the reduction,
which also helps to maintain the reduced oxidation state during the synthesis. Either
organic species, such as polyols, acetate, oxalic acid, tartaric acid, ethylenediamine, etc.,
or inorganic species, such as Zn, Mg, and tin(II) chloride, etc. have been used as reducing
agents for this purpose in the past.2,3,36–42
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We have successfully demonstrated several different synthetic strategies to
prepare low valent vanadium compounds in situ, by using either low temperature mild
hydrothermal

methods

or

by

using

high

temperature

molten

chloride

flux

methods.36,39,41,42 We have previously reported the use of oxalic acid and of tartaric acid
as reducing agents to create V4+, however, the incorporation of excess organic oxalate or
tartrate groups into the final product was unavoidable due to their strong chelating
tendencies.2,3,41 This approach, while successful, yields organic-inorganic hybrid products
instead of pure inorganic phases. Our recent findings demonstrated that the acetate group
can act as a mild reducing agent under acidic conditions and avoid being incorporated
into the final product.9,43 Adapting this approach, herein we report a synthetic strategy to
form V3+ in situ, under acidic, mild hydrothermal conditions, and discuss the synthesis
and physical properties of the new vanadium(III) phase, NaV(HPO4)2.
Experimental Section
Reagents.
NaVO3 (96%, Alfa Aesar), Cu(CH3CO2)2•H2O (Sigma-Aldrich, 98+%), 85% H3PO4
(ACS grade, Fisher), 97.5% CH3COOH (ACS grade, Fisher) were used as received.
Synthesis.
Green colored single crystals of NaV(HPO4)2 were grown via a one-step, mild
hydrothermal method. In a fume hood, 1 mmol of NaVO3, 1 mmol of Cu(CH3CO2)2•H2O,
0.75 mL CH3COOH, 0.75 mL H3PO4, and 0.75 mL H2O were placed into a 23 mL
Teflon−lined autoclave. The autoclave was closed, heated to 200 ºC at a rate of 5 ºC/min,
held for 24 h, and slow cooled to room temperature at a rate of 6 ºC/h.
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Green colored single crystals were obtained along with Cu metal, which was selectively
removed by dissolving it in concentrated HNO3. Finally, product crystals were isolated
by filtration and washed with distilled water. Figure 3.1 shows an optical image of
NaV(HPO4)2 crystals that were obtained in approximately 65% yield based on NaVO3.
Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction.
X-ray intensity data from a green bipyramid were collected at 100(2) K using a
Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-100 CMOS area detector
and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Ka radiation, l = 0.71073 Å). The raw area
detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the Bruker
APEX3, SAINT+ and SADABS programs.44,45 Final unit cell parameters were
determined by least-squares refinement of 9799 reflections taken from the data set. The
structure was solved by direct methods with SHELXT.46,47 Subsequent difference Fourier
calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against F2 were performed with
SHELXL-201446,47 using OLEX2.48
The compound crystallizes in the monoclinic system. The pattern of systematic
absences in the intensity data was consistent with the space groups Cc and C2/c. The
correct space group is Cc, established by structure solution and further checked with the
ADDSYM program in PLATON,49–52 which found no missed symmetry. The asymmetric
unit consists of three vanadium atoms, three sodium atoms, and six PO3(OH) groups. All
atoms are located on general positions. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with
anisotropic displacement parameters. Hydrogen atoms were located in difference maps
and refined isotropically with d(O−H) = 0.85(2) Å distance restraints.
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0.5 mm
Figure 3.1 The optical image of single crystals of
NaV(HPO4)2.
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The largest residual electron density peak and hole in the final difference map are
+0.48 and −0.41 e−/Å3, located 0.83 Å from P1 and 0.67 from V2, respectively. Near
convergence the absolute structure (Flack) parameter was 0.30(2). The crystal was
therefore refined as an inversion twin with the Flack parameter as the minor twin volume
fraction. Crystallographic data, selected interatomic distances, and hydrogen bond
distances for NaV(HPO4)2 are listed in Tables 3.1−3.3 respectively. The Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC) number is: 1534867. Inorganic Crystal Structure
database number is: 432673.
Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD).
Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected on a Bruker D2 Phaser powder Xray diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation. The step-scan covered the angular range 5−65º
2q in steps of 0.02º. No impurities were observed and the calculated and experimental
PXRD patterns are in excellent agreement. (Figure 3.2)
Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS).
Elemental analysis was performed on the reported single crystals using a
TESCAN Vega-3 SBU scanning electron microscope (SEM) with EDS capabilities. The
crystals were mounted on carbon tape and analyzed using a 20 kV accelerating voltage
and an accumulation time of 20 s. As a qualitative measure, EDS confirmed the presence
of each reported element in the title compound.
Thermal Analysis.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of ground crystals of NaV(HPO4)2, was
carried out on a TA Instruments SDT Q600 at a rate of 5 ºC/min under flowing N2 gas up
to 900 ºC.
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Table 3.1 Crystal data and structure refinements for
compound, NaV(HPO4)2, 3.1.
3.1
Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
2θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole
Flack parameter
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H2NaO8P2V
265.89
100(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
Cc
a = 8.4139(5) Å
b = 9.7194(5) Å
c = 22.0389(12) Å
a = 90°
b = 90.126(2)°
g = 90°
1802.29(17) Å3
12
2.940 mg/m3
2.262 mm-1
1560
0.06 × 0.06 × 0.04 mm3
6.404 to 65.234°
−12 ≤ h ≤ 12
−14 ≤ k ≤ 14
−33 ≤ l ≤ 33
60552
6574 [R(int) = 0.0259]
6574 / 8 / 351
1.043
R1 = 0.0222
wR2 = 0.0510
R1 = 0.0279
wR2 = 0.0523
0.48 and −0.41 e− Å-3
0.299(16)

Table 3.2 Selected interatomic distances (Å) for compound NaV(HPO4)2, 3.1.

V(1)–O(3)
V(1)13–O(23)4
V(1)–O(5)
V(1)6–O(1)1
V(1)–O(9)
V(1)–O(7)3
V(2)–O(17)
V(2)–O(13)
V(2)1–O(15)6
V(2)–O(6)
V(2)3–O(10)5
V(2)–O(11)
V(3)–O(14)
V(3)–O(21)
V(3)3–O(22)5
V(3)10–O(2)
V(3)–O(19)
V(3)6–O(18)1
P(1)–O(1)
P(1)–O(2)
P(1)–O(3)

1.981(2)
1.986(2)
1.989(2)
1.991(2)
1.996(2)
2.063(2)
1.974(2)
1.986(2)
2.009(2)
2.021(2)
2.035(2)
2.051(2)
1.944(2)
1.959(2)
1.990(2)
1.995(2)
2.007(2)
2.062(2)
1.517(2)
1.521(2)
1.523(2)

3.1
P(1)–O(4)
P(2)–O(5)
P(2)–O(7)
P(2)–O(6)
P(2)–O(8)
P(3)–O(9)
P(3)–O(10)
P(3)–O(11)
P(3)–O(12)
P(4)–O(14)
P(4)–O(15)
P(4)–O(13)
P(4)–O(16)
P(5)–O(19)
P(5)–O(18)
P(5)–O(17)
P(5)–O(20)
P(6)–O(21)
P(6)–O(22)
P(6)–O(23)
P(6)–O(24)

1

1.590(2)
1.504(2)
1.521(2)
1.537(2)
1.608(3)
1.516(3)
1.526(2)
1.530(2)
1.586(2)
1.494(2)
1.528(2)
1.539(2)
1.583(2)
1.505(3)
1.524(2)
1.540(2)
1.585(3)
1.513(2)
1.524(2)
1.531(3)
1.587(3)

1/2+X, 1/2+Y, +Z 2 −1/2+X, 3/2−Y, −1/2+Z 3 1/2+X, 1/2+Y, +Z
−1/2+X, 3/2−Y, −1/2+Z 5 1/2+X, −1/2+Y, +Z
6
−1/2+X, −1/2+Y, +Z 7 1+X, 1−Y, 1/2+Z 8 1/2+X, 1/2−Y, 1/2+Z
9
−1+X, 1−Y, −1/2+Z 10 −1/2+X, 1/2−Y, −1/2+Z 11 −1+X, +Y, +Z
12
1/2+X, 3/2−Y, 1/2+Z 13 +X, 1−Y, 1/2+Z 14 +X, 1+Y, +Z
15
1+X, +Y, +Z 16 +X, −1+Y, +Z
4
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Table 3.3 Hydrogen bond distances (Å and °) for NaV(HPO4)2, 3.1.
D–H

d(D–H)

A

d(H

A)

d(D

A)

(D–H

A)°

3.1
O(4)–H(4) O(6)
O(4)–H(4) O(15)1
O(8)–H(8) O(13)
O(12)–H(12) O(15)2
O(16)–H(16) O(24)
O(20)–H(20) O(11)
O(24)–H(24) O(17)3
1

−1/2+X, −1/2+Y, +Z

0.82(3)
0.82(3)
0.79(2)
0.83(3)
0.82(2)
0.79(3)
0.81(3)
2

1.86(3)
2.43(5)
1.96(3)
1.80(3)
1.95(3)
2.00(5)
1.95(3)

−1+X, +Y, +Z
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3

2.655(3)
2.926(3)
2.701(3)
2.625(3)
2.766(3)
2.685(4)
2.763(3)

−1/2+X, 1/2+Y, +Z

164(6)
120(5)
156(4)
179(6)
172(4)
145(7)
177(5)

Figure 3.2 PXRD patterns of compound NaV(HPO4)2. Experimental
diffraction patterns are shown in red. The calculated patterns are shown
in blue.
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UV−vis Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy.
A diffuse reflectance spectrum of a polycrystalline powder sample of the reported
material

was

obtained

using

a

Perkin-Elmer

Lamda

35

UV–vis

scanning

spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere in the range 350−900 nm.
IR spectroscopy.
An IR spectrum of ground crystals of NaV(HPO4)2, was collected on a PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 FT-IR spectrometer in the range of 650−4000 cm-1.
Magnetic susceptibility.
The magnetic susceptibility of the reported materials was measured using a
Quantum Design MPMS3 SQUID magnetometer. The zero-field cooled magnetic
susceptibility was measured as a function of temperature between 2−300 K in an applied
field of 1000 Oe. The measured magnetic moment was corrected for shape and radial
offset effects using the methods reported by Morrison et al.,53 which determines the
correction factors by comparing the moments observed from DC and VSM scans at a
single temperature, 30 K.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis.
Historically, both high temperature solid state and low temperature hydrothermal
methods have been used for the synthesis of vanadium phosphates. In contrast to the
solid-state synthesis, the hydrothermal method is particularly suited for the synthesis of
low temperature phases and metastable compounds.26 The low temperature, mild
hydrothermal method under acidic conditions was used to prepare the title compound,
NaV(HPO4)2, in an excellent yield.
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Vanadium in NaV(HPO4)2 is in the +3 oxidation state, which is also evident from
the intense green color of the crystals. Using NaVO3 rather than V2O5 as a reagent in the
synthesis facilitates the dissolution of vanadium by speeding the kinetics of the
dissolution at crystal growth temperatures. The in situ reduction of V5+ to V3+ was
achieved using acetate species, a known organic reducing agent. We have observed in
several instances that the acetate group does not incorporate into the final products.
Interestingly, in this synthesis, the presence of Cu(II) acetate is essential for the reduction
process, as otherwise only V(V) containing products are obtained. We tested other acetate
sources, such as TM(II) acetates (TM = Mn, Fe, Ni, Zn), alkali acetates, and alkalineearth acetates under the same reaction conditions; however, these reactions only yielded
oxidized phases. This indicates that the presence of the Cu2+ cation is needed, along with
the acetate, for the reduction process. The specific role of the copper is not yet
understood. We have observed a similar situation where the copper source was essential
for the reduction of U6+ to U4+ to form U3F12(H2O) crystals, and it is likely that copper
catalytically promotes the reduction in both cases.9
Structure.
The title compound, NaV(HPO4)2, crystallizes in the non-centrosymmetric
monoclinic space group Cc and exhibits a three-dimensional crystal structure consisting
of distorted VO6 octahedra, PO3OH tetrahedra, and Na cations, as shown in Figure 3.3.
There are three crystallographically unique vanadium centers present in the structure,
namely, V(1), V(2), and V(3), which form distorted VO6 octahedra with V–O distances
ranging from 1.981(2)–2.063(2) Å, 1.974(2)–2.051(2) Å, and 1.944(2)–2.062(2) Å,
respectively.
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Figure 3.3 Extended structure of
NaV(HPO4)2 along the a-axis. V, P, Na, H,
and O are shown in cyan, grey, yellow,
white, and red, respectively. Na
connectivities are not shown for clarity.
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Bond valance sums for each vanadium site were calculated and found to be 2.995
for V(1), 2.902 for V(2), and 3.069 for V(3),54,55 respectively, confirming the oxidation
state of V as +3 and being consistent with the composition obtained by single crystal Xray diffraction. The VO6 octahedra are connected via V–O–P linkages to six PO3OH
groups. Polyhedral representations of the vanadium centers are shown in Figure 3.4. The
six unique phosphorous atoms present in the structure form tetrahedra that are connected
to three oxygen atoms and one hydroxyl group. The P–O(OH) distances range from
1.517(2)–1.590(2), 1.504(2)–1.608(3), 1.516(3)–1.586(2), 1.494(2)–1.583(2), 1.505(3)–
1.585(3), and 1.513(2)–1.587(3) for P(1), P(2), P(3), P(4), P(5), and P(6), respectively.
The Na cations are located in 6-fold and 7-fold coordination environments forming NaO6
and NaO7 polyhedra, shown in Figure 3.5, with Na–O distances ranging from 2.273(3)–
2.841(3), 2.271(2)–2.601(3), and 2.247(3)–2.921(3) for Na(1), Na(2), and Na(3),
respectively.
While several V(III) monohydrogenphosphates are known, they crystallize in
different structure types depending on the exact reaction conditions used and on the
specific cations present during the synthesis. Thus, the title compound, NaV(HPO4)2, is
structurally distinct from previously reported V(III) monohydrogenphosphates, including
α

and

β-

RbV(HPO4)2,30

NH4V(HPO4)2,30

Cs[V2(PO4)(HPO4)2(H2O)2],57

Ba3V2(HPO4)6,56

K[(VO)V(HPO4)3(H2O)2],57

K2[(VO)2V(PO4)2(HPO4)(H2PO4)(H2O)2,58 and Ba[V2(HPO4)4(H2O)].59
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Figure 3.4 Polyhedral representations of vanadium centers, A) V1, B) V2, and C)
V3.
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Figure 3.5 Polyhedral representations of sodium centers, A) Na1, B) Na2, and C) Na3.
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Thermal Analysis.
The thermal behavior of ground crystals of NaV(HPO4)2 was investigated using
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) over the temperature range of 25 ºC to 900 ºC under
N2 flow. The product formed during the heating was characterized by powder X-ray
diffraction. As shown in Figure 3.6 the weight loss starts approximately at 288 ºC and
the experimental weight loss of 6.81% is in good agreement with the calculated weight
loss of 6.78% representing the loss of one water molecule. The final thermal residue was
characterized using PXRD and, by pattern matching, identified to be NaVP2O7.60
UV−vis Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy.
UV−vis diffuse reflectance data, shown in Figure 3.7, were collected using
ground crystals of NaV(HPO4)2 and were converted to absorbance using the
Kubelka−Munk function61 and interpreted using Tanabe–Sugano diagrams.62 The
observed two absorption maxima at 700 nm and 450 nm can be assigned to the expected
transitions for the d2 (V3+) electron configuration; 3T1g(F) à 3T2g(F) and 3T1g (F) à 3T1g
(P).43
IR Spectroscopy.
The IR spectrum of NaV(HPO4)2 was collected over the range of 650–4000 cm-1
and is shown in Figure 3.8. Three different groups of bands can be attributed to the
vibrational modes of the PO3(OH) present in the compound. The broad brand observed
around 3200 cm-1 is characteristic for O–H vibrations of hydroxyl groups.
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Figure 3.6 Thermogravimetric analysis of NaV(HPO4)2 performed
under N2 flow.

Figure 3.7 UV−vis absorbance spectrum of NaV(HPO4)2.
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Figure 3.8 Infrared spectroscopy data of NaV(HPO4)2.
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Figure 3.9 Temperature dependence of the molar magnetic
susceptibility, χ, and inverse susceptibility, 1/χ, of
NaV(HPO4)2 in an applied field of 1000 Oe.
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Bands that appear around 900–1100 cm-1 can be attributed to the asymmetric P–O
stretching modes, whereas the bands observed near 700 cm-1 can be attributed to
symmetric P–O stretching modes.42,63,64 The remaining bands observed above 750 cm-1
can be attributed to V–O vibrational bands.36
Magnetic Susceptibility.
The presence of two unpaired d electrons in NaV(HPO4)2 results in paramagnetic
behavior that is observed in the magnetic susceptibility measurement. The temperature
dependence of the magnetic susceptibility measured in an applied field of 1000 Oe, is
shown in Figure 3.9. Due to the long V–V separation, no magnetic coupling is expected
at high temperatures. There is no divergence of the zero field cooled and field cooled
data. Near 5 K a broad transition in the data can be observed, suggesting the onset of
magnetic ordering. The magnetic moment for NaV(HPO4)2 calculated from the high
temperature regime (100–300 K) of the inverse susceptibility data is 2.61 µB, which is in
good agreement of with the theoretical magnetic moment of 2.83 µB.
Conclusion
We have successfully synthesized and characterized the new reduced vanadium
(III) monohydrogenphosphate, NaV(HPO4)2, utilizing one step mild hydrothermal
method. Copper acetate functions as an effective reducing agent and reduces V5+ to V3+ in
situ. The three-dimensional crystal structure consists of distorted VO6 octahedra linked to
PO3OH tetrahedra that are further connected via Na cations. The compound exhibits
simple paramagnetic behavior at high temperatures and a transition around 5 K is likely
due to the onset of magnetic ordering.
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CHAPTER IV
NEW LANTHANIDE MIXED-VALENT VANADIUM(III/IV) OXOSILICATES,
LN4V5−XZNXSI4O22 (LN = LA, CE, PR, AND ND), CRYSTALLIZING IN A QUASI
TWO-DIMENSIONAL RUTILE-BASED STRUCTURE*

*Adapted with permission from Abeysinghe, D.; Smith, M. D.; Yeon, J.; Morrison, G.;
zur Loye, H.-C. Inorg. Chem. 2016, 55(4), 1821−1830. © 2016 American Chemical
Society.
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Abstract
A family of lanthanide mixed-valent vanadium(III/IV) oxosilicates, Ln4V5–
xZnxSi4O22

(Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd) was synthesized as high quality single crystals via a

high temperature molten salt method. An in situ reduction of V(V) to V(III/IV) as well as
of Ce(IV) to Ce(III) was achieved utilizing Zn metal as the reducing agent, some of
which is incorporated into the crystal structure. Ce4V4.77Zn0.23Si4O22, to the best of our
knowledge, is the first example of a cerium-containing mixed-valent vanadium silicate.
The crystal structures were determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction, and the four
isostructural oxosilicates were determined to crystallize in the chevkinite-structure type in
the monoclinic space group I2/a. The unit cells of the Ln4V5–xZnxSi4O22 (Ln = La, Ce, Pr,
and Nd) series are related to the reported C2/m phases, Ln4V5Si4O22 (Ln = La, Pr, and
Nd), by a doubling of the c-axis and a loss of a mirror plane. The three-dimensional
crystal structure consist of two-dimensional rutile based vanadium oxide and lanthanide
oxide layers linked via Si2O7 groups. The temperature dependence of the magnetic
susceptibility of these compounds was measured, and only the Nd analogue exhibited a
magnetic transition at 5 K; all samples displayed a discontinuity or deviation from
linearity around 130–150 K.
Introduction
The synthesis of complex oxides containing reduced early transition metals is an
interesting area of chemistry due to the potential for observing intriguing physical
properties, including long-range magnetic order or conductivity, and novel structure
types.
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The reaction between reduced early transition metals and tetrahedral XO4 (X = P,
Si) groups often generates new low dimensional structures that can contain 1D chains or
2D sheets interleaved with XO4 rows/layers. Such structural arrangements can readily
lead to anisotropic physical behavior, particularly when reduced or multivalent early
transition metals are located in the chains or sheets. In fact, while complex reduced
transition metal containing phosphates with quasi low-dimensional systems are quite
common in the literature,1−11 only a small number of silicates of this type, including
La4Ti9Si4O30,12 α- and β-La4Ti9Si4O30,13 AVSi2O7 (A = Sr, Ba),14−16 Ba2VSi2O8,17
Ca(VO)(Si4O10)H2O,18

Ba6Nb14Si4O47,19

Ba6+xNb14Si4O47

(x

=

0.23),20

and

Ba3Ta6Si4O2321 have been reported.
The extended d-orbitals in early transition metal oxides allow for better overlap
that can impact the physical properties, which has motivated the investigation of such
oxides for applications in areas such as catalysis,22−26 ion-exchange materials,27,28 cathode
materials,29−32 and magnetic materials.33−38 To explore new low-dimensional materials,
we focused on the crystal growth of complex reduced early transition metal oxides,
particularly those based on reduced V, Mo, and W.39,40 A large number of reduced or
mixed-valent vanadium oxides that are known as vanadium readily takes on oxidation
states of +2, +3, +4, and +5 in various coordination environments, including tetrahedral,
square pyramidal, and octahedral.41 Among those, however, surprisingly few of them
belong to the class of low dimensional vanadium oxosilicates.
There exist a limited number of synthetic approaches that are suitable for the
synthesis of reduced oxides, and the high temperature molten flux method is one of them.
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To succeed using this synthetic approach, the careful selection of a redox stable melt is
essential, which is realized by fluxes such as the alkali metal halides.42 Furthermore, an
inert container is needed in which to perform this type of synthesis, and historically,
niobium, tantalum or fused silica tubes were used to prepare reduced oxides.43−49 Our
approach is based on the in situ reduction of early transition metals using metal reducing
agents, such as V, Mo, W, and Zn, contained in evacuated fused silica tubes.39,40,50,51 We
were successful in preparing single crystals of several new compositions, namely,
Ln4V5−xZnxSi4O22 (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd), in fused silica tubes containing alkali halide
eutectic melts (NaCl/CsCl) as the flux and Zn metal as the reducing agent. Since the
reaction takes place at 1000 ºC, the use of eutectic melts increases the available liquid
range for crystal growth.
The crystallized oxides are related to the chevkinite-structure type, which is a
naturally occurring mineral that is a member of the epidote family of silicates. Chevkinite
has a general formula of A3+4B2+C3+2Ti4+2O8(Si2O7)2 (A = Ln3+, Ca2+, Sr2+; B = Fe2+,
Mg2+, Mn2+; C = Al3+, Fe3+) and exhibits a two-dimensional layered structure.52,53 The
structures of the naturally occurring chevkinite were refined in space group C2/m
whereas the synthetic minerals are reported in P21/a. The metal cations in
Ln4V5−xZnxSi4O22 include V(III) and V(IV), Ln(III), Si(IV), and Zn(II). The crystal
growth, structure determination, magnetic properties, and optical spectra of the quasitwo-dimensional Ln4V5−xZnxSi4O22 (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd) are discussed within. The
formation of these reduced oxides demonstrates the efficacy of our new synthetic route
based on the use of Zn as the reducing agent.40,50,51
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We fully anticipate that this approach can be extended to related systems and lead to the
crystal growth of additional novel reduced oxides.
Experimental Section
Reagents.
V2O5 (99.6%, Alfa Aesar) and Zn metal (99.8%, –140+325 mesh, Alfa Aesar) were used
as received. La2O3 (99.99%, Alfa Aesar), CeO2 (99.99%, Alfa Aesar), and Nd2O3
(99.9%, Acros Organics) were activated in air at 1000 °C for 12 hours and stored in a
vacuum desiccator. Pr6O11 (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) was reduced to Pr2O3 under 4% H2/96%
Ar at 1000 °C for 12 hours. CsCl (99%, Alfa Aesar) and NaCl (Certified A.C.S., Fisher)
were dried and stored in an oven at 260 °C.
Synthesis.
Synthesis of Ln4V4.73Zn0.27Si4O22, 4.1; Ce4V4.77Zn0.23Si4O22, 4.2; Pr4V4.74Zn0.26Si4O22, 4.3;
Nd4V4.53Zn0.47Si4O22, 4.4
Single crystals of the title compounds, 4.1–4.4, were grown via a molten flux
method. A mixture of 1 mmol of Ln2O3, (Ln = La (0.3258 g), Pr (0.3298 g), and Nd
(0.3365 g)) or 1 mmol CeO2 (0.1721 g), 2 mmol V2O5 (0.3638 g), 2 mmol Zn (0.1308 g),
and 2 g of eutectic mixture of CsCl and NaCl (molar ratio 13:7) were placed into a fused
silica tube. The silica tube acts as the primary SiO2 source in a typical experiment;
however, attempts to form the desired product using a direct inclusion of SiO2 was
unsuccessful. The tube was evacuated to a pressure of ~10-4 Torr and sealed using an
oxygen/methane torch. The tube was placed inside a programmable furnace and heated to
1000 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min, held for 24 hours, cooled to 450 °C at a rate of 6 ºC/h,
and then cooled to room temperature by turning off the furnace.
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Figure 4.1 Optical and SEM images of a representative crystal of
Ln4V5–xZnxSi4O22 (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd). The maximum crystal
size is ~1 mm.
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Single crystals were isolated from the flux matrix by dissolving the halide salts in water,
assisted by sonication. In all cases, the reaction yielded a single-phase product consisting
of black rod shaped crystals in approximatly 90% yield based on V2O5. Optical and SEM
images of a representative crystal are shown in Figure 4.1.
Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction.
X-ray intensity data from lustrous black needle crystals of 4.1–4.4 were collected
at 301(2) K using a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON 100
CMOS area detector and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073
Å).54 All data collections covered 100% of reciprocal space to 2θmax = 80.6º, with average
reflection redundancies >7.5 and Rint = 0.033–0.037 after absorption correction.
Diffraction intensities harvested from the area detector images were reduced, scaled, and
corrected for absorption effects using the SAINT and SADABS programs.54 Final unit
cell parameters were determined by least-squares refinement of large sets of strong
reflections taken from each data set. An initial structural model was obtained with
SHELXS using direct methods.55 Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and fullmatrix least-squares refinement against F2 were performed with SHELXL-201455 using
the ShelXle interface.56
The compounds are isostructural and crystallize in the monoclinic system. The
pattern of systematic absences in the intensity data in each case was consistent with the
space groups Cc (Ia) and C2/c (I2/a). The centrosymmetric group I2/a was confirmed as
the correct space group by structure solution. An I-centered monoclinic cell was chosen
to facilitate comparison with previously reported Ln4V5Si4O22 (Ln = La, Pr, and Nd)
structures, which were refined in the space group C2/m.57−60
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The asymmetric unit in I2/a consists of two rare earth atoms, four fully occupied
vanadium atom sites, one mixed vanadium/zinc site, two silicon atoms and eleven oxygen
atoms. Vanadium atoms, V1 and V2, and the mixed site V5/Zn5 are located on inversion
centers (V1, site 4a; V2, site 4b; V5/Zn5, site 4d). Vanadium atoms, V3 and V4, are
located on two-fold axes of rotation (site 4e). All other atoms are located on general
positions (8f). The mixed V/Zn site was identified after initial refinements of all transition
metal positions as 100% V resulted in a very small “V5” displacement parameter and a
significant positive electron density buildup on the site (e.g., +4.1 e−/Å3, largest hole =
−1.6 e−/Å3 for Ln = Ce). Trial refinement of the V5 site occupation factors (sof) showed
significant increases from 100% V in each data set, refining from ca. 110% (La) to a
maximum of 123% (Nd). Increased occupancy was always accompanied by a flattening
of the difference electron density map and lower R-values. The excess electron density on
the V5 site was interpreted as a slight admixture of Zn, a reducing agent in the
reaction/crystal growth process. This accords with elemental analysis (EDS) data, which
showed a small amount of Zn present in all crystals. Constraining the site to full
occupancy gave V5/Zn5 sofs for each dataset of: La, 0.729(5)/0.271(5); Ce,
0.766(4)/0.234(6); Pr, 0.741(5)/0.259(5); Nd, 0.533(6)/0.467(6). Refinement of the site as
100% Zn was clearly incorrect in each case, as very large negative electron density peaks
at the Zn site (−10.7 e−/Å3 for Ln = Ce) and worse R1/wR2 values resulted. All atoms
were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. The rare earth, V1−V4, and
silicon sites showed no significant deviations from full occupancy.
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The largest residual electron density peak and hole in the final difference maps for each
data set are La: +0.96 and −1.32 e−/Å3, located 0.58 Å from La2 and 1.55 Å from O9,
respectively; Ce: +1.55 and −1.62 e−/Å3, located 0.69 Å from Ce1 and 1.50 Å from O8,
respectively; Pr: +1.14 and −1.21 e−/Å3, located 0.71 Å from Pr1 and 1.39 Å from O8,
respectively; Nd: +1.18 and −1.62 e−/Å3, located 0.66 Å from Nd1 and 1.37 Å from O8,
respectively.
The unit cell of Ln4V5-xZnxSi4O22 in the I2/a setting is related to the reported
C2/m type phase Ln4V5Si4O22 (Ln = La, Pr, Nd) by a doubling of the c axis and a loss of a
mirror plane. This occurs to accommodate a lower-symmetry, bent and twisted nonmirror-symmetric Si2O7 group and small shifts of rare earth atomic positions away from
the mirror plane. This can be shown by examining the structures solved in C2/m with the
smaller cell, ignoring many extra reflections. The silicon-bridging oxygen atom, located
on a mirror plane in C2/m, displays a severely oblate displacement ellipsoid across the
mirror, with U3/U1 = 9.5 in the Ce structure. Another oxygen atom of a triangular “end”face of the Si2O7 group also has a flattened ellipsoid, with U3/U1 = 7.2. These irregular
ellipsoids are normalized in the correct I2/a cell (U3/U1 = 4.4 and 3.3, respectively, again
with Ln = Ce). There are also small displacements of the rare earth atoms, which are
located on the mirror plane in C2/m. Using Ce as an example again, this is evident in the
cerium y-coordinates in the I2/a setting (Ce1, y = 0.264; Ce2, y = 0.768 with the “absent”
mirror plane located at y = 0.25, 0.75), corresponding to a small but significant 0.08 Å
displacement from the mirror. The larger cell is clearly evident in the diffraction patterns;
peaks inconsistent with the smaller C2/m cells are strong and abundant in the diffraction
data from all crystals. The extra peaks have an l index of 0.5.
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Table 4.1 Crystal data and structure refinements for compounds 4.1 and 4.2.

Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole

4.1
La4Zn0.27Si4O22V4.73
1278.63
301(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
I2/a
a = 13.4990(5) Å
b = 5.6223(2) Å
c = 22.2168(10) Å
a = 90°
b = 100.5207(10)°
g = 90°
1657.80(11) Å3
4
5.123 mg/m3
13.402 mm-1
2308.0
0.06 × 0.05 × 0.04 mm3
3.070 to 40.318°
−24 ≤ h ≤ 24
−10 ≤ k ≤ 10
−40 ≤ l ≤ 40
57346
5239 [R(int) = 0.0502]
5239 / 0 / 166
1.122
R1 = 0.0195
wR2 = 0.0330
R1 = 0.0317
wR2 = 0.0362
0.958 and −1.323 e−×Å-3
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4.2
Ce4Zn0.23Si4O22V4.77
1282.92
301(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
I2/a
a = 13.4380(5) Å
b = 5.6120(2) Å
c = 22.1173(9) Å
a = 90°
b = 100.5431(8)
g = 90°
1639.79(11) Å3
4
5.197 mg/m3
14.200 mm-1
2323.0
0.18 × 0.08 × 0.06 mm3
3.084 to 40.395°
−24 ≤ h ≤ 24
−10 ≤ k ≤10
−40 ≤ l ≤ 40
73953
5208 [R(int) = 0.0337]
5208 / 0 / 166
1.315
R1 = 0.0175
wR2 = 0.0411
R1 = 0.0197
wR2 = 0.0422
1.549 and −1.617 e− Å-3

Table 4.1 (cont.) Crystal data and structure refinements for compounds 4.3 and 4.4.

Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole

4.3
Pr4Zn0.26Si4O22V4.74
1286.39
301(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
I2/a
a = 13.3881(4) Å
b = 5.6021(2) Å
c = 22.0406(8) Å
a = 90°
b = 100.5710(7)°
g = 90°
1625.02(10) Å3
4
5.258 mg/m3
15.138 mm-1
2339.0
0.06 × 0.05 × 0.04 mm3
3.096 to 40.305°
−24 ≤ h ≤ 24
−10 ≤ k ≤ 10
−40 ≤ l ≤ 40
57110
5134 [R(int) = 0.0330]
5239 / 0 / 166
1.158
R1 = 0.0157
wR2 = 0.0317
R1 = 0.0197
wR2 = 0.0328
1.136 and −1.210 e−×Å-3
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4.4
Nd4Zn0.47Si4O22V4.53
1302.77
301(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
I2/a
a = 13.3232(7) Å
b = 5.6016(3) Å
c = 21.9856(15) Å
a = 90°
b = 100.6506(17)
g = 90°
1612.55(16) Å3
4
5.366 mg/m3
16.239 mm-1
2361.0
0.06 × 0.05 × 0.04 mm3
3.112 to 40.310°
−24 ≤ h ≤ 24
−10 ≤ k ≤10
−40 ≤ l ≤ 40
73953
5089 [R(int) = 0.0367]
5089 / 0 / 166
1.116
R1 = 0.0214
wR2 = 0.0355
R1 = 0.0306
wR2 = 0.0378
1.185 and −1.620 e− Å-3

Table 4.2 Selected interatomic distances (Å) for compound La4Zn0.27Si4O22V4.73, 4.1.
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La(1)−O(4)
La(1)−O(3)
La(1)−O(7)1
La(1)−O(8)
La(1)−O(9)2
La(1)−O(6)2
La(1)−O(5)
La(1)−O(1)3
La(1)−O(11)
La(2)−O(3)4
La(2)−O(4)
La(2)−O(7)5
1

2.4351(14)
2.4442(14)
2.5158(13)
2.5608(14)
2.5672(13)
2.5689(15)
2.6099(15)
2.7589(12)
3.0352(18)
2.4547(13)
2.4656(14)
2.5146(12)

La(2)−O(9)6
La(2)−O(8)7
La(2)−O(2)
La(2)−O(5)
La(2)−O(6)
La(2)−O(10)6
V(1)−O(2)8,2 x 2
V(1)−O(1)9 x 2
V(1)−O(9)7,10 x 2
V(2)−O(1)8 x 2
V(2)−O(2)8 x 2
V(2)−O(8)7,3 x 2

4.1
2.5567(14)
2.0201(14)
2.6169(12)
2.6861(16)
2.7138(16)
2.8915(15)
1.9579(12)
1.9939(13)
2.0215(14)
1.9536(13)
1.9943(12)
2.0201(14)

V(3)−O(3)3 x 2
V(3)−O(4)3 x 2
V(3)−O(1)3 x 2
V(4)−O(4)3 x 2
V(4)−O(3)4,11 x 2
V(4)−O(2)3 x 2
V(5)−O(10)7,1 x 2
V(5)−O(5)12 x 2
V(5)−O(6)2 x 2
Zn(5)−O(10)7,1 x 2
Zn(5)−O(5)12 x 2
Zn(5)−O(6)5,2 x 2

1.9908(14)
1.9969(14)
2.0017(12)
1.9802(14)
1.9817(14)
2.0135(11)
1.9765(13)
2.0917(14)
2.1007(15)
1.9765(13)
2.0917(14)
2.1007(15)

−X+1, Y−1/2, −Z+1/2 2 X, Y−1, Z 3 −X+1/2, Y, −Z 4 X, Y+1, Z 5 −X+1/2, −Y+3/2, −Z+1/2
X−1/2, −Y+2, Z 7 X−1/2, −Y+1, Z 8 −X, −Y+1, −Z 9 −X, −Y, −Z 10 −X+1/2, Y−1, −Z
11
−X+1/2, Y+1, −Z 12 −X+1/2, −Y+1/2, −Z+1/2 13 X+1/2, −Y+2, Z 14 X+1/2, −Y+1, Z
15
−X+1, Y+1/2, −Z+1/2
6

Table 4.2 (cont.) Selected interatomic distances (Å) for compound Ce4Zn0.23Si4O22V4.77, 4.2.
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Ce(1)−O(4)
Ce(1)−O(3)
Ce(1)−O(7)1
Ce(1)−O(6)2
Ce(1)−O(9)2
Ce(1)−O(8)
Ce(1)−O(5)
Ce(1)−O(1)3
Ce(1)−O(11)
Ce(2)−O(3)4
Ce(2)−O(4)
Ce(2)−O(7)5
1

2.4082(12)
2.4320(12)
2.5074(13)
2.5252(13)
2.5435(12)
2.5459(12)
2.6390(14)
2.7386(13)
2.9258(17)
2.4205(12)
2.4590(12)
2.4895(13)

4.2
Ce(2)−O(8)
2.5490(12)
Ce(2)−O(9)7
2.5522(12)
Ce(2)−O(2)
2.5816(13)
Ce(2)−O(5)
2.6500(14)
Ce(2)−O(6)
2.7351(14)
Ce(2)−O(10)7
2.7659(14)
8,2
V(1)−O(2) x 2
1.9397(11)
V(1)−O(1)9 x 2
2.0058(12)
V(1)−O(9)6,10 x 2 2.0176(12)
V(2)−O(1)8 x 2
1.9330(12)
V(2)−O(2)8 x 2
2.0041(12)
6,3
V(2)−O(8) x 2
2.0151(12)
6

V(3)−O(1)3 x 2
V(3)−O(3)3 x 2
V(3)−O(4)3 x 2
V(4)−O(4)3 x 2
V(4)−O(3)4,11 x 2
V(4)−O(2)3 x 2
V(5)−O(10)7,1 x 2
V(5)−O(5)12 x 2
V(5)−O(6)2 x 2
Zn(5)−O(10)7,1 x 2
Zn(5)−O(5)12 x 2
Zn(5)−O(6)5,2 x 2

1.9908(12)
1.9914(12)
2.0011(12)
1.9818(12)
1.9899(12)
2.0053(12)
1.9668(13)
2.0831(13)
2.1058(13)
1.9668(13)
2.0831(13)
2.1058(13)

−X+1, Y−1/2, −Z+1/2 2 X, Y−1, Z 3 −X+1/2, Y, −Z 4 X, Y+1, Z 5 −X+1/2, −Y+3/2, −Z+1/2
6
X−1/2, −Y+1, Z 7 X−1/2, −Y+2, Z 8 −X, −Y+1, −Z 9 −X, −Y, −Z 10 −X+1/2, Y−1, −Z
11
−X+1/2, Y+1, −Z 12 −X+1/2, −Y+1/2, −Z+1/2 13 X+1/2, −Y+2, Z 14 X+1/2, −Y+1, Z
15
−X+1, Y+1/2, −Z+1/2

Table 4.2 (cont.) Selected interatomic distances (Å) for compound Pr4Zn0.26Si4O22V4.74, 4.3.
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Pr(1)−O(4)
Pr(1)−O(3)
Pr(1)−O(6)1
Pr(1)−O(7)2
Pr(1)−O(9)1
Pr(1)−O(8)
Pr(1)−O(5)
Pr(1)−O(1)3
Pr(1)−O(11)
Pr(2)−O(3)4
Pr(2)−O(4)
Pr(2)−O(7)5
1

2.3878(10)
2.4242(10)
2.4871(11)
2.5012(11)
2.5260(10)
2.5332(10)
2.6529(12)
2.7294(11)
2.8703(14)
2.4031(10)
2.4571(10)
2.4654(11)

4.3
Pr(2)−O(8)
2.5412(11)
7
Pr(2)−O(9)
2.5478(10)
Pr (2)−O(2)
2.5613(11)
Pr(2)−O(5)
2.6165(12)
Pr(2)−O(10)7
2.6969(12)
Pr(2)−O(6)
2.7479(12)
V(1)−O(2)8,1 x 2
1.9329(10)
9
V(1)−O(1) x 2
2.0074(10)
V(1)−O(9)6,10 x 2 2.0183(10)
V(2)−O(1)8 x 2
1.9242(10)
V(2)−O(2)8 x 2
2.0065(10)
6,3
V(2)−O(8) x 2
2.0126(10)
6

V(3)−O(1)3 x 2
V(3)−O(3)3 x 2
V(3)−O(4)3 x 2
V(4)−O(4)3 x 2
V(4)−O(3)4,11 x 2
V(4)−O(2)3 x 2
V(5)−O(10)6,2 x 2
V(5)−O(5)12 x 2
V(5)−O(6)5,1 x 2
Zn(5)−O(10)6,2 x 2
Zn(5)−O(5)12 x 2
Zn(5)−O(6)5,1 x 2

1.9809(10)
1.9893(11)
2.0038(11)
1.9821(11)
1.9927(11)
1.9956(10)
1.9646(11)
2.0862(11)
2.1118(11)
1.9646(11)
2.0862(11)
2.1118(11)

X, Y−1, Z 2 −X+1, Y−1/2, −Z+1/2 3 −X+1/2, Y, −Z 4 X, Y+1, Z 5 −X+1/2, −Y+3/2, −Z+1/2
6
X−1/2, −Y+1, Z 7 X−1/2, −Y+2, Z 8 −X, −Y+1, −Z 9 −X, −Y, −Z 10 −X+1/2, Y−1, −Z
11
−X+1/2, Y+1, −Z 12 −X+1/2, −Y+1/2, −Z+1/2 13 X+1/2, −Y+2, Z 14 X+1/2, −Y+1, Z
15
−X+1, Y+1/2, −Z+1/2

Table 4.2 (cont.) Selected interatomic distances (Å) for compound Nd4Zn0.47Si4O22V4.53, 4.4.
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Nd(1)−O(4)
Nd(1)−O(3)
Nd(1)−O(6)1
Nd(1)−O(7)2
Nd(1)−O(9)1
Nd(1)−O(8)
Nd(1)−O(5)
Nd(1)−O(1)3
Nd(1)−O(11)
Nd(2)−O(3)4
Nd(2)−O(7)5
Nd(2)−O(4)
1

2.3871(14)
2.4300(14)
2.4413(15)
2.4892(15)
2.5137(14)
2.5226(14)
2.6339(16)
2.7539(14)
2.8426(18)
2.4076(14)
2.4358(15)
2.4759(14)

4.4
Nd(2)−O(8)
2.5465(14)
Nd(2)−O(2)
2.5533(13)
7
Nd(2)−O(9)
2.5551(14)
Nd(2)−O(5)
2.5707(16)
7
Nd(2)−O(10)
2.6311(15)
Nd(2)−O(6)
2.7373(17)
8,1
V(1)−O(2) x 2
1.9286(13)
V(1)−O(1)9 x 2
2.0047(13)
V(1)−O(9)6,10 x 2
2.0153(13)
8
V(2)−O(1) x 2
1.9194(14)
V(2)−O(8)6,3 x 2
2.0056(13)
8
V(2)−O(2) x 2
2.0068(13)
6

V(3)−O(1)3 x 2
V(3)−O(3)3 x 2
V(3)−O(4)3 x 2
V(4)−O(4)3 x 2
V(4)−O(3)4,11 x 2
V(4)−O(2)3 x 2
V(5)−O(10)6,2 x 2
V(5)−O(5)12 x 2
V(5)−O(6)5,1 x 2
Zn(5)−O(10)6,2 x 2
Zn(5)−O(5)12 x 2
Zn(5)−O(6)5,1 x 2

1.9673(14)
1.9795(14)
1.9959(14)
1.9697(14)
1.9839(14)
1.9855(14)
1.9760(15)
2.1119(15)
2.1345(16)
1.9760(15)
2.1119(15)
2.1345(16)

X, Y−1, Z 2 −X+1, Y−1/2, −Z+1/2 3 −X+1/2, Y, −Z 4 X, Y+1, Z 5 −X+1/2, −Y+3/2, −Z+1/2
6
X−1/2, −Y+1, Z 7 X−1/2, −Y+2, Z 8 −X, −Y+1, −Z 9 −X, −Y, −Z 10 −X+1/2, Y−1, −Z
11
−X+1/2, Y+1, −Z 12 −X+1/2, −Y+1/2, −Z+1/2 13 X+1/2, −Y+2, Z 14 X+1/2, −Y+1, Z
15
−X+1, Y+1/2, −Z+1/2

Table 4.3 Atomic coordinates (×104) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2×103) for compound
La4Zn0.27Si4O22V4.73, 4.1 and Ce4Zn0.23Si4O22V4.77, 4.2. U(eq) is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor.
4.1
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Occ.
Atom
La1
La2
V1
V2
V3
V4
V5 0.729(5)
Zn5 0.271(5)
Si1
Si2
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8
O9
O10
O11

x
3927(1)
1792(1)
0
0
2500
2500
2500
2500
5468(1)
3898(1)
1001(1)
1046(1)
2708(1)
2709(1)
3176(1)
3237(1)
4401(1)
5265(1)
5224(1)
6609(1)
4678(1)

y
2563(1)
7580(1)
0
5000
2555(1)
7547(1)
2500
2500
7495(1)
7507(1)
2550(2)
7545(2)
39(2)
5072(2)
5206(2)
9897(2)
7478(2)
5113(2)
9866(2)
7597(3)
7383(3)

4.2
z
1298(1)
1270(1)
0
0
0
0
2500
2500
1342(1)
2280(1)
−65(1)
97(1)
641(1)
645(1)
2070(1)
2066(1)
2983(1)
924(1)
924(1)
1689(1)
1803(1)

U(eq)
6(1)
7(1)
4(1)
4(1)
5(1)
5(1)
5(1)
5(1)
4(1)
5(1)
7(1)
6(1)
7(1)
8(1)
10(1)
10(1)
9(1)
7(1)
7(1)
12(1)
18(1)

Occ.
Atom
Ce1
Ce2
V1
V2
V3
V4
V5 0.766(6)
Zn5 0.234(6)
Si1
Si2
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8
O9
O10
O11

x
3930(1)
1791(1)
0
0
2500
2500
2500
2500
5466(1)
3894(1)
1002(1)
1048(1)
2709(1)
2714(1)
3125(1)
3283(1)
4391(1)
5293(1)
5189(1)
6610(1)
4686(1)

y
2637(1)
7679(1)
0
5000
2612(1)
7595(1)
2500
2500
7492(1)
7522(1)
2591(2)
7581(2)
102(2)
5128(2)
5279(2)
9976(2)
7451(2)
5100(2)
9862(2)
7735(2)
7229(3)

z
1296(1)
1266(1)
0
0
0
0
2500
2500
1346(1)
2283(1)
−66(1)
104(1)
647(1)
652(1)
2069(1)
2060(1)
2990(1)
926(1)
926(1)
1691(1)
1815(1)

U(eq)
7(1)
7(1)
5(1)
5(1)
6(1)
6(1)
6(1)
6(1)
5(1)
6(1)
8(1)
7(1)
8(1)
8(1)
11(1)
12(1)
10(1)
8(1)
8(1)
12(1)
17(1)

Table 4.3 (Cont.) Atomic coordinates (×104) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2×103) for compound
Pr4Zn0.26Si4O22V4.74, 4.3 and Nd4Zn0.47Si4O22V4.53, 4.4. U(eq) is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor.
4.3
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Occ.
Atom
Pr1
Pr2
V1
V2
V3
V4
V5 0.741(5)
Zn5 0.259(5)
Si1
Si2
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8
O9
O10
O11

x
3931(1)
1789(1)
0
0
2500
2500
2500
2500
5465(1)
3890(1)
1004(1)
1052(1)
2711(1)
2720(1)
3096(1)
3313(1)
4383(1)
5303(1)
5168(1)
6612(1)
4694(1)

y
2673(1)
7717(1)
0
5000
2634(1)
7612(1)
2500
2500
7490(1)
7534(1)
2604(2)
7592(2)
127(2)
5151(2)
5333(2)
10026(2)
7442(2)
5091(2)
9862(2)
7807(3)
7151(2)

4.4
z
1297(1)
1264(1)
0
0
0
0
2500
2500
1348(1)
2284(1)
−66(1)
107(1)
650(1)
657(1)
2066(1)
2055(1)
2995(1)
928(1)
928(1)
1689(1)
1821(1)

U(eq)
6(1)
7(1)
5(1)
5(1)
5(1)
5(1)
6(1)
6(1)
5(1)
5(1)
7(1)
6(1)
7(1)
7(1)
11(1)
11(1)
9(1)
7(1)
7(1)
11(1)
15(1)

Atom
Ce1
Ce2
V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
Zn5
Si1
Si2
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8
O9
O10
O11

Occ.

0.533(6)
0.467(6)

x
y
z
3932(1) 2697(1) 1304(1)
1792(1) 7764(1) 1269(1)
0
0
0
0
0
5000
0
2500
2647(1)
0
2500
7621(1)
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
5472(1) 7492(1) 1347(1)
3897(1) 7539(1) 2281(1)
1009(1) 2607(2) −59(1)
1055(1) 7598(2)
112(1)
2717(1) 140(2)
645(1)
2726(1) 5167(2)
653(1)
3083(1) 5382(3) 2052(1)
3340(1) 10045(3) 2045(1)
4372(1) 7426(2) 2998(1)
5304(1) 5081(2)
928(1)
5147(1) 9861(2)
928(1)
6628(1) 7859(2) 1675(1)
4722(1) 7093(3) 1835(1)

U(eq)
7(1)
7(1)
4(1)
4(1)
6(1)
5(1)
7(1)
7(1)
5(1)
5(1)
7(1)
6(1)
7(1)
7(1)
11(1)
12(1)
9(1)
7(1)
7(1)
12(1)
16(1)

Crystallographic data, selected interatomic distances, and atomic coordinates for all
compounds are listed in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, respectively. The Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) numbers are as follows: compound 4.1: #1529122,
compound 4.2: #1529123, compound 4.3: #1529124, and compound 4.4: #1529125
Inorganic Crystal Structure Database numbers are as follows: compound 4.1: #430473,
compound 4.2: #430470, compound 4.3: #430472, compound 4.4: #430471.
Powder X-ray Diffraction.
Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected on a Rigaku D/Max-2100 powder
X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation. The step-scan covered the angular range
5−60º 2q in steps of 0.02º. No impurities were observed in La, Ce, and Pr compounds,
and the calculated and experimental PXRD patterns are in excellent agreement. One
weak reflection of NdVO4 as an impurity was observed in the Nd analog. The observed
long-range magnetic order was not affected by the presence of NdVO4, which does not
exhibit long-range magnetic order, Figure 4.2.
Energy–Dispersive Spectroscopy.
Elemental analysis was performed on all the reported single crystals using a
TESCAN Vega-3 SBU scanning electron microscope (SEM) with EDS capabilities. The
crystals were mounted on carbon tape and analyzed using a 20 kV accelerating voltage
and an accumulation time of 20 s. As a qualitative measure, EDS confirmed the presence
of each reported element in the title compounds.
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Figure 4.2 PXRD patterns of compound 4.1, pane A; and compound 4.2, pane B.
Experimental diffraction patterns are shown in blue. The calculated patterns are shown in
red.
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Figure 4.2 (cont.) PXRD patterns of compound 4.3, pane C; and compound 4.4, pane D.
Experimental diffraction patterns are shown in blue. The calculated patterns are shown in
red.
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Figure 4.3 UV–vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy data for 4.1 (blue), 4.2
(red), 4.3 (green), and 4.4 (purple).
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UV–vis Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy.
UV–vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy data for the powder samples of the
reported materials were obtained using a Perkin–Elmer Lambda 35 UV–vis scanning
spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere in the range of 200–900 nm. The
reflectance data were converted to absorbance data using Kubelka–Munk function.61
(Figure 4.3).
Magnetic Susceptibility.
The magnetic susceptibility of the reported materials was measured using a
Quantum Design MPMS SQUID magnetometer. Both zero-field cooled (zfc) and field
cooled (fc) magnetic susceptibility of the ground crystals were measured as a function of
temperature between 2–300 K in an applied field of 100 Oe as well as of 1000 Oe. The
measured magnetic moment was corrected for shape and radial offset effects using the
methods reported by Morrison et al.,62 which determines the correction factors by
comparing the moments observed from DC and VSM scans at a single temperature, 30 K.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis.
The molten salt flux method was used to prepare high quality single crystals of
Ln4V5-xZnxSi4O22 (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd), which are structurally closely related to the
previously reported Ln4V5Si4O22 (Ln = La, Pr, and Nd), La3.4Ca0.6V5Si4O22,63 and
La4Ti5Si4-xPxO22 (x = 0, 1)64 compounds. To date, the La, Pr, and Nd members of the
Ln4V5Si4O22 series, but not the Ce-containing compound, have been synthesized via
either solid-state synthesis or a molten flux route.
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The dearth of physical property measurements on these phases—almost no
measurements of their properties have been reported with the exception of the La
analogue—motivated us to fill the gap by investigating the synthesis and the properties of
the La-, Pr-, and Nd- as well as the Ce- containing compound, using our synthetic route
involving Zn as a reducing agent. The approach, while successful, resulted in the
incorporation of small amounts of Zn into the product. Black single crystals of Ln4V5xZnxSi4O22

(Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd) were obtained in excellent yield and were

determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction to contain a small amount of Zn on one of
the vanadium sites. The presence of zinc on the vanadium site affects the oxidation states
of the vanadium, similar to the reported substitution of phosphorous for silicon in
La4Ti5Si4-xPxO22 (x = 1), which affects the oxidation state of titanium.
Zinc amalgam is well known as a reducing agent, but it is environmentally
unfriendly, as it requires the use of mercury. Instead we can use Zn metal itself as a
reducing agent. Since Zn has a very low melting point (419.6 ºC), it is molten at the
crystal growth temperatures, which leads to close contact interactions between cations
dissolved in the halide flux and the molten Zn, thereby enhancing the reduction by
speeding the kinetics of the reaction. In fact, at the highest reaction temperature of 1000
°C, Zn is above its boiling point of 907 °C, placing some of the Zn into the vapor phase
and saturating the tube. The starting materials contain V(V) which can readily be reduced
by Zn metal, resulting in mixed V(III)/(IV) in the product phase.50 Similarly, in the case
of the cerium analogue, Ce(IV) in the starting mixture is reduced to Ce(III), which is in
the product phase.
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There are few Ce(III)-containing oxides known due to the synthetic challenges
involved in using Ce2O3, which is unstable with respect to oxidation when exposed to air
at elevated temperatures. The Zn in situ reduction represents an efficient route for
creating Ce(III) containing complex oxides. To best of our knowledge, this is the first
cerium containing reduced vanadium silicate made so far.
Structure.
The family of compounds, Ln4V5-xZnxSi4O22 (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd),
crystallizes in the monoclinic space group I2/a and belongs to the chevkinite structure
type. The extended structure of Ln4V5-xZnxSi4O22 (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd) is shown in
Figure 4.4, which exhibits a three-dimensional crystal structure consisting of twodimensional sheets of edge- and face-shared LnO9 polyhedra, edge-shared VO6 octahedra,
and Si2O7 groups.
The structure consists of two crystallographically unique Ln centers, namely,
Ln(1) and Ln(2). Ln(1) is located in an irregular nine coordinate polyhedron with Ln–O
distances ranging from 2.3871 Å–3.0352 Å. The Ln(1) polyhedron shares faces with the
Ln(2) polyhedron, which is also an irregular nine coordinate polyhedron, with Ln–O
distances ranging from 2.4031 Å–2.8915 Å. The two polyhedra are connected via O(7)–
O(8)–O(9) and form [Ln(1)Ln(2)O15] dimers, shown in Figure 4.5, with Ln(1)–Ln(2)
distances ranging from 3.833 Å–3.880 Å. Each dimer again shares four edges with
another four dimers via O(3)–O(6) and O(4)–O(5), to create the lanthanide oxide layer
parallel to the ab plane, which is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.4 The extended structure of Ln4V5–xZnxSi4O22
(Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd) viewed down the A) b-axis
and the B) a-axis. The gray, brown, cyan, blue, purple,
green, orange, and red colors represent V1, V2, V3, V4,
V5/Zn, Si, Ln, and O, respectively.
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Figure 4.5 [Ln(1)Ln(2)O15] dimers. The yellow
and red colors represent Ln and O, respectively.

Figure 4.6 Lanthanide oxide layer located in the ab plane. The
orange, yellow, and red colors represent Ln1, Ln2, and O,
respectively.
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Figure 4.7 Vanadium oxide layer located in the ab
plane. The gray, brown, cyan, blue, and red colors
represent V1, V2, V3, V4, and O, respectively.
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Five different types of V centers present in the structure, V(1), V(2), V(3), V(4),
and V(5), form distorted VO6 octahedra with V–O distances ranging from 1.9286 Å–
2.0215 Å, 1.9194 Å–2.0201 Å, 1.9673 Å–2.0039 Å, 1.9697 Å–2.0135 Å, and 1.9646 Å–
2.1345 Å, respectively. In all the title compounds the V(1)O6 octahedra share edges with
the V(2)O6 octahedra via O(1) and O(2) and form infinite vanadium oxide V(1)/V(2)
chains parallel to the ab plane with a uniform V(1)–V(2) distance ranging from 2.8008–
2.8112 Å. V(3)O6 octahedra share edges with V(4)O6 octahedra through O(3) and O(4)
and form infinite vanadium oxide V(3)/V(4) chains that are parallel to the V(1)/V(2)
chains and rotated 90 degrees to enable them to corner share with the V(1)/V(2) chains as
shown in Figure 4.7. This chain arrangement is found in the rutile structure. In the title
compounds the V(3)–V(4) distances within the chains range between 2.7866 Å–2.8160
Å. These V(1)/V(2) and V(3)/V(4) chains are connected to each other via corner sharing
through O(1) and O(2) to form rutile based vanadium oxide layers. V–V distances for the
title compounds are listed in Table 4.4. The well known high temperature (> 340 K)
tetragonal structure of VO2, which has the regular rutile structure, shows a similar pattern
with a uniform V–V distance of 2.85 Å,65 while the low temperature (< 340 K)
monoclinic VO2 structure shows a distorted rutile structure with alternating long and
short V–V distances of 3.17 Å and 2.62 Å.66,67 Since the observed V–V distances in title
compounds are slightly shorter than the V–V distance in the high- temperature metallic
VO2 structure, the potential for electron delocalization and metallic conductivity within
the chains exists.
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Table 4.4 V–V distances for Ln4V5-xZnxSi4O22 (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd).
Compound
La4V4.73Zn0.27Si4O22
Ce4V4.77Zn0.23Si4O22
Pr4V4.74Zn0.26Si4O22
Nd4V4.53Zn0.47Si4O22

V1–V2
2.8112(1)
2.8060(1)
2.8011(1)
2.8008(2)

V2–V1
2.8112(1)
2.8060(1)
2.8011(1)
2.8008(2)

V3–V4
2.8067(6)
2.7961(5)
2.7885(5)
2.7866(6)

V4–V3
2.8155(6)
2.8160(5)
2.8136(5)
2.8149(6)

Figure 4.8 Vanadium silicate layer located in the ab
plane. The purple, green, and red colors represent
V5/Zn shared site, Si1 and Si2, and O, respectively.
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The rutile-type layers, however, are isolated from each other via intervening Si2O7
groups and [V5/Zn]O6 octahedra, interfering with establishing three-dimensional electron
delocalization throughout the structure. In the structure, the silicon, Si(1) and Si(2), is
located in a four coordinate tetrahedral coordination environment with Si–O distances
ranging from 1.5876 Å–1.6281 Å and 1.5842 Å–1.6420 Å , respectively. Si(1) shares a
corner with Si(2) through O(11) and forms Si2O7 pyrosilicate groups. The remaining
vanadium center, V(5), shares the site with a small amount of Zn and forms [V5/Zn]O6
octahedra that connect to six pyrosilicate groups. As shown in Figure 4.8, [V5/Zn]O6 and
Si2O7 form vanadium silicate layers parallel to the ab plane. These vanadium silicate
layers separate vanadium oxide layers from each other. The vanadium silicate layer
connects to the vanadium oxide layer via corner sharing between V(1)O6 and V(2)O6 to
Si2O7. Both the 2D vanadium silicate layers and the vanadium oxide layers are
additionally connected through rare-earth atoms to form the overall three-dimensional
structure as illustrated in Figure 4.9.
The unit cell doubling of Ln4V5-xZnxSi4O22 (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd) is related to
the rare earth cation size, and causes a distortion of the Si2O7 group away from mirror
symmetry to an increasingly bent and twisted form. This trend, shown in Figure 4.10 and
Table 4.5, becomes more pronounced as the rare earth cation size decreases, and is least
noticeable for La. For the known series, Ln4V5Si4O22 (Ln = La, Pr, and Nd), the distortion
is less prominent and the opposite trend is observed; tetrahedra are almost completely
eclipsed when the lanthanide cation is smaller and this contributes to the C2/m phase with
a smaller unit cell (Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.9 The overall structure of Ln4V5-xZnxSi4O22
(Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd), viewed down the b-axis,
formed by connecting the two-dimensional vanadium
silicate layers and vanadium oxide layers. The gray,
brown, cyan, blue, purple, green, orange, and red
colors represent V1, V2, V3, V4, V5/Zn, Si, Ln, and
O, respectively.

Figure 4.10 Si2O7 group structural evolution with rare earth size.
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Table 4.5 Change in dihedral twist angles and bend angles of Si2O72- group in
Ln4V5-xZnxSi4O22 (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd).
Compound
La4V4.73Zn0.27Si4O22
Ce4V4.77Zn0.23Si4O22
Pr4V4.74Zn0.26Si4O22
Nd4V4.53Zn0.47Si4O22

Dihedral ‘twist’ angles ( º )
O7–Si2–Si1–O10
O5–Si2–Si1–O8
2.96(4)
5.43(4)
7.16(4)
8.17(4)
9.43(4)
9.75(4)
11.16(4)
11.09(4)

Si1–O11–Si2
‘bend’ angles ( º )
175.2(2)
168.9(2)
165.6(2)
162.6(2)

I2/a Si–O–Si = 168.9(1)°
C2/m Si–O–Si = 179.4(2)°
Figure
4.11
Comparison
of
Si2O7
groups
of
Ce4V4.77Zn0.23Si4O22 and La4V5Si4O22. Distortion of the Si2O7
group in Ce4V4.77Zn0.23Si4O22 contributes to the larger I2/a cell.
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Table 4.6 Bond valance calculations of the title compounds for each
vanadium site assuming either V(III) or V(IV).
Assuming V(III)
Compound
V(1) V(2)
3+
4+
La4(V 3.46)(V 1.27)Zn0.27Si4O22 3.08 3.09
Ce4(V3+3.54)(V4+1.23)Zn0.23Si4O22 3.11 3.14
Pr4(V3+3.48)(V4+1.26)Zn0.26Si4O22 3.13 3.17
Nd4(V3+3.06)(V4+1.47)Zn0.47Si4O22 3.16 3.21
Assuming V(IV)
Compound
V(1) V(2)
3+
4+
La4(V 3.46)(V 1.27)Zn0.27Si4O22 3.44 3.45
Ce4(V3+3.54)(V4+1.23)Zn0.23Si4O22 3.41 3.51
Pr4(V3+3.48)(V4+1.26)Zn0.26Si4O22 3.49 3.54
Nd4(V3+3.06)(V4+1.47)Zn0.47Si4O22 3.52 3.58
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V(3)
3.02
3.04
3.07
3.16

V(4)
3.07
3.06
3.08
3.17

V(5)
2.60
2.64
2.63
2.50

V(3)
3.38
3.40
3.43
3.53

V(4)
3.42
3.42
3.44
3.54

V(5)
2.91
2.95
2.94
2.79

On the basis of the chemical composition of the title compounds, the average
oxidation state for vanadium is +3.26, indicating the presence of both V(III) and V(IV) in
the compounds. Table 4.6 lists the bond valence sum calculations (BVS)68,69 of the title
compounds for each V site assuming that all vanadium are either +3 or +4. In performing
the BVS calculations the presence of V–V bonds was not included. According to these
calculations, the V(5) site appears to be in +3 oxidation state. It is, however, difficult to
assign with certainty a specific (+3 vs. +4) oxidation state to any of the other V(1)–V(4)
sites. The reason for this is likely efficient electronic delocalization throughout the V–O
layer. Finally, the distribution of V(III) and V(IV) in these compounds based on the
amount of Zn present on the V(5) site can be calculated, as illustrated in Table 4.6.
Magnetism.
The magnetic properties of the title compounds, Ln4V5-xZnxSi4O22 (Ln = La, Ce,
Pr, and Nd), were investigated, as they contain unpaired electrons on the V(III) d2
andV(IV) d1 vanadium, as well as on the Ce(III) f1, Pr(III) f2, and Nd(III) f3 rare earth
sites. Only for the La analogue, La4V4.73Zn0.27Si4O22, was vanadium the sole contributor
to the magnetic susceptibility. In the other three compositions the magnetic susceptibility
sums the contribution from both the vanadium d-electrons and the rare-earth f-electrons.
The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility and the inverse
susceptibility data for La4V4.73Zn0.27Si4O22 were measured in applied fields of 1000 Oe
and 100 Oe and the data are shown in Figure 4.12. No differences are observed between
ZFC and FC data. As seen in Figure 4.12, for both applied fields there is a small change
in the magnetic susceptibility near 150 K, which might be associated with an electronic
transition or short-range spin correlation.
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Figure 4.12 Temperature dependence of the molar magnetic susceptibility, χ, and
inverse susceptibility, 1/χ, of La4V4.73Zn0.27Si4O22 in an applied field of A) 1000 Oe,
B) 100 Oe, and C) plot of magnetization (µB /F.U.) vs magnetic field (T) at 2 K for
La4V4.73Zn0.27Si4O22.
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Figure 4.13 Temperature dependence of the molar magnetic susceptibility, χ, and inverse
susceptibility, 1/χ, of Ce4V4.77Zn0.23Si4O22 in an applied field of A) 1000 Oe, B) 100 Oe
and C) plot of magnetization (µB /F.U.) vs magnetic field (T) at 2 K for
Ce4V4.77Zn0.23Si4O22.
Table 4.7 Constants extracted from the magnetic susceptibility data for
Ln4V5-xZnxSi4O22 (Ln = La–Nd) in an applied filed of 100 Oe and 1000 Oe.
Compound
100 Oe
1000 Oe
θ (K) µB theo. µB exp. θ (K) µB theo. µB exp.
La4V4.73Zn0.27Si4O22 –333.6
5.61
6.74
–289.5
5.61
6.31
Ce4V4.77Zn0.23Si4O22 –140.6
7.61
7.89
–140.8
7.61
7.89
Pr4V4.74Zn0.26Si4O22
–63.0
9.11
9.02
–60.0
9.11
9.02
Nd4V4.53Zn0.47Si4O22 –92.5
9.02
9.49
–78.9
9.02
9.08
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Electric resistance and/or heat capacity measurements may potentially provide
further information about this feature and will be pursued in the future. Although the
inverse susceptibility data appears linear at the higher temperature measured (230–300
K), the data range is limited and close to a change in the inverse susceptibility curve.
These factors are believed to be responsible for the experimental moment of 6.31 µB
determined from the Curie-Weiss law, which is larger than the expected moment of 5.61
µB. The associated Weiss constant of −289 K suggests strong antiferromagnetic
interactions and is noticeably larger than the Weiss constants found for the other
members discussed below. Extending the data range to 400 K, does not materially alter
the experimental moment.
The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility and the inverse
susceptibility data for Ce4V4.77Zn0.23Si4O22 were measured in an applied fields of 1000 Oe
and 100 Oe and the data are shown in Figure 4.13. As shown in the figure, a
discontinuity in the data can be observed at 150 K, which is more prominent in the 100
Oe data. Above this temperature the inverse susceptibility data are linear (200–300 K)
and were fitted to the Curie-Weiss law. The constants obtained from the fit are
summarized in Table 4.7. Unlike for the La analog where only the d-electrons of the V
contribute to the magnetic moment, in Ce4V4.77Zn0.23Si4O22 one unpaired f-electron from
each Ce3+ also contributes. An effective magnetic moment of 7.89 µB is obtained from the
Curie-Weiss fit to the high temperature portion of the inverse susceptibility, which
compares well to the theoretical value of 7.61 µB. The magnetic susceptibility deviates
from the Curie-Weiss law for data below 150 K, showing a field dependency between FC
and ZFC data.
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Figure 4.14 Temperature dependence of the molar magnetic susceptibility, χ, and inverse
susceptibility, 1/χ, of Pr4V4.74Zn0.26Si4O22 in an applied field of A) 1000 Oe and B) 100
Oe.

Figure 4.15 Temperature dependence of the molar magnetic susceptibility, χ, and inverse
susceptibility, 1/χ, of Nd4V4.53Zn0.47Si4O22 in an applied field of A) 1000 Oe and B) 100
Oe. Inset data show low temperature behavior of the susceptibility.
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The low temperature behavior may be due to a canted antiferromagnetic arrangement of
the spins, consistent with the large negative Weiss constant, θ = –140 K. A plot of the
field dependence of the magnetization measured at 2 K, Figure 4.13, is nonlinear and
exhibits no evidence of a metamagnetic transition.
The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility and the inverse
susceptibility data for Pr4V4.74Zn0.26Si4O22 were measured in an applied field of 1000 Oe
and 100 Oe and are shown in Figure 4.14. Under both fields the data behave very
similarly. No difference is observed between the FC and ZFC data. The Pr analogue has
two unpaired f-electrons on each rare earth cation that contribute to the magnetic moment
along with the unpaired d electrons on the vanadium cations. Although there is no clear
magnetic transition in the data, a careful analysis of the plots show a very slight deviation
near 130 K, similar to what is observed in the La and Ce analogues.The inverse
susceptibility data is linear at high temperatures (150–300 K) and follows Curie-Weiss
behavior. The effective magnetic moment, 9.02 µB is in good agreement with the
theoretical value of 9.11 µB and the negative Weiss constant, θ = –60 K, indicates the
presence of antiferromagnetic correlations between magnetic centers. (Table 4.7)
Finally, the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility and the inverse
susceptibility data for Nd4V4.53Zn0.47Si4O22 were measured in an applied field of 1000 Oe
and 100 Oe and are shown in Figure 4.15. The magnetic susceptibility interactions
observed in Nd analog is different from what is observed in the rest of the series. Three
unpaired f-electrons from each Nd3+ are expected to contribute to the magnetic moment
along with unpaired d-electrons from V cations.
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Above 100 K, the data follows Curie-Weiss behavior and the measured magnetic
moments of 9.49 µB and 9.08 µB for 100 Oe and 1000 Oe applied fields, respectively, are
in a good agreement with the theoretical magnetic moment of 9.02 µB. (Table 4.7) The
divergence of the ZFC and FC data at 5 K suggests the presence of spin-glass behavior.
Conclusion
We have successfully synthesized and characterized a family of lanthanide containing
mixed-valent vanadium(III/IV) oxosilicates, namely, Ln4V5-xZnxSi4O22 (Ln = La, Ce, Pr,
and Nd), using the high temperature molten salt method. Metallic Zn was used as the
reducing agent to perform an in situ reduction of V(V) to V(III/IV) as well as of Ce(IV)
to Ce(III). The structure consists of connected two-dimensional vanadium silicate layers
and two-dimensional vanadium oxide layers that create an extended three-dimensional
structure. The vanadium silicate layers contain mixed Zn/V octahedra that are connected
by Si2O7 groups, while the two-dimensional vanadium oxide layer is best described as a
rutile like arrangement. The magnetic susceptibility was measured for all samples where
only the Nd analogue exhibited a magnetic transition at 5 K, while all samples displayed
a discontinuity or deviation from linearity around 130–150 K. Ce4V4.77Zn0.23Si4O22
represents the first cerium containing vanadium silicate.
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CHAPTER V
SYNTHESIS, CHARACTERIZATION, AND PROPERTIES OF REDUCED EUROPIUM
MOLYBDATES AND TUNGSTATES*

*Adapted with permission from Abeysinghe, D.; Gerke, B.; Morrison, G.; Hsieh, C. H.;
Smith, M. D.; Pöttgen, R.; Makris, T. M.; zur Loye, H.-C. J. Solid State Sci. 2015, 229,
173−180.
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Abstract
Single crystals of K0.094Eu0.906MoO4, K0.097Eu0.903WO4, EuWO4, and EuMoO4
were grown from molten chloride fluxes contained in vacuum-sealed fused silica and
structurally characterized via single crystal X-ray diffraction. The in situ reduction of
Eu3+ to Eu2+ was carried out using Mo, W, and Zn as metal reducing agents. All four
compounds crystallize in the tetragonal space group of I41/a and adopt the scheelite
(CaWO4) structure type. The magnetic susceptibility of the reported compounds shows
paramagnetic behavior down to 2 K.
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Eu Mössbauer spectroscopy was used to analyze

the relative Eu2+ and Eu3+ content of the samples. All the compounds were further
characterized by EPR, and UV–vis spectroscopy.
Introduction
The crystal growth of oxides containing transition or rare earth metals in reduced
oxidation states is a relatively unexplored area of materials chemistry, presumably due to
the synthetic difficulties involved in this type of crystal growth. It is, however, an
interesting, albeit challenging, area of research for the creation of oxides containing
unpaired electrons. In particular the presence of unpaired electrons in early transition
metals in reduced oxidation states can potentially lead to interesting electrical and
magnetic properties. Historically, researchers have reported simple reduced early
transition metal oxides such as VO2, V2O3,1-3 TiO,4 and Ti2O3,5 as well as some ternary
and higher reduced oxides, including reduced perovskites and bronzes: SrTiO2.5,6
Ba6Nb14Si4O47,7 AxNbO3(A = Sr, Ba),8,9 Ba3M5O15(M = Nb, Ta),10,11 A0.3MoO3 (A = K,
Rb, Tl),12,13 Cs0.33MoO3,14 K2Mo4Nb3O20,15 and SrV4O9,16 using crystal growth
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approaches that include fused salt electrolysis, chemical vapor transport, hydrothermal,
and flux methods.
The dearth of materials containing reduced early transition metal cations has
motivated us to pursue synthetic routes to prepare such reduced oxides and to explore
their physical properties. One approach, a two step-hydrothermal method, worked
exceedingly well for the preparation of single crystals of hybrid materials containing
early transition metal cations in various reduced oxidation states.17-22 To explore the
preparation of reduced oxides, we explored the use of flux crystal growth, a well-known
method for the crystal growth of a wide variety of oxides, including reduced ones.23 To
achieve the crystal growth of reduced oxides, we carefully selected redox neutral fluxes,
such as the alkali metal halides, that can be used as high temperature melts in sealed
tubes, making them suitable candidates for our reactions. Most reduced oxides reported in
the literature were prepared using niobium, tantalum or fused silica sealed tubes.10, 24-29
Our approach was based on in situ reduction of the early transition cations using a metal
reductant, such as Mo, W, V, Ti or Zn. Other approaches have used reactions between
early transition metals already in the desired low oxidation state.
In addition to the early transition metals, some lanthanides, such as Eu3+, Yb3+,
Sm3+, and Tm3+, also have a stable +2 oxidation states. Among them, Eu2+ and Yb2+ are
the most commonly encountered divalent lanthanides due to their half-filled and fully
filled 4f shells, respectively.30,31 Stabilization of the divalent state requires strong
reducing conditions.
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Such conditions can be achieved using metal reducing agents such as Mo, W, and
Zn, which enabled us to successfully synthesize two new reduced europium containing
quaternary oxides, K0.094Eu0.906MoO4 and K0.097Eu0.903WO4 as well as two previously
reported ternary reduced oxides, EuWO4, and EuMoO4.32-38 These four compounds join
the number of reduced europium containing oxides that have been reported over the
past.33,34,37-44 All four compositions take on the scheelite structure (CaWO4/ABO4), which
consists of corner sharing 8-coordinate A and 4-coordinate B sites. A large number of
molybdates and tungstates are known that belong to this structural family.
To fully characterize the structure and the oxidation states of the metals within the
flux grown single crystals, a combination of single crystal X-ray diffraction, bond
valence sum calculations (BVS), magnetic susceptibility measurements, electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR), and
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Eu Mössbauer spectroscopy were employed.

Herein, we report the synthesis, crystal structure and physical property characterization of
K0.094Eu0.906MoO4, K0.097Eu0.903WO4, EuWO4, and EuMoO4.
Experimental Section
Reagents.
MoO3 (99.95%, Alfa Aesar), Mo metal (99.9%, -250 mesh, Alfa Aesar), WO3
(99.8%, Alfa Aesar), W metal (99.98%, -100 mesh, Johnson Matthey Catalog Co.)
Eu2O3 (99.9%, Alfa Aesar), Zn metal (99.8%, -140+325 mesh, Alfa Aesar), KCl (ACS
grade, Macron), CsCl (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) were used as received.
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Synthesis.
Single

crystals

of

the

reported

compounds,

K0.094Eu0.906MoO4,

5.1,

K0.097Eu0.903WO4, 5.2, EuWO4, 5.3, and EuMoO4, 5.4, were grown in vacuum-sealed
quartz tubes out of KCl and CsCl fluxes, respectively. Prior to use, Eu2O3 powder was
activated at 1000 ºC for 12 hours.
As detailed in Table 5.1 the respective amounts of reagents were placed in fused
silica tubes, evacuated to ~10-4 Torr, and flame sealed. Compounds 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 were
obtained by heating the mixture to 850 ºC at a rate of 10 ºC/min, dwelling for 24 hours
and cooling to 650 ºC at a rate of 6 ºC/h, whereas compound 5.4 was obtained by heating
the mixture to 1000 ºC at a rate of 10 ºC/min, dwelling for 48 hours and cooling down to
550 ºC at a rate of 4 ºC/h. Single crystals were isolated by dissolving the remaining flux
in water, assisted by sonication. Reactions to prepare 5.1 and 5.3 yielded single phase
products, however, reactions to prepare 5.2 and 5.4 yielded a byproduct along with the
desired phase; the desired crystal type was isolated by manual crystal picking. Further
purification of all crystals was carried out by briefly sonicating the crystals in
concentrated H2SO4 for ~10s. As shown in Figure 5.1–5.4, the powder X-ray diffraction
patterns (PXRD) of the ground crystals match the patterns calculated using the single
crystal structural data and do not contain any impurities detectable by PXRD.
Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction.
X-ray intensity data from crystals of 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 were collected at 296(2)
K using a Bruker SMART APEX diffractometer (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å).45 The
data collection covered 100% of reciprocal space to 2θmax = 69.9–70.1º, with an average
reflection redundancy of 7.3–11.0 and Rint = 0.020–0.029 after absorption correction.
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Table 5.1 Respective amounts of reagents and flux used in each reaction and their
respective products obtained with morphologies.
Reagents
(mmol)
MoO3: Eu2O3
2:1
WO3:Eu2O3
2:1

Reducing
Agent (mmol)
Mo
0.5
W
0.5

Flux
(g)
KCl
2
KCl
2

WO3:Eu2O3
2:1
MoO3:Eu2O3
2:1

Zn
1
Zn
1

KCl
2
CsCl
2
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Product

Type of Crystals

K0.094Eu0.906MoO4
(5.1)
K0.097Eu0.903WO4
(5.2)/ K0.26WO3

Black tetragonal
bipyramids
Reddish-brown
polyfaceted
prisms/ Blue rods
Red polyfaceted
prisms
Black bipyramids/
Black needles

EuWO4 (5.3)
EuMoO4 (5.4)/
Eu5Mo2O12

Figure 5.1 PXRD patterns of compound 5.1. Calculated powder pattern shown in
red. Experimental powder pattern shown in blue.

Figure 5.2 PXRD patterns of compound 5.2. Calculated powder pattern shown in
red. Experimental powder pattern shown in blue.
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Figure 5.3 PXRD patterns of compound 5.3. Calculated powder pattern shown in
red. Experimental powder pattern shown in blue.

Figure 5.4 PXRD patterns of compound 5.4. Calculated powder pattern shown in red.
Experimental powder pattern shown in blue.
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The raw area detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects with
the SAINT+ and SADABS programs.45 Final unit cell parameters were determined by
least-squares refinement of 920–2527 reflections from the data set. Atomic coordinates of
the common CaWO4 structure type were used as an initial structural model. Subsequent
difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against F2 were
performed with SHELXL-2013/4 [46] using the ShelXle interface.47
The compounds, 5.1 and 5.2, crystallize in the tetragonal system. The space group
I41/a (No. 88, origin choice 2) was determined uniquely by the pattern of systematic
absences in the intensity data. The compounds adopt the scheelite (CaWO4) structure
type. The asymmetric unit consists of three atomic positions: one mixed Eu/K position
(site 4b, −4.. site symmetry), one Mo(W) atom (site 4a, −4.. site symmetry) and one O
atom (general position, site 16f). The 4b site is occupied by a mixture of Eu and K based
on trial refinements and elemental analysis data. The total occupancy of this site was
constrained to full occupancy. The atomic ratio refined to Eu/K = 0.906(4)/0.094(4) and
0.903(3)/0.097(3) for 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. All atoms were refined with anisotropic
displacement parameters. No significant deviation from unity occupancy was observed
for the Mo(W) or O atoms. The largest residual electron density peak and hole in the final
difference map for compound 5.1 are +1.18 and −0.69 e–/Å3, located 0.74 and 0.80 Å
from Eu1/K1 and Mo1, respectively. The largest residual electron density peak and hole
in the final difference map for compound 5.2 are +0.74 and −0.88 e–/Å3, located 0.82 and
1.42 Å from O1 and Eu1/K1, respectively.
The compounds, 5.3 and 5.4, also crystallize in the tetragonal system with the
space group I41/a adopting the scheelite (CaWO4) structure type.
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The asymmetric unit consists of three atomic positions: one Eu atom (site 4b, −4.. site
symmetry), one Mo/W atom (site 4a, −4.. site symmetry) and one oxygen atom (general
position, site 16f). All atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. No
significant deviation from unity occupancy was observed for the Mo/W or Eu atoms.
Refinement of the site occupation parameters for these atoms gave Mo/W =
0.997(3)/0.997(4) and Eu = 1.000(4)/0.998(3). The largest residual electron density peak
and hole in the final difference map for compound 5.3 are +3.17 and −1.92 e–/Å3, located
0.70 and 1.83 Å from W1 and O1, respectively. The largest residual electron density peak
and hole in the final difference map compound 5.4 are +0.78 and −0.77 e–/Å3, located
0.75 and 0.73 Å from Eu1 and Mo1, respectively. Final atomic coordinates for all the
structures were standardized with Structure Tidy.48-50 Crystallographic data, selected
interatomic distances, and atomic coordinates are listed in Table 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4
respectively. Inorganic Crystal Structure database numbers are as follows: compound 5.1:
#429262, compound 5.2: #429263, and compound 5.3: #429261, and compound 5.4:
#429260.
Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD).
Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected on a Rigaku D/Max-2100 powder
X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation. The step-scan covered the angular range 5–
65º 2q in steps of 0.04º. No impurities were observed, and the calculated and
experimental PXRD patterns are in excellent agreement, Figure 5.1–5.4.
Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS).
Elemental analysis was performed on all the reported single crystals using a
TESCAN Vega-3 SBU scanning electron microscope (SEM) with EDS capabilities.
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Table 5.2 Crystal data and structure refinements for compounds 5.1 and 5.2.

Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole

5.1
5.2
K0.094Eu0.906MoO4
K0.097Eu0.903MoO4
301.32
388.89
296(2) K
296(2) K
0.71073 Å
0.71073 Å
tetragonal
tetragonal
I41/a
I41/a
a = 5.3857(2) Å
a = 5.4101(2) Å
b = 5.3857(2) Å
b = 5.4101(2)Å
c = 11.9827(6) Å
c = 11.9246(7) Å
a = 90°
a = 90°
b = 90°
b = 90°
g = 90°
g = 90°
3
347.57(3) Å
349.02(3) Å3
4
4
5.758 mg/m3
7.401 mg/m3
19.777 mm-1
48.984 mm-1
532
659
3
0.10 × 0.08 × 0.05 mm
0.06 × 0.05 × 0.04 mm3
4.148 to 35.008°
4.136 to 35.062°
−8 ≤ h ≤ 8
−7 ≤ h ≤ 8
−8 ≤ k ≤ 7
−8 ≤ k ≤ 8
−19 ≤ l ≤ 19
−17 ≤ l ≤ 19
4419
3827
393 [R(int) = 0.0206]
391 [R(int) = 0.0200]
393 / 0 / 16
391 / 0 / 16
1.152
1.072
R1 = 0.0160
R1 = 0.0163
wR2 = 0.0418
wR2 = 0.0347
R1 = 0.0189
R1 = 0.0254
wR2 = 0.0434
wR2 = 0.0378
−
-3
1.180 and −0.687 e Å 0.738 and −0.880 e− Å-3
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Table 5.2 (Contd.) Crystal data and structure refinements for compounds 5.3 and 5.4.
5.3
5.4
Empirical formula
EuWO4
EuMoO4
Formula weight
399.81
311.90
Temperature
296(2) K
296(2) K
Wavelength
0.71073 Å
0.71073 Å
Crystal system
tetragonal
tetragonal
Space group
I41/a
I41/a
Unit cell dimensions
a = 5.4145(3) Å
a = 5.3909(1) Å
b = 5.4145(3)Å
b = 5.3909(1) Å
c = 11.9494(11) Å
c = 12.0060(5) Å
a = 90°
a = 90°
b = 90
b = 90
g = 90°
g = 90°
3
Volume
350.32(5) Å
348.92(19) Å3
Z
4
4
Density (calculated)
7.581 mg/m3
5.938 mg/m3
Absorption coefficient
50.388 mm-1
21.243 mm-1
F(000)
676
548
3
Crystal size
0.14 × 0.10 × 0.08 mm
0.08 × 0.06 × 0.04 mm3
θ range for data collected
4.132 to 35.039°
4.144 to 34.949°
−8 ≤ h ≤ 7
−8 ≤ h ≤ 8
Index ranges
−6 ≤ k ≤ 8
−8 ≤ k ≤8
−17 ≤ l ≤ 19
−19 ≤ l ≤ 18
Reflections collected
2930
3578
Ind. reflections
382 [R(int) = 0.0286]
390 [R(int) = 0.0206]
Data / restraints / parameters
382 / 0 / 15
390 / 0 / 15
2
Goodness-of-fit on F
1.130
1.143
R1 = 0.0263
R1 = 0.0155
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)]
wR2 = 0.0677
wR2 = 0.0342
R1 = 0.0410
R1 = 0.0184
R indices (all data)
wR2 = 0.0750
wR2 = 0.0357
−
-3
Largest diff. peak and hole
3.175 and −1.918 e ×Å
0.776 and −0.770 e− Å-3
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Table 5.3 Selected interatomic distances (Å) for compounds 5.1 and 5.2.
4

1-4

Eu(1) −O(1)

x4

2.5724(17)

18

5-8

Eu(1) −O(1)

5.1
x 4 2.6004(18) Mo(1)−O(1)
Mo(1)−O(12)12-14 x 3

1.7718(17)
1.7719(17)

1
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X, Y+1/2, −Z+1 2 X+1/4, −Y−1/4, Z+1/4 3 −X+1/4, Y+1/4, Z+1/4 4 −X, −Y, −Z+1
5
X−1/4, −Y−1/4, −Z+3/4 6 −X+3/4, Y+1/4, −Z+3/4 7 −X+1/2, −Y, Z+1/2 8 X−1/2, Y+1/2, Z+1/2
10
−X+1/4, Y−1/4, −Z+1/4 11 −X+0, −Y+1/2, Z+0 12 X+1/4, −Y+1/4, −Z+1/4 18 X+1/2, Y−1/2, Z−1/2
5.2
4
1-4
18
5-8
Eu(1) −O(1) x 4 2.5730(20)
Eu(1) −O(5) x 4 2.6040(20) W(1)−O(1)12-14 x 4
1.7800(20)
1

X, Y+1/2, −Z+1 2 X+1/4, −Y−1/4, Z+1/4 3 −X+1/4, Y+1/4, Z+1/4 4 −X, −Y, −Z+1
X−1/4, −Y−1/4, −Z+3/4 6 −X+3/4, Y+1/4, −Z+3/4 7 −X+1/2, −Y, Z+1/2 8 X−1/2, Y+1/2, Z+1/2
12
−X+1/4, Y−1/4, −Z+1/4 13 −X+0, −Y+1/2, Z+0 14 X+1/4, −Y+1/4, −Z+1/4 18 X+1/2, Y−1/2, Z−1/2
5

Table 5.3 (Contd.) Selected interatomic distances (Å) for compounds 5.3 and 5.4.
4

1-4

Eu(1) −O(1)
1

x4

17

5-8

2.5763(17) Eu(1) −O(1)

5.3
x 4 2.6046(17)

Mo(1)−O(1)
Mo(1)−O(1)12-14 x 3

1.7729(17)
1.7728(17)

X, Y+1/2, −Z+1 2 X+1/4, −Y−1/4, Z+1/4 3 −X+1/4, Y+1/4, Z+1/4 4 −X, −Y, −Z+1
X−1/4, −Y−1/4, −Z+3/4 6 −X+3/4, Y+1/4, −Z+3/4 7 −X+1/2, −Y, Z+1/2 8 X−1/2, Y+1/2, Z+1/2
12
−X+1/4, Y−1/4, −Z+1/4 13 −X+0, −Y+1/2, Z+0 14 X+1/4, −Y+1/4, −Z+1/4 17 X+1/2, Y−1/2, Z−1/2
5.4
4
1-4
17
5-8
Eu(1) −O(1) x 4
2.5763(17) Eu(1) −O(1) x 4 2.6046(17)
Mo(1)−O(1)
1.7729(17)
Mo(1)−O(1)12-14 x 3 1.7728(17)
1
X, Y+1/2, −Z+1 2 X+1/4, −Y−1/4, Z+1/4 3 −X+1/4, Y+1/4, Z+1/4 4 −X, −Y, −Z+1
5
X−1/4, −Y−1/4, −Z+3/4 6 −X+3/4, Y+1/4, −Z+3/4 7 −X+1/2, −Y, Z+1/2 8 X−1/2, Y+1/2, Z+1/2
12
−X+1/4, Y−1/4, −Z+1/4 13 −X+0, −Y+1/2, Z+0 14 X+1/4, −Y+1/4, −Z+1/4 17 X+1/2, Y−1/2, Z−1/2
5
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Table 5.4 Atomic coordinates (×104) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters
(Å2×103) for compound 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. U(eq) is defined as one third of the trace of
the orthogonalized Uij tensor.
5.1
Atom
Eu1
K1
Mo1
O1

Occupancy
0.906(4)
0.094(4)

x
0
0
0
1370(3)

y
2500
2500
2500
119(3)

z
6250
6250
1250
2064(2)

U(eq)
12(1)
12(1)
12(1)
19(1)

2500
2500
2500
140(4)

6250
6250
1250
2072(2)

13(1)
13(1)
13(1)
20(1)

2500
2500
139(7)

6250
1250
2067(3)

10(1)
9(1)
13(1)

2500
2500
119(3)

6250
1250
2063(1)

11(1)
10(1)
16(1)

5.2
Eu1
K1
W1
O1

0.903(3)
0.097(3)

0
0
0
1406(4)
5.3

Eu1
W1
O1

0
0
1393(7)
5.4

Eu1
Mo1
O1

0
0
1366(3)
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The crystals were mounted on carbon tape and analyzed using a 20 kV accelerating
voltage and an accumulation time of 20 s. As a qualitative measure, EDS confirmed the
presence of each reported element in the title compounds.
UV–vis Spectroscopy.
UV–vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy data of the powder samples of the
reported materials were obtained using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 35 UV–vis scanning
spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere in the range of 200–900 nm.
Magnetic Susceptibility.
The magnetic susceptibility of the reported materials was measured using a
Quantum Design MPMS SQUID magnetometer. The zero-field cooled magnetic
susceptibility was measured as a function of temperature between 2–300 K in an applied
field of 1000 Oe. The measured magnetic moment was corrected for shape and radial
offset effects using the methods reported by Morrison et al.,51 which determines the
correction factors by comparing the moments observed from DC and VSM scans at a
single temperature, 30 K.
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) Spectroscopy.
X-band (9.386 GHz) EPR spectra were recorded using a Bruker EMX plus
spectrometer under the following conditions: temperature 298 K, modulation amplitude
20 gauss, microwave power 2 mW and frequency at 9.38 GHz. The quantity of sample
used was 10–20 mg.
151

Eu Mössbauer Spectroscopy.
The 21.53 keV transition of

activity of a

151

151

Eu with an activity of 130 MBq (2% of the total

Sm:EuF3 source) was used for the Mössbauer spectroscopic experiments,

which were conducted in the usual transmission geometry.
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The measurements were performed with a commercial helium-bath cryostat. The
temperature of the absorber was varied between 4.2 K and room temperature, while the
source was kept at room temperature. The temperature was controlled using a resistance
thermometer (±0.5 K accuracy). The samples were enclosed in small PVC containers at a
thickness corresponding to about 10 mg Mössbauer active element/cm2.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis.
The flux technique was used to synthesize single crystals of the title compounds,
K0.094Eu0.906MoO4, K0.097Eu0.903WO4, EuWO4, and EuMoO4. Although molten fluxes are
extensively used for crystal growth, not all fluxes are suitable for synthesizing reduced
oxides because many of them are incompatible with maintaining reducing conditions
during crystal growth. Alkali metal chlorides can be used for this purpose, as they are
redox neutral, which allows for their use in reducing environments.
Both EuMoO4 and EuWO4 were previously reported in the literature as powders
as well as single crystals; however, we obtained single crystals of these materials using a
new synthetic route. KCl was used as the flux for the crystal growth of
K0.094Eu0.906MoO4, K0.097Eu0.903WO4, and EuWO4. The use of KCl did not lead to the
formation of EuMoO4 crystals, however, as K+ cations were always incorporated into the
final product. To avoid potassium incorporation, CsCl was used and EuMoO4 was
successfully synthesized at 1000 ºC. Both K0.094Eu0.906MoO4 and EuWO4 formed as
single phase products in yields of approximately 80% and 90% based on MoO3 and WO3,
respectively.
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K0.097Eu0.903WO4 was obtained in a yield of approximately 65% based on WO3, while
EuMoO4 was obtained in a yield of approximately 45% based on MoO3; however, in the
latter case the simultaneous formation of by-products, K0.26WO3 and Eu5Mo2O12, was
always observed. Blue rods of K0.26WO3, a hexagonal tungsten bronze,52 are well known,
while Eu5Mo2O12 is a new reduced molybdate whose structure and the magnetic
properties will be reported in the near future. The crystals of K0.094Eu0.906MoO4,
K0.097Eu0.903WO4, EuWO4, and EuMoO4 form as black tetragonal bipyramids, reddishbrown polyfaceted prisms, red polyfaceted prisms, and black bipyramids respectively.
Representative optical images of the crystals are shown in Figure 5.5.
The in situ reduction of Eu3+ to Eu2+ was carried out using Mo, W, and Zn as
metal reducing agents. Mo and W metals were used for the synthesis of
K0.094Eu0.906MoO4 and K0.097Eu0.903WO4, respectively, in which Eu present in the +2 as
well as the +3 oxidation states. Interestingly, in the case of EuMoO4 and EuWO4, Zn was
used as the reducing agent and most of Eu is present in +2 oxidation state. Because Zn
has a very low melting point (419.6 ºC) compared to Mo (2617 ºC) and W (3410 ºC), it is
molten at the crystal growth temperatures, leading to enhanced interactions between the
cations dissolved in solution and the zinc. It is likely that this speeds up the kinetics of the
reduction process.
Reduced oxides containing rare earths and early transition metals can potentially
generate different products depending on the respective oxidation states: Eu–Mo–O and
Eu–W–O could contain combinations of Eu2+ or Eu3+ with Mo(W)6+ or Mo(W)5+. The
resulting oxidation state combination found in these structures is often, in part, a
reflection of the cation sizes and the ability of different structure types to stabilize them.
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Figure 5.5. Optical images of single crystals of
K0.094Eu0.906MoO4, 5.1, K0.097Eu0.903WO4, 5.2, EuWO4, 5.3, and
EuMoO4, 5.4.
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The fact that at high temperatures the molten solution contains Eu3+, Eu2+, Mo5+/
W5+, and Mo6+/ W6+, suggests that the structure/size fit criterion is important and that, in
this case, the scheelite structure is capable of stabilizing combinations of Eu2+, Eu3+,
Mo5+/ W5+and Mo6+/ W6+. Interestingly, the use of different metals as reducing agents
affects the products that one obtains, and while K0.094Eu0.906MoO4 and K0.097Eu0.903WO4
are obtained when Mo or W are used as reducing agents, EuWO4 and EuMoO4 are
obtained when Zn metal, which has a higher reducing power (E0= −0.763 V, Zn2+/Zn)
than Mo (E0= −0.152 V, Mo4+/Mo) or W (E0= −0.119 V, W4+/W), is used.
We presume that the reason for the observed oxidation state combinations found
in the products is their stabilization in the scheelite (CaWO4/ABO4) structure. The
scheelite structure consists of 8 coordinated A site and 4 coordinated B site. Although
these metal reducing agents have the ability to reduce Eu3+, Mo6+, and W6+ into Eu2+,
Mo5+, and W5+, the scheelite structure apparently favors Eu2+ on the A site along with
either Mo6+ or W6+ on the B site.
Structure.
The title compounds, K0.094Eu0.906MoO4, K0.097Eu0.903WO4, EuMoO4, and EuWO4,
crystallize in the tetragonal space group of I41/a adopting the sheelite (CaWO4) structure
and they exhibit a three dimensional structure consisting of MoO4 tetrahedra and EuO8
polyhedra. In the K containing compounds, K0.094Eu0.906MoO4 and K0.097Eu0.903WO4,
potassium and europium share the same site resulting in K/EuO8 polyhedra with mixed
occupancy. Representations of three-dimensional structure along the a-axis is shown in
Figure 5.6. Each EuO8 polyhedra corner shares with eight adjacent MoO4 polyhedra to
result in the EuO8−MoO4 connectivity shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.6. The 3-D structure along the a axis. The MoO4 polyhedra,
Eu(K/Eu) positions, and O spheres are shown in green, gray, and red,
respectively.

Figure 5.7. Eu/Mo connectivity of the overall structure along the b axis.
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The Mo and W atoms are located in a nearly regular tetrahedra with Mo(1)−O
bond distances ranging from 1.772(2)−1.773(2) Å and W(1)−O bond distances ranging
from 1.777(4)−1.780(2) Å. The eight coordinated Eu2+/Eu3+ cations form distorted eight
coordinate polyhedra with Eu(1)−O bond distances ranging from 2.572(2)−2.605(2) Å.
Bond valence sums53,54 for Eu, Mo, and W in EuMoO4 and EuWO4 were calculated and
found to be 2.38−2.41, 5.75, and 5.90, respectively, supporting the assigned oxidation
states of predominantly Eu2+ and predominantly Mo6+/W6+.
UV–vis Spectroscopy.
The UV–vis diffuse reflectance data were collected on the ground crystals of
K0.094Eu0.906MoO4, K0.097Eu0.903WO4, EuWO4, and EuMoO4 were converted to
absorbance using the Kubelka-Munk function. Plots are shown in Figure 5.8. Ground
crystals of K0.097Eu0.903WO4 and EuWO4 are dark yellow in color and show very similar
absorbance plots that are consistent with previously reported absorbance data of EuWO4
by Greedan et al.32 Ground crystals of K0.094Eu0.906MoO4 and EuMoO4 are dark brown in
color, and show a very similar broad absorbance pattern. However, the absorbance data
for EuMoO4 are ambiguous in literature.
Magnetic Susceptibility.
The

temperature

dependence

of

the

magnetic

susceptibilities

of

K0.094Eu0.906MoO4, K0.097Eu0.903WO4, EuWO4, and EuMoO4 were measured in an applied
field of 1000 Oe and are shown in Figures 5.9. Although the 7 unpaired electrons of Eu2+
can be observed in the magnetic susceptibility, the long Eu–Eu separation (4.028 Å)
impedes any magnetic interactions, and, hence, the data show simple paramagnetism
down to 2 K.
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Figure 5.8. UV–vis diffuse reflectance data of K0.094Eu0.906MoO4, K0.097Eu0.903WO4,
EuWO4, and EuMoO4 shown in green, red, blue, and purple, respectively.
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Figure 5.9. Temperature dependence of the molar magnetic susceptibility, cm, and
inverse susceptibility, 1/ cm, of K0.094Eu0.906MoO4, 5.1, K0.097Eu0.903WO4, 5.2, EuWO4,
5.3, and EuMoO4, 5.4, measured in an applied field of 1000 Oe.
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Table 5.5. Magnetic moments (µexp) of all the compouds calculated from the inverse
susceptibility expected theoretical moment (µtheor.) calculated assuming Mo6+/ W6+ present
in the structure, and paramagnetic Currie-Weiss temperature, θ (K).
Compound
K0.094(Eu 0.812)(Eu3+0.094)Mo6+O4
K0.097(Eu2+0.806)(Eu3+0.097)W6+O4
Eu2+W6+O4
Eu2+Mo6+O4
2+

µexp. (µB/F.U.)
7.26
7.04
7.82
7.62

µtheor. (µB/F.U.)
7.19
7.13
7.94
7.94

θ (K)
−2.3
−3.6
−1.0
−1.88

Table 5.6. Magnetic moments (µexp) of all the compounds calculated from the inverse
susceptibility and expected theoretical moment (µtheor.) calculated using the oxidation
state distribution based on the 151Eu Mössbauer spectroscopic measurements.
Compound
µexp. (µB/F.U.)
6+
5+
K0.094(Eu 0.746)(Eu 0.164)(Mo 0.922)(Mo 0.078)O4
7.26
K0.097(Eu2+0.713)(Eu3+0.19)(W6+0.910)(W5+0.0903)O4
7.04
2+
3+
6+
5+
(Eu 0.95)(Eu 0.05)(W 0.95)(W 0.05)O4
7.82
(Eu2+0.87)(Eu3+0.13)(W6+0.87)(W5+0.13)O4
7.62
2+

3+
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µtheor. (µB/F.U.)
6.87
6.72
7.74
7.43

Fitting the data to the Currie-Weiss law yields effective magnetic moments of
7.26, 7.04, 7.82, and 7.62 µB, which are in good agreement with the expected values of
7.19, 7.13, 7.94, and 7.94 µB calculated using the Russell-Saunders coupling scheme for
8

S7/2 of Eu2+. The calculations were based on the assumption that all Mo/W present in the

structures are in +6 oxidation state. (Table 5.5) However, given the

151

Eu Mössbauer

spectroscopic results, vide infra, the magnetic moments were adjusted for the presence of
various amounts of Eu3+ and (Mo/W)5+ and are also listed in Table 5.6.
The magnetic susceptibility of the EuWO4 and EuMoO4 were previously reported
the literature. For EuWO4 compound, Shafer et al. has reported paramagnetic behavior
down to 1.6 K with θ = 0 K33 whereas Houlihan et al. have reported an indication of
magnetic ordering with θ = +18 K, however, few details were provided.35 Subsequently,
Greedan et al. re-investigated the magnetic behavior for both EuMoO4 and EuWO4
compounds, suggesting the presence of a very small antiferromagnetic exchange at low
temperatures.32 In our samples, however, we were unable to detect any evidence of
magnetic ordering down to 2 K, as shown in Figures 5.9.
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) Spectroscopy.
Figure

5.10

shows

the

room

temperature

powder

EPR

spectra

of

K0.094Eu0.906MoO4 and EuWO4. The EPR spectra of each exhibit an isotropic signal at g ~
2.00, which is characteristic of reduced europium (S = 7/2), and consistent with the
oxidation state assignments obtained from magnetic susceptibility and Mössbauer
spectroscopy, described below. The g-values for Eu2+ have been previously shown55 to be
highly sensitive to the relative magnitudes of the EPR microwave frequency and crystal
field strength.
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Figure 5.10. EPR characterization of divalent europium
in K0.094Eu0.906MoO4 and EuWO4 at 298 K.
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The absence of additional signals that substantially deviated from g = 2 in wide field
scans of K0.094Eu0.906MoO4 and EuWO4, data not shown, suggests that their crystal field
splitting is smaller than the microwave frequency (~9.4 GHz) used in these studies. The
origin of the observed line broadening for EuWO4 is likely attributable to changes in fine
or hyperfine structure, which are not well resolved under these conditions. Attempts to
observe an EPR signal for EuMoO4 were unsuccessful, necessitating additional
spectroscopic methods for assignment.
151

Eu Mössbauer Spectroscopy.

The

151

Eu Mössbauer spectra of K0.09Eu0.91MoO4, K0.097Eu0.903 EuWO4, and EuMoO4

were collected at several temperatures and the data are shown in Figure 5.11. The
corresponding fitting parameters are listed in Table 5.7. All compounds show a main
signal around an isomer shift of –12.2 mms–1, indicative of ionic divalent europium.
These signals show weak quadrupole splitting, a consequence of the non-cubic site
symmetry.
EuWO4 shows a second signal (about 5 % contribution) at an isomer shift of d =
0.4(2) mms–1, resulting from trivalent europium, that could possibly be a surface
contamination. Although the magnetic susceptibility measurements gave no hint for
magnetic ordering down to 2 K, we additionally studied the EuWO4 sample at 5 K. The
low temperature spectrum shows no line broadening and fully supports the magnetic data.
The Eu(III) contribution of the EuMoO4 sample of 13% was slightly higher when
compared to the value obtained for EuWO4. Only one literature report on

151

Eu

Mössbauer spectroscopic data on EuMoO4 is available. However, Gerth et al.56 only
present numerical data.
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Figure 5.11. Experimental (data points)
and simulated (continuous lines) 151Eu
Mössbauer spectra of EuWO4 (77 and 5 K
data), K0.097Eu0.903WO4, EuMoO4, and
K0.094Eu0.906MoO4 (all at 77 K).
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Table 5.7. Fitting parameters of 151Eu Mössbauer spectroscopic measurements
at 77 K. d = isomer shift, DEQ = electric quadrupole splitting, G = experimental
line width. Parameters marked with an asterisk were kept fixed during the fitting
procedure.
Compound

d (mm s-1)

DEQ (mm s-1)

G (mm s-1)

Ratio (%)

K0.097Eu0.903WO4
(77 K)

–12.30(2)
0.30(4)

4.2(3)
0*

3.9(1)
3.2(1)

79(1)
21(1)

K0.094Eu0.906MoO4
(77 K)

–12.15(2)
0.36(4)

3.7(4)
0*

3.7(1)
2.5(1)

82(1)
18(1)

EuWO4 (77 K)

–12.29(3)
0.4(2)
–12.23(3)
0.3(2)
–12.06(1)
0.69(4)

3.7(4)
0*
3.9(5)
0*
3.7(2)
0*

3.6(1)
2.3(6)
3.6(2)
2.2(7)
3.46(7)
3.0(1)

95(2)
5(1)
96(2)
4(1)
87(1)
13(1)

EuWO4 (5 K)
EuMoO4 (77 K)
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The isomer shift of –13.98±0.16 mms–1 (relative to monoclinic Eu2O3 at room
temperature) is comparable to our data and in agreement with ionic divalent europium.
Keeping the
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Eu Mössbauer spectra of Eu0.9MoO438 in mind, the small Eu(III)

contribution in the presently reported sample might also be a consequence of europium
defects along with simultaneous occurrence of Eu(II)/Eu(III) mixing.
The Eu(III) contributions of the K0.09Eu0.91MoO4 and K0.097Eu0.903WO4 samples of
18 and 21% are larger than those of the ternary samples. This agrees with the reduced
effective moments determined from the susceptibility data.
Conclusion
We have successfully performed an in situ reduction of Eu3+ to Eu2+ using Mo, W,
and Zn as metal reducing agents and synthesized two new reduced europium containing
quaternary oxides, K0.094Eu0.906MoO4 and K0.097Eu0.903WO4 as well as two previously
reported ternary reduced oxides, EuWO4, and EuMoO4.

151

Eu Mössbauer spectroscopy

was used to analyze the relative Eu2+ and Eu3+ content of the samples. The magnetic
behavior of all the compounds showed paramagnetic behavior down to 2 K and they were
further characterized by EPR and UV–vis spectroscopy.
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CHAPTER VI
CRYSTAL GROWTH AND STRUCTURE ANALYSIS OF CE18W10O57: A COMPLEX
OXIDE CONTAINING TUNGSTEN IN AN UNUSUAL TRIGONAL PRISMATIC
COORDINATION ENVIRONMENT*

*Adapted with permission from Abeysinghe, D.; Smith, M. D.; Yeon, J.; Tran, T. T.;
Sena, R. P.; Hadermann, J.; Halasyamani, P. S.; zur Loye, H.-C. Inorg. Chem. 2017,
56(5), 2566−2575. © 2017 American Chemical Society.
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Abstract
The noncentrosymmetric tungstate oxide, Ce18W10O57, was synthesized for the
first time as high-quality single crystals via the molten chloride flux method and
structurally characterized by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The compound is a
structural analogue to the previously reported La18W10O57, which crystallizes in the
hexagonal space group P-62c. The +3 oxidation state of cerium in Ce18W10O57 was
achieved via the in situ reduction of Ce(IV) to Ce(III) using Zn metal. The structure
consists of both isolated and face-shared WO6 octahedra and, surprisingly, isolated WO6
trigonal prisms. A careful analysis of the packing arrangement in the structure makes it
possible to explain the unusual structural architecture of Ce18W10O57, which is described
in detail. The temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility of Ce18W10O57 indicates that
the cerium(III) f1 cations do not order magnetically and exhibit simple paramagnetic
behavior. The SHG efficiency of Ln18W10O57 (Ln = La, Ce) was measured as a function
of particle size and both compounds were found to be SHG active with efficiency
approximately equal to that of α-SiO2.
Introduction
Rare earth containing tungstates are a multifunctional class of oxide materials that
continue to attract significant interest for the numerous physical properties they exhibit,
including high temperature proton and electron conductivity,1–5 catalysis,6–8 lasing,
fluorescence, piezo-and ferroelectricity,9–14 and negative thermal expansion behavior.15–18
Oxides in the La2O3–WO3 family have been extensively studied by a number of groups,
including those of Yoshimara, Yanovskii, and Ivanova.19–22
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By contrast, the Ce2O3–WO3 family is relatively unexplored due to the difficulty
of achieving the 3+ oxidation of cerium in the oxide products. Generally, the synthesis of
Ce2O3 containing oxides is complicated by the instability of Ce2O3 in air, as it will readily
reoxidize to CeOx or CeO2. Hence, there are not many Ce(III) containing tungstates
reported in the literature. The mixed valent Ce(III/IV) ternary system of CeO2–Ce2O3–
WO3, on the other hand, has been studied by Yoshimara et al.,23,24 We recently reported
that Ce(IV) can be reduced in situ to Ce(III) using Zn metal as the reducing agent,25 and
we have taken advantage of this approach in the study reported herein.
Our new synthetic route can readily be applied to expand the number of Ce(III)
containing oxides in general, and by applying our in situ reduction approach to the
Ce2O3–WO3 system, we were able to prepare successfully brown colored single crystals
of Ce18W10O57 in high yield. The lanthanum analogue was previously reported by
Chambrier et al., who prepared it in the form of a polycrystalline powder.26
Most of the reported tungsten-containing oxides contains tungsten in the typical
tetrahedral and octahedral coordination environments. Ternary oxides such as CaWO4,
which adopt the common Scheelite structure,27 exhibit the tetrahedral coordination
environment, whereas Ln6WO12 (Ln = Y, Ho, Er, Yb),15 Ln2W2O9 (Ln = La, Pr, Nd, Sm,
Gd),7 M2(UO2)(W2O8) (M = Na, K)28 Ba3WO6,29 Ba2WO5,30 Ba3W2O9,31 Ba3MWO6 (M=
Mg, Zn) and Ba3Fe2WO932 all contain tungsten in an octahedral coordination
environment. The latter coordination environment is rather common in tungstates and is
found as isolated,7,15,29 corner-shared,7,33–36 and edge-shared7,28 motifs; only very few
examples, such as Ba3W2O9,31 A6Th6(WO4)14O (A = K and Rb),37 and La18W10O5726
contain tungsten in a face shared coordination environment due to the electrostatic
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repulsion between the highly charged metal centers.38,39 An exception to this
generalization is found for cases where tungsten is present as W(III), W(IV) or W(V),40,41
which sufficiently reduces the tungsten-tungsten repulsion and where potential metalmetal bonding interactions can stabilize the arrangement. In a small number of reported
structures, tungsten is found in other less common coordination environments that
include distorted cubic coordination in Y2WO6,42 trigonal bipyramidal coordination in
Ca3WO5Cl2,43 seven-coordinated WO7 polyhedra in RE10W22O81 (RE = Ce, Nd)24,44 and a
trigonal prismatic arrangement in the oxychloride Ln3WO6Cl3 (Ln = La, Pr).45,46
In contrast to the common octahedral and tetrahedral coordination environments,
the title compound, Ce18W10O57, contains tungsten in two coordination environments
unusual for tungsten: isolated WO6 trigonal prisms and W(VI)2O9 face-shared octahedra.
Herein, we report the crystal growth, structural evolution, and properties of the new
ternary tungstate, Ce18W10O57.
Experimental Section
Reagents.
WO3 (99.8%, Alfa Aesar) and Zn metal (99.8%, -140+325 mesh, Alfa Aesar)
were used as received. CeO2 (99.99%, Alfa Aesar) and La2O3 (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) were
activated in air at 1000 °C for 12 hours and stored in a vacuum desiccator. CsCl (99%,
Alfa Aesar) and NaCl (Certified A.C.S., Fisher) were heated and stored in a
programmable oven at 260 °C.
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Synthesis.
Single crystals of Ce18W10O57 were grown out of a molten CsCl and NaCl eutectic
flux. The mixture of 1 mmol of CeO2, 2 mmol of WO3, 1 mmol of Zn, and 2 g of CsCl
and NaCl (molar ratio 13:7) was placed inside a fused silica tube. The tube was evacuated
via a vacuum manifold to a pressure of ~10-4 Torr, and flame sealed using an
oxygen/methane torch. The tube was placed inside a programmable furnace and heated to
1000 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min, held for 24 hours, cooled to 450 °C at a rate of 6 °C/h,
and then cooled to room temperature by turning off the furnace. The byproduct, ZnO and
unreacted Zn metal, if present, were removed by using concentrated HCl. Subsequently,
the single crystals were isolated by dissolving the remaining flux and ZnCl2, formed
during the treatment with HCl, in water, assisted by sonication. Figure 6.1 shows an
optical image of brown color platelike Ce18W10O57 crystals, which were obtained in
approximately 85% yield based on WO3.
Attempts to prepare the lanthanum compound using the molten flux method was
unsuccessful; hence, it was prepared using the conventional solid-state technique.
Stoichiometric amounts of La2O3 and WO3 (9:10 molar ratio of 0.5 g) were weighed and
ground in an agate mortar and pestle for an hour. The mixture was transferred to an
alumina crucible, placed inside a programmable furnace, heated to 1200 °C at a rate of 10
°C/min, and held for 15 hours. At this point the furnace was shut off and allowed to cool
to room temperature.
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Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction.
X-ray intensity data from a brown color plate crystal were collected at 298(2) K
using a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON 100 CMOS area
detector and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å).47 The data
collection covered 100% of reciprocal space to 2θmax = 70.1°, with an average reflection
redundancy of 52.5 and Rint = 0.049 after absorption correction. The raw area detector
data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the SAINT+ and
SADABS programs.47 Final unit cell parameters were determined by least-squares
refinement of 9357 reflections taken from the data set. An initial structural model was
obtained with SHELXS using Patterson methods.48 Subsequent difference Fourier
calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against F2 were performed with
SHELXL-201148 using the ShelXle interface.49
The compound crystallizes in the hexagonal system. Systematic absences were
consistent with the space groups P31c, P-31c, P63mc, P-62c and P63/mmc. The acentric
space group P-62c (No. 190) was eventually determined by successful structure solution
and verified with the ADDSYM program, which found no missed symmetry elements.50–
53

The asymmetric unit consists of four cerium atoms, six tungsten atoms, and ten oxygen

atoms. A region of disorder exists in the asymmetric unit affecting only tungsten atoms
W3 and W4. W3 is disordered over two symmetry-related octahedral sites with the W
atoms separated by 1.9 Å, centered around position 2c (-6 site symmetry). Trial
refinements of the W3 site occupation factor (sof) gave 0.5 within experimental error, and
the W3 sof was therefore fixed at 0.5 for subsequent cycles.
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Figure 6.1. Optical image of the
crystals of Ce18W10O57. The
maximum crystal size is ~ 0.25
mm.
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W4 is disordered over two closely spaced general positions (d(W4A–W4B) = 0.5
Å), with sof(W4A/W4B) = 0.522(2)/0.478(2), which were constrained to sum to unity.
All atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. No deviation from full
occupancy was observed for any of the metal atoms except where noted above. The
largest residual electron density peak and hole in the final difference map are +2.46 and
−2.20 e/Å3, located 1.05 Å from W4B and O8, respectively. The crystal is twinned by
merohedry, with the twin element being a two-fold rotation around [001]. The
corresponding twin law (−100/0−10/001) was employed in the final refinement model.
The major twin fraction refined to 0.52(1).The absolute structure (Flack) parameter after
the final cycles was 0.000(3). Crystallographic data, selected interatomic distances, and
atomic coordinates for all compounds are listed in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, respectively.
The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) number is 1515322. Inorganic
Crystal Structure database number is 431855.
Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD).
Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected on a Rigaku D/Max-2100 powder
X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation. The step scan covered the angular range 10–
65º 2q in steps of 0.02º. No impurities were observed, and the calculated and
experimental PXRD patterns of both Ln18W10O57 (Ln = La and Ce) are in excellent
agreement, Figure 6.2.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM).
Electron diffraction patterns were collected on a Philips CM20 transmission
electron microscope operated at 200 kV.
.
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Table 6.1 Crystal data and structure refinements for compound 6.1.
6.1
Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole
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Ce18O57W10
5272.66
298(2) K
0.71073 Å
hexagonal
P-6 2 c
a = 8.9755(2) Å
b = 8.9755(2) Å
c = 32.5046(9) Å
a = 90°
b = 90°
g = 120°
2267.74(12) Å3
2
7.722 mg/m3
43.008 mm-1
4480.0
0.08 × 0.06 × 0.05 mm3
2.506 to 35.625°
−14 ≤ h ≤ 14
−14 ≤ k ≤ 14
−53 ≤ l ≤ 53
123170
3555 [R(int) = 0.0488]
3555 / 0 / 138
1.148
R1 = 0.0258
wR2 = 0.0508
R1 = 0.0274
wR2 = 0.0514
2.457 and −2.196 e ×Å-3

Table 6.2 Selected interatomic distances (Å) for compound Ce18W10O57, 6.1.
10

1

Ce(1) −O(9)
Ce(1)10−O(8)1
Ce(1)−O(3)
Ce(1)−O(4)1
Ce(1)−O(5)
Ce(1)10−O(3)1
Ce(1)10−O(4)
Ce(1)−O(6)
Ce(1)5−O(6)2
Ce(3)−O(8)6 x 2
Ce(3)−O(3)6 x 2
Ce(3)12−O(8)7,4 x 2
Ce(3)2−O(10)5
Ce(3)−O(10)
Ce(3)−O(6)6
Ce(3)−O(6)
W(1)−O(1)12,4 x 3
W(1)−O(7)12,4 x 2
W(1)−O(7)
W(4B)−O(6)2,5 x 3
W(4B)−O(5)2,5 x 3
W(6)−O(3)1,6,10,14,15 x 6

6.1
2.442(7)
2.462(6)
2.476(6)
2.480(6)
2.510(7)
2.544(7)
2.600(7)
2.674(8)
2.822(8)
2.466(7)
2.467(7)
2.468(7)
2.670(12)
2.854(12)
2.919(7)
2.920(7)
1.830(8)
2.032(6)
2.033(6)
1.839(7)
2.010(7)
1.916(6)

1

Ce(2)16−O(1)3
Ce(2)−O(7)
Ce(2)12−O(9)4
Ce(2)−O(2)
Ce(2)−O(4)
Ce(2)12−O(7)4
Ce(2)2−O(5)5
Ce(2)−O(9)
Ce(2)−O(5)
Ce(4)−O(7)8 x 2
Ce(4)1−O(2)9,10 x 2
Ce(4)−O(2)8 x 2
Ce(4)−O(1)8 x 2
W(2)−O(9)12,4 x 3
W(2)−O(8)12,4 x 3
W(3)6−O(10)2,5 x 3
W(3)−O(6)2,5 x 3
W(4A)−O(5)2,5 x 3
W(4A)−O(6)2,5 x 3
W(5)−O(4)1,10 x 3
W(5)−O(2)1,10 x 3

−Y, X−Y, Z 2 −X+Y,−X+1, Z 3 −X+1, −X+Y+1, −Z
−X+Y+1, −X+1, Z 5 −Y+1, X−Y+1, Z 6 X, Y, −Z+1/2
7
−X+Y+1, −X+1, −Z+1/2 8 X−Y, −Y, −Z 9 Y, X, −Z
10
−X+Y, −X, Z 11 Y, X−1, −Z 12 −Y+1, X−Y, Z
13
X+1, Y, Z 14 −Y, X−Y, −Z+1/2 15 −X+Y, −X, −Z+1/2
16
−X+1, −X+Y, −Z
4
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2.389(7)
2.391(7)
2.480(7)
2.508(7)
2.510(6)
2.565(7)
2.692(7)
2.773(7)
2.788(7)
2.355(7)
2.409(7)
2.680(7)
2.713(12)
1.877(6)
1.968(6)
1.905(10)
2.105(7)
1.754(7)
2.152(7)
1.922(6)
1.924(7)

Table 6.3 Atomic coordinates (×104) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2×103) for
compound Ce18W10O57, 6.1.
6.1
Atom
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Ce(1)
Ce(2)
Ce(3)
Ce(4)
W(1)
W(2)
W(3)
W(4A)
W(4B)
W(5)
W(6)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)
O(4)
O(5)
O(6)
O(7)
O(8)
O(9)
O(10)

Wycoff
Sites
12i
12i
6h
6g
4f
4f
4f
4f
4f
4e
2b
12i
12i
12i
12i
12i
12i
12i
12i
12i
6h

Site
Symmetry
m
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
−6

m

Occ.

0.5
0.522(2)
0.478(2)

x

y

z

U(eq)

364(1)
4253(1)
4294(1)
2574(1)
6667
6667
3333
3333
3333
0
0
5864(17)
1531(9)
1723(8)
1799(8)
1802(9)
3688(10)
4789(9)
4921(8)
4982(9)
1725(16)

2779(1)
3847(1)
3692(1)
0
3333
3333
6667
6667
6667
0
0
1339(11)
1753(9)
1548(8)
1472(8)
4712(9)
5156(10)
1907(9)
1818(8)
1727(9)
4680(15)

1680(1)
834(1)
2500
0
29(1)
1665(1)
2202(1)
1298(1)
1451(1)
849(1)
2500
−266(2)
472(2)
2123(2)
1222(2)
1076(2)
1760(2)
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Figure 6.2 PXRD patterns of compound 6.1, pane A; and compound
6.2, pane B. Experimental diffraction patterns are shown in red. The
calculated patterns are shown in blue.
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High angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADFSTEM) images were taken on a FEI Titan3 aberration corrected microscope at 300 kV.
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS).
Elemental analysis was performed on single crystals of Ce18W10O57 using a
TESCAN Vega-3 SBU scanning electron microscope (SEM) with EDS capabilities. The
crystals were mounted on carbon tape and analyzed using a 20 kV accelerating voltage
and an accumulation time of 20 s. As a qualitative measure, EDS confirmed the presence
of each reported element in Ce18W10O57 and showed no evidence for the incorporation of
Zn.
UV–vis Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy.
UV–vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy data of the powder sample of
Ce18W10O57 were obtained using a PerkinElmer Lambda 35 UV–vis scanning
spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere in the range of 200–900 nm. The
reflectance data were converted to absorbance data using Kubelka–Munk function.54
(Figure 6.3)
Magnetic Susceptibility.
The magnetic susceptibility of the Ce18W10O57 was measured using a Quantum
Design MPMS SQUID magnetometer. The zero-field cooled (zfc) magnetic susceptibility
was measured as a function of temperature between 2–300 K in an applied field of 1000
Oe. The measured magnetic moments were corrected for shape and radial offset effects
using the method reported by Morrison et al.,55 which determines the correction factors
by comparing the moments observed from DC and VSM scans at a single temperature, 30
K.
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Figure 6.3 UV–vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy data for
6.1 (blue)
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Second Harmonic Generation (SHG).
Powder SHG measurements of Ln18W10O57 (Ln = La, Ce) were performed on a
modified Kurtz nonlinear-optical (NLO) system using a pulsed Nd:YAG; laser with a
wavelength of 1064 nm. A comparison with a known SHG material was made using
ground crystalline α-SiO2. A detailed description of the equipment and methodology has
been published elsewhere.56, 57
Results and Discussion
Synthesis.
Crystals of Ce18W10O57 were grown out of a eutectic NaCl/CsCl chloride flux. A
significant advantage of using the eutectic melt (m.p. 486 ºC) is that it increases the
available liquid range for crystal growth. The starting materials contain Ce(IV), and an in
situ reduction was performed using Zn as the reducing agent. Since Ce2O3 is unstable
when exposed to air at elevated temperatures, not many Ce(III) containing compounds
have been reported in the literature. We have successfully demonstrated the convenience
of using Zn metal as an in situ reducing agent and used it to synthesize a number of
reduced early transition metal oxides as well as Ce(III) containing oxides.25,27,58 Adapting
the same synthetic approach to the Ce–W–O system, we were able to synthesize brown
colored single crystals of Ce18W10O57 in excellent yield. The brown color is characteristic
to the Ce3+ containing tungstates; by comparison, all lanthanum tungstates are white in
color.23
Attempts to synthesize the lanthanum analogue as single crystals were
unsuccessful; however, we succeeded in preparing the lanthanum phase via a solid state
reaction.
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Figure 6.4 Extended structure of Ce18W10O57 along the
A) crystallographic [110] direction and B) c-axis. The
yellow, cyan, blue, and red represent Ce, WO6 trigonal
prisms, WO6 octahedra, O, respectively.
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Chambrier et al. previously reported the powder synthesis of the La analog and
determined its structure using synchrotron and laboratory X-ray, neutron, and electron
diffraction methods.26 The reported synthesis involved heating a 7:8 molar ratio of La2O3
and WO3 at 1400 ºC. In contrast, we heated a stoichiometric mixture of La2O3 and WO3
(9:10 molar ratio) at 1200 ºC, since the 7:8 molar ratio of La2O3 and WO3 resulted in
small amounts of a La2W2O9 impurity along with the targeted material.
Structure.
Ce18W10O57 crystallizes in the noncentrosymmetric hexagonal space group P-62c.
The extended structure of Ce18W10O57 (Figure 6.4) exhibits a three-dimensional (3D)
arrangement of corner- and edged-shared CeO8/CeO9/CeO10 polyhedra, isolated and faceshared WO6 octahedra, and isolated WO6 trigonal prisms, a rare environment for
tungsten. Six independent WO6 centers in either octahedral or trigonal prismatic
coordination environments are present in the structure. Three of the W centers, W2, W5,
and W6, are located in the rather unusual (for tungsten) WO6 trigonal prismatic
coordination environment with W–O distances ranging from 1.877–1.968 Å, 1.922–1.924
Å, and 1.916 Å, respectively. The remaining W centers, W1, W3, and W4, on the other
hand, form WO6 octahedra with W–O distances ranging from 1.830–2.033 Å, 1.905–
2.105 Å, and 1.754–2.152 Å, respectively. The W3/W4 disorder occurs within a grouping
of four face-shared W4A/B–W3–W3–W4A/B octahedral sites. A physically sensible
model for the distribution of the partially occupied tungsten atoms over these sites can be
derived based on distances between the W6+ centers, as follows.
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Figure 6.5 Physically sensible model for the distribution of
disordered W atoms.
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When W3 is present in a given asymmetric unit, W4B must be absent to prevent
an unacceptably short W–W separation of W3–W4B = 2.44 Å and, instead, W4A must be
present (W3–W4A = 2.939 Å). The shortest reported distance observed for W6+–W6+
separations in vertex-sharing polyhedra is 2.70 Å; it was reported in the structure of
Bi2WO6,59 while a W6+–W6+ separation of 2.94 Å for W2O9 face-shared octahedra was
reported for Ba3W2O9.31 Correspondingly, when the W4B site is occupied, the closest W3
site must be vacant. This implies the presence of one W6+2O9 face-shared bioctahedron
and one 'isolated' WO6 octahedron, both disordered over two orientations by the central 6 axis, as illustrated in Figure 6.5.
The structure also contains four crystallographically unique Ce centers found in
8–10 fold coordination environments. Ce1 and Ce2 are located in irregular ninecoordinated polyhedra with Ce–O distances ranging from 2.442–2.822 Å and 2.389–
2.788 Å, respectively. Ce3 is located in an irregular ten-coordinated polyhedron, while
Ce4 is eight coordinated with Ce–O distances are ranging from 2.466–2.920 Å and
2.355–2.713 Å, respectively. Figure 6.6 details the local environments of the Ce cations.
We would like to describe the structure of Ce18W10O57 using an approach
specifically based on the stacking of different types of close packed layers and the filling
of the octahedral and trigonal prismatic coordination sites by tungsten.60,61 It is a wellknown fact that the ABAB…. stacking of close packed oxygen layers results in
hexagonal close packing, where the filling of the generated octahedral sites determines
the specific structure that is formed. For example, filling of one-half the octahedral sites
generates the CdI2 structure type.
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Figure 6.6 Local coordination environments of A) Ce1 B) Ce2 C) Ce3 D) Ce4
cations.
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Figure 6.7. The idealized structure contains W1 octahedra and W2–7 trigonal prisms.
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Table 6.4 Evolution of the titled compound, Ce18W10O57, from the idealized structure considering the individual layers in a unit cell
along the c axis. (Z = 2)
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24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
09
08
07
06
05
04
03
02
01
Overall
composition

Layers of the
Idealized
Structure
O9
B
Ce3W
O9
B
Ce3W2
O9
B
Ce3W
O9
B
Ce3W2
O9
B
Ce3W
O9
B
Ce3W2
O9
A
Ce3W
O9
A
Ce3W2
O9
A
Ce3W
O9
A
Ce3W2
O9
A
Ce3W
O9
A
Ce3W2
Ce36W18O108

+ 2WO3

Layers of the
Final Idealized
Structure
O9
Ce3WO3
WO6
Ce3WO3
WO6
Ce3WO3
WO6
Ce3WO3
WO6
Ce3WO3
O9
Ce3W2
O9
Ce3WO3
WO6
Ce3WO3
WO6
Ce3WO3
WO6
Ce3WO3
WO6
Ce3WO3
O9
Ce3W2
Ce36W22O114

Layers of the
Relaxed Structure
B
B
B
B
B
B
A
A
A
A
A
A

O9
B
Ce3WO3
WO6
B
Ce3WO3
WO6
B
Ce3WO3
WO6
B
Ce3WO3
WO6
B
Ce3WO3
O9
B
Ce3W2
O9
A
Ce3WO3
WO6
A
Ce3WO3
WO6
A
Ce3WO3
WO6
A
Ce3WO3
WO6
A
Ce3WO3
O9
A
Ce3W2
Ce36W20O114 accounting
for vacancies

W
Occupancy

0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75

0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75

The presence of WO6 trigonal prisms, however, requires a different stacking
arrangement, as the ABAB stacking of oxygen layers is not capable of generating the
trigonal prismatic sites found in Ce18W10O57. Instead, the AABB stacking observed in
many sulfides, such as WS2, creates trigonal prismatic WS6 coordination environments.
This is not typically observed for oxides.60
Careful analysis of the stacking sequences present in Ce18W10O57 allows the
derivation of its structure. To illustrate the structural evolution of the entire Ce18W10O57
structure, we start with the idealized arrangement of the trigonal prismatic and octahedral
tungsten cations that are generated by the AAAAAABBBBBB stacking of oxygen layers,
as illustrated in Figure 6.7. Analysis of the packing arrangement of individual layers
along the c axis illustrates how W1 becomes octahedrally coordinated as the stacking
sequence is AB, whereas the remaining tungsten centers, W2–W7, located in either AA
or BB stacking sequences, adopt the trigonal prismatic WO6 coordination environment.
To obtain the overall composition of the idealized structure, as depicted in Table 6.4, the
compositions of the individual layers are separately identified and it is apparent that
idealized structure is made up of a repeating sequence of Ce3W2, O9, and Ce3W layers,
which sums to an overall composition of Ce36W18O108.
It is unusual for oxygen layers to adopt an AABB stacking sequence and one can
argue that the van der Waals forces between oxygens are not strong enough to create a
stable structure containing that stacking motif. This is the likely reason for the
replacement of four W7O6 trigonal prisms by two W3O15 groups, a process that
necessitates the change of several Ce3W2 layers to Ce3WO3 layers, Ce3W layers to
Ce3WO3 layers, and O9 layers to WO6 layers.
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Figure 6.8 Removal of W7O6 and addition of
partially occupied face shared octahedra group,
W4A/BO6–W3O6–W3O6–W4A/BO6.
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(Figure 6.8 and Table 6.4, middle column.) The W3O15 groups, shown in Figure 6.5,
could in principle hold four tungsten cations. However, there is insufficient space for a
W4O15 group, as the four face-sharing WO6 octahedra would be too close, and the overall
structure would not be charged balanced. Hence only three of the four sites are, on
average, occupied. The insertion of the W3O15 groups for the W7O6 trigonal prisms
places five layers of oxygen cations where previously there were four, creating a local
ABABA oxygen layer stacking and the observed octahedral coordination around the
tungsten. The W2 cations are on the level of the B oxygen and have local AAAA oxygen
layer stacking and the observed trigonal prismatic coordination environment.
Table 6.4 lists the compositions of the individual layers of the final observed and
slightly distorted structure consisting of Ce3W2, O9, Ce3WO3, and WO6 layers that sum to
a composition of Ce36W22O114, which is not possible as it is charge unbalanced. This is
the reason why, as just mentioned, partially occupied occupancy and disorder takes place
in the six face-shared tungsten sites, W4A/B–W3–W3–W4A/B, instead of fully occupied
four face shared tungsten sites, W4O6–W3O6–W3O6–W4O6. Due to the partial
occupancy of these sites, the overall composition of the final idealized structure becomes
a charge balanced Ce36W20O114 or Ce18W10O57, Figure 6.4.
On the basis of the chemical composition of Ce18W10O57 the average oxidation
state of W is +6, as supported by bond valance sum (BVS) calculations for Ce and W
yielding 3.14, 3.14, 3.20, and 3.06 for Ce1, Ce2, Ce3, and Ce4, respectively and 5.99,
5.96, 4.90, 6.25, 6.04, 5.90, and 6.01 for W1, W2, W3, W4A, W4B, W5, and W6,
respectively, indicating the presence of Ce3+ and W6+.
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The disorder in the oxygen positions and the tungsten site occupancy affects the
BVS calculations, especially for W3, which is in the middle of the W3O15 group, giving
the appearance of a lower oxidation state than it has.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM).
The patterns are in agreement with the structure determined from single crystal Xray diffraction. Two representative patterns of the main zones are shown in Figure 6.9.
On the [-110] ED pattern, very vague streaks can be seen running parallel to the c* axis,
at positions 1/3 1/3 l and 2/3 2/3 l. These diffuse intensities are barely noticeable, and
agree with the presence of correlated disorder of the W3 and W4 tungsten atoms as
described earlier. Images taken along the [100] and [-110] directions are shown in Figure
6.10. The model from single crystal X-ray diffraction is inserted as an overlay. An
enlargement is shown of rows in both images that contain the W3 and W4 atoms. On
these enlargements it is clear that the brightness of the W3/W4 columns is irregular, not
periodic within the layer or between different layers, confirming the disorder. (The
brightness of an atomic column in a HAADF-STEM image is proportional to the average
Z along the column. Varying brightness thus mean different amounts of W atoms from
one column to the next, as corresponds to a disordered occupation from these positions
W3/W4. Positions W4A and W4B are close together (~0.5 Å) and are seen as one
column.)
Magnetism.
The magnetic susceptibility of the title compound, Ce18W10O57, was investigated
over the temperature range of 2–300 K, in an applied field of 1000 Oe as shown in
Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.9 Electron diffraction patterns of Ce18W10O57 of the zones
[100] and [-110].

Figure 6.10 HAADF-STEM images of Ce18W10O57 along [100] and
[-110]. The model is inserted as an overlay. The yellow, cyan, and blue
represent Ce, W in trigonal prisms, and W in octahedra, respectively.
For clarity, oxygen is not shown in the model since it also cannot be
seen on the HAADF-STEM images. At the bottom of the figure, the
enlargements are shown of the rows indicated by white rectangles. The
positions of W3 and W4 are indicated by the arrows below the
respective enlargements.
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Figure 6.11 Temperature dependence of the molar magnetic
susceptibility, χ, and inverse susceptibility, 1/χ, of Ce18W10O57 in an
applied field of 1000 Oe.
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No difference was observed between zero field cooled (zfc) and field cooled (fc) data,
and the data reflects magnetic contributions only from Ce3+ cations. The inverse
susceptibility data are linear at high temperatures (150–300 K) and follow Curie–Weiss
behavior. The effective magnetic moment, 10.73 µB /formula unit is in good agreement
with the theoretical value of 10.77 µB. The negative Weiss constant, θ = –71.14 K,
suggests the presence of antiferromagnetic interactions that are not noticeable in the
susceptibility data; the presence of magnetic frustration is possible due to the complexity
of the structure.
Second Harmonic Generation (SHG).
All materials that crystallize in one of the noncentrosymmetric crystal classes,
except 432, may exhibit SHG behavior, where large SHG efficiency is typically
correlated with large dipole moments.62–64 Ln18W10O57 (Ln = La, Ce) was observed to be
SHG active with an efficiency of ~1 x α-SiO2. The results are consistent with the
noncentrosymmetric crystal structures of these materials (space group P-62c).
Conclusion
Brown colored single crystals of Ce18W10O57 were successfully synthesized via
the molten chloride flux method. Metallic zinc was used as the reducing agent to perform
the in situ reduction of Ce(IV) to Ce(III). Ce18W10O57 is an analogue of the La18W10O57
structure type. The structure contains isolated WO6 trigonal prisms, which are unusual for
tungsten, along with isolated and face-shared WO6 octahedra. A careful analysis of the
stacking of different close packed layers was used to describe the overall crystal structure
and explain the origin of the trigonal prismatic WO6 coordination environment. The
magnetic susceptibility of Ce18W10O57 displayed simple paramagnetic behavior.
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Due to the long Ce(f1)–Ce(f1) separation in Ce18W10O57 no long range magnetic order is
observed. The SHG efficiency of Ln18W10O57 (Ln = La, Ce) was measured as a function
of particle sizes, and both compounds exhibit SHG active with an efficiency of ~1 x αSiO2.
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CHAPTER VII
A FRESNOITE-STRUCTURE RELATED MIXED VALENT TITANIUM(III/IV)
CHLOROSILICATE, BA3TI2SI4O14CL: A FLUX CRYSTAL GROWTH ROUTE TO
TI(III) CONTAINING OXIDES*

*Adapted with permission from Abeysinghe, D.; Smith, M. D.; zur Loye, H.-C. J. Solid
State Sci. 2017, 250, 128−133.
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Abstract
Single crystals of mixed valent barium titanium(III/IV) chlorosilicate,
Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09, were grown in a high temperature molten chloride flux involving
an in situ reduction step. The fresnoite structure related Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09 crystalizes
in the tetragonal space group P4/mbm with lattice parameters of a = 8.6717(2) Å, c =
18.6492(5) Å. The title compound exhibits a 3D structure consisting of 2D layers of
fused Ti2O9 and Si4O12 groups and 2D layers of fused Ti2O9Cl2 and Si2O7 groups that are
linked via barium atoms. The in situ reduction of Ti(IV) to Ti(III) is achieved via the
addition of metallic Mg to the flux to function as the reducing agent. The temperature
dependence of the magnetic susceptibility shows simple paramagnetism above 100 K.
There is a discontinuity in the susceptibility data below 100 K, which might be due to a
structural change that takes place resulting in charge ordering.
Introduction
The majority of known titanium containing oxides contain titanium in its highest
oxidation state, Ti(IV), while only a relatively small number of examples of oxides
containing Ti(III) or mixed valent Ti(III/IV) are known. The fact that the electronic and
magnetic properties of transition metal oxides are determined by their d-electrons makes
Ti(III) d1 rather than Ti(IV) d0 of particular interest.1–4 In fact, there are a number of
Ti(III)

containing

oxides

that

exhibit

highly

desirable

properties,

such

as

superconductivity. Most notable in this regard are the mixed-valence spinel, Li1+xTi2-xO4
and the perovskite, SrTiO3-x, both of which exhibit superconductivity at Tc of ~13 K and
~0.5 K, respectively.5–9 The Tc of Li1+xTi2-xO4 is, in fact, quite high for an early transition
metal oxide.
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The stability of the Ti(IV) and Ti(III) oxidation states in oxides and oxo-salts creates
opportunities for titanium to adopt a number of structures that require mixed valent
cation, such as the NASICON structure, where the titanium containing phase
NaxTi2P3O12 is well known for its ion exchange and ionic conductivity properties.10–13
The reported Ti(III) oxo compounds include oxides, phosphates, silicophosphates,
oxidephosphates, borates, and silicates with different framework structures containing
isolated4,12–17 and corner-shared TiO6 octahedra,18,19 as well as face-shared Ti2O9 doubleoctahedra,20 and edge-shared TiO6 octahedral chains.21–26 Surprisingly, Ti(III) containing
silicates, such as the title compound, are quite rare in the literature. Wang et al. reported
the first two mixed valent titanium silicates, La4Ti(Si2O7)2(TiO2)4m (m = 1, 2), which
contain

quasi-two

dimensional

frameworks.27,28

To

best

of

our

knowledge,

Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09 is only the third mixed valent titanium silicate reported to date.
Several synthetic routes for the growth of reduced titanates have been reported
over the years, including conventional solid-state methods to prepare polycrystalline
powders and molten flux approaches used to grow single crystals.9,13,15,19,27,29
Historically, fluxes such as CaCl2, BaCl2, and borates were used in conjunction with
Ti(III) containing starting materials. Over the last couple of years our group has
successfully synthesized reduced early transition metal containing oxides using both low
temperature mild hydrothermal and high temperature molten chloride flux methods.30–34
We are particularly interested in creating reaction conditions that lead to in situ reduction
involving either organic or inorganic reducing agents. The latter approach was used to
obtain single crystals of the title compound and utilize a NaCl/BaCl2 flux and Mg metal
as the reducing agent.
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Herein, we report on the synthesis, structural characterization, and magnetic properties of
the fresnoite structure related novel compound, Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09.
Experimental Section
Reagents.
TiO2 (99.9%, metal basis, Alfa Aesar), BaCO3 (99.95%, metal basis, Alfa Aesar), Mg
powder (99.8%, -325 mesh, Alfa Aesar) were used as received. BaCl22H2O (99+%, Alfa
Aesar) and NaCl (Certified A.C.S., Fisher) were dried and stored in an oven at 260 °C. A
precursor, Ba2TiO4, was synthesized using the conventional solid-state method.
Stoichiometric mixture of BaCO3 and TiO2 were ground using an agate mortar and pestle,
pressed into a pellet, and sintered at 1100 °C in air for 24 h.
Synthesis.
Single crystals of Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09 were grown out of BaCl2 and NaCl
eutectic mixture contained in a vacuum-sealed fused silica tube. A mixture of 1 mmol of
Ba2TiO4, 1 mmol of Mg powder, and 2 g of a eutectic mixture of BaCl2 and NaCl (molar
ratio 2:3) were placed into a fused silica tube, which acts as the SiO2 source. Attempts to
form the desired product using a direct inclusion of SiO2 worsened the yield and the
crystal quality. The tube was evacuated to a pressure of ~10-4 Torr and sealed using an
oxygen/methane torch. The tube was placed inside a programmable furnace and heated to
1050 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min, held for 48 hours, cooled to 550 °C at a rate of 6 ºC/h,
and then cooled to room temperature by turning off the furnace. Single crystals were
isolated from the flux matrix by dissolving the halide salts in water, assisted by
sonication. The reaction yielded a single-phase product consisting of transparent brown
square plate crystals in ~65% yield based on Ba2TiO4.
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Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction.
X-ray intensity data from a transparent brown square plate were collected at
300(2) K using a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON 100
CMOS area detector and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Ka radiation, l = 0.71073
Å).35 The data collection covered 99.8% of reciprocal space to 2θmax = 72.9º, with an
average reflection redundancy of 39.5 (Laue class 4/mmm) and Rint = 0.032 after
absorption correction. The raw area detector data frames were reduced and corrected for
absorption effects using the SAINT+ and SADABS programs.35 Final unit cell
parameters were determined by least-squares refinement of 9959 reflections taken from
the data set. An initial structural model was obtained with SHELXS using direct
methods.36 Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares
refinement against F2 were performed with SHELXL-201436 using the ShelXle
interface.37
The compound crystallizes in the tetragonal system. Systematic absences were
consistent with space groups P4/mbm, P-4b2 and P4bm. The centrosymmetric group
P4/mbm (No. 127) was confirmed by structure solution. The asymmetric unit consists of
two barium atoms, two titanium atoms, two silicon atoms, one chlorine atom and eight
oxygen atoms. Barium Ba1, silicon atoms Si1 and Si2, and oxygen atom O3 are located
on mirror planes (site 8k, site symmetry ..m). Ba2 is located on site 4g with m.2m
symmetry. Titanium atoms Ti1 and Ti2A/B and the chlorine atom (Cl1/O1B, see below)
are located on a fourfold axis (site 4e, symmetry 4..). Oxygen atoms O1 and O2 are
located on general positions (site 16l), O4 is located on site 4h (m.2m site symmetry), O5
and O6 are located on site 4f (2.mm symmetry) and, finally, O7 and O8 are located on
sites 2b and 2a, respectively, both with 4/m.. site symmetry.
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All atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. After initial location
and normal refinement of all atoms, an electron density peak of 4.1 e−/Å3 was observed
located 0.6 A from the Ti2 site. This was accompanied by a hole of –2.74 e−/Å3 centered
on the Ti2 site. Taken together these observations suggest a split Ti2 position. Including
the smaller peak as a titanium atom and refining the site occupation factors (sof) of the
Ti2 split position (Ti2A/Ti2B) gave a reasonable model with freely refined Ti2A/Ti2B
occupancies summing to one, acceptable displacement parameters for both components
and a flattened difference map. The split Ti2 position is coupled with O/Cl disorder of the
nearby chlorine site (Cl1). The chlorine sof reflects either a Cl vacancy or, more likely,
admixture of a lighter atom. With 100% Cl occupancy, the deepest residual electron
density hole is –1.17 e−/Å3, located on the Cl1 site. The Cl1 sof refined to 0.94(1),
accompanied by a flattening of the difference map (deepest hole = –1.03 e−/Å3 located
0.6 A from Ti1) and a decrease in R-values from R1/wR2 = 0.0164/0.0373 to
0.0156/0.0344. A chlorine vacancy is not likely, as it would leave an open apical
coordination site around Ti2. Therefore, a disordered chlorine/oxygen site was assumed.
Atomic coordinates and anisotropic displacement parameters for the minor component
oxygen atom (O1B) were held equal to those of Cl1. Occupancies of the Ti2A/Ti2B and
Cl1/O1B sites were linked such that sof(Ti2A) = sof(Cl1) and sof(Ti2B) = sof(O1B), with
each total site occupancy constrained to sum to unity. The final refined occupancies are
Ti2A/Cl1 = 0.911(4) and Ti2B/O1B=0.089(4). The split Ti2 position and linked Cl/O site
disorder was also observed in a second crystal. The largest residual electron density peak
and hole in the final difference map are +0.75 and –1.03 e−/Å3, located 0.75 Å from O1
and 0.58 Å from Ti1, respectively.
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Crystallographic data, selected interatomic distances, and atomic coordinates for all
compounds are listed in Tables 7.1−7.3, respectively. The Cambridge Crystallographic
Data Center (CCDC) number is: 1521414. Inorganic Crystal Structure database number
is: 431935.
Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD).
Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected on a Bruker D2 Phaser powder X-ray
diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation. The step-scan covered the angular range 5−65º 2q
in steps of 0.02º. Some weak reflections were observed which could not be matched with
any known impurity. Magnetic measurement and calculations are consistent with the
impurity being non-magnetic. (Figure 7.1)
Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS).
Elemental analysis was performed on all the reported single crystals using a
TESCAN Vega-3 SBU scanning electron microscope (SEM) with EDS capabilities. The
crystals were mounted on carbon tape and analyzed using a 20 kV accelerating voltage
and an accumulation time of 20 s. As a qualitative measure, EDS confirmed the presence
of each reported element in the title compounds.
Magnetic Susceptibility.
The magnetic susceptibility of the reported materials was measured using a
Quantum Design MPMS SQUID magnetometer. The zero-field cooled magnetic
susceptibility was measured as a function of temperature between 2−300 K in an applied
field of 1000 Oe.
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Table 7.1 Crystal data and structure refinements for
compound, Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09, 7.1.
7.1
Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Ba3Cl0.91O14.09Si4Ti2
877.91
300(2) K
0.71073 Å
tetragonal
P4/mbm
a = 8.6717(2) Å
b = 8.6717(2) Å
c = 18.6492(5) Å
a = 90°
b = 90°
g = 90°
Volume
1402.39(7) Å3
Z
4
Density (calculated)
4.158 mg/m3
Absorption coefficient
9.979 mm-1
F(000)
1585
Crystal size
0.10 × 0.06 × 0.03 mm3
θ range for data collected
2.184 to 36.447°
−14 ≤ h ≤ 14
Index ranges
−14 ≤ k ≤ 14
−31 ≤ l ≤ 31
Reflections collected
77293
Ind. reflections
1895 [R(int) = 0.0324]
Data / restraints / parameters
1895 / 0 / 75
2
Goodness-of-fit on F
1.215
R1 = 0.0156
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
wR2 = 0.0337
R1 = 0.0189
R indices (all data)
wR2 = 0.0344
Largest diff. peak and hole
0.746 and −1.030 e− Å-3
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Table 7.2 Selected interatomic distances (Å) for compound Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09, 7.1.

Ba(1)–O(3)
Ba(1)6,15–O(3)1,2 x 2
Ba(1)–O(2)3 x 2
Ba(1)20–O(5)
Ba(1)15–O(2)1,4 x 2
Ba(1)–O(1B)5
Ba(1)1,14,15–Cl(1)5 x 2
Ti(2A)22–O(8)
Ti(2A)–O(1)1,14,15 x 4
Ti(2A)–Cl(1)
Si(1)19–O(4)
Si(1)–O(2)3 x 2
Si(1)1,2–O(5)6

2.7362(16)
2.8365(10)
2.8670(11)
2.9146(15)
2.9898(11)
3.2991(2)
3.2991(2)
1.8480(11)
1.9710(12)
2.6397(14)
1.5986(5)
1.6048(11)
1.6483(8)

7.1
Ba(2)18–O(1)5,6,7,8 x 4
Ba(2)9–O(6)9 x 2
Ba(2)9–O(1)3,9,10,11 x 4
Ba(2)9,16,17,18–O(8)12,13
Ti(1)21–O(7)
Ti(1)–O(2)1,14,15 x 4
Ti(2B)–O(1)1,14,15 x 4
Ti(2B)–Cl(1)
Ti(2B)22–O(8)
Si(2)–O(3)
Si(2)–O(1)3 x 2
Si(2)11–O(6)

1

2.8112(13)
2.9316(15)
3.0289(15)
3.1789(1)
1.8372(6)
1.9873(11)
2.0280(30)
2.1710(11)
2.3170(11)
1.5868(16)
1.6148(12)
1.6651(10)

−Y, X, Z 2 Y, −X+1, Z 3 −Y+1/2, −X+1/2, Z 4 –X+1/2, Y+1/2, Z
X+1/2, −Y+1/2, Z 6 −Y+1, X, Z 7 X+1/2, −Y+1/2, −Z 8 −Y+1, X, −Z
9
−X+1, −Y, −Z 10 −Y+1/2, −X+1/2, −Z 11 −X+1, −Y, Z
12
−X+1/2, Y+1/2, −Z 13 X+1, Y, Z 14 −X, −Y, Z 15 Y, −X, Z
16
−Y, X−1, Z 17 X−1,Y, +Z 18 Y, −X+1, −Z 19 X, Y, −Z+1
20
−X, −Y+1, Z 21 −X, −Y+1, −Z+1 22 −X, −Y, −Z
5
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Table 7.3 Atomic coordinates (×104) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters
(Å2×103) for compound Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09, 7.1. U(eq) is defined as one third of the
trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor.

Atom
Ba1
Ba2
Ti1
Ti2A
Ti2B
Si1
Si2
Cl1
O1B
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8

Occupancy

0.911(4)
0.089(4)
0.911(4)
0.089(4)

7.1
x
1725(1)
6815(1)
0
0
0
3712(1)
3745(1)
0
0
2143(1)
2112(1)
3760(1)
3660(2)
0
5000
0
0
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y
3275(1)
1815(1)
0
0
0
1288(1)
1255(1)
0
0
756(2)
750(1)
1240(1)
1340(2)
5000
0
0
0

z
2815(1)
0
4015(1)
991(1)
1242(6)
4144(1)
1363(1)
2406(1)
2406(1)
987(1)
3792(1)
2214(1)
5000
3890(1)
1023(1)
5000
0

U(eq)
10(1)
11(1)
12(1)
8(1)
8(1)
7(1)
8(1)
14(1)
14(1)
23(1)
12(1)
12(1)
16(1)
14(1)
24(1)
13(1)
16(1)

Figure 7.1 PXRD patterns of compound Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09. Experimental
diffraction pattern is shown in red. The calculated pattern is shown in blue.
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The measured magnetic moment was corrected for shape and radial offset effects using
the methods reported by Morrison et al.,38 which determines the correction factors by
comparing the moments observed from DC and VSM scans at a single temperature, 30 K.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis.
Single crystals of Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09 were synthesized out of a molten
chloride flux, which is known to be a redox neutral solvent suitable for the preparation of
reduced oxides. The presence of chloride in the product indicates that while redox
neutral, the NaCl/BaCl2 flux is in fact a reactive flux under the reaction conditions used.
Limited research available on reduced titanium silicates necessitated finding and
optimizing the synthetic conditions to synthesize this new silicate. Initial observations
suggested that it was advisable to divide the crystal growth process into two steps rather
than utilizing a single step process starting from either TiO2 or Ti2O3. Using TiO2 or
Ti2O3 as the titanium source resulted in the formation of either oxidized products or
known reduced titanium phases. For this reason, the crystal growth process was divided
into two steps rather than utilizing a single step process starting from either TiO2 or
Ti2O3. In addition, a titanium precursor, Ba2TiO4, was used to introduce titanium into the
melt in one step and, in a second step, mixing the melt with the remainder of the starting
materials to grow crystals. A conventional solid-state reaction was used to make the
Ba2TiO4 precursor by firing stoichiometric amounts of BaCO3 and TiO2 at 1000 °C.
Utilization of molten fluxes is a well-known technique for growing crystals, as the
use of the flux lowers the reaction temperature and allows the dissolution of a wide range
of reactants.39
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To grow crystals containing reduced metal centers it is necessary to use a redox neutral
flux, in this case the BaCl2/NaCl eutectic flux. BaCl2/NaCl is stable toward the Mg metal
reducing agent, enables the dissolution of the barium titanium precursor along with other
starting materials and, finally acts to leach silicon out of the interior walls of the fused
silica tube.40 It was observed that the addition of powdered SiO2 to the reaction mixture
worsened the crystal quality and the yield of the reaction, presumably because the slow
dissolution of silicon from the interior wall of the fused silica tube optimized the
crystallization of the product.
Mg metal was chosen as the reducing agent for the in situ reduction of Ti(IV) to
Ti(III). Mg metal with a melting point of 650 °C will be molten at the crystal growth
temperature, thereby providing a close contact between the Mg and the Ti cation in the
melt. Based on the formation of Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09 containing Ti(III), the use of
magnesium for the in situ reduction is an efficient way of obtaining Ti(III) containing
oxides.
Structure.
The compound, Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09, crystallizes in the tetragonal space group
P4/mbm and exhibits a three-dimensional structure, shown in Figure 7.2, consisting of
corner shared TiO5Cl octahedra, TiO5 square pyramids, and Si2O7 and Si4O12 groups
connected via Ba cations.
The structure contains two independent Ti coordination environments, TiO5
square pyramids and TiO5Cl octahedra. Five coordinated Ti(1) forms TiO5 square
pyramids, with Ti–O distances ranging from 1.8372 to 1.9873 Å. These TiO5 units
dimerize to from Ti2O9 apex-shared square pyramids.
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Figure
7.2
Extended
structure
of
Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09,
along
the
A)
crystallographic [101] direction and B) c-axis.
The purple, gray, blue, cyan, green, and red
represent Ba, Si, TiO5Cl octahedra, TiO5 square
pyramids, Cl, and O, respectively. Ba
connectivities are not shown for clarity.
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Ti(2), on the other hand, is six coordinated forming Ti(2)O5Cl octahedra with Ti–O/Cl
distances ranging from 1.8480 to 2.6397 Å. Two of the TiO5Cl units form vertex shared
Ti2O9Cl2 dimers. Additionally, the Ti(2) site in the structure is disordered over two
positions, Ti2A site in the structure is disordered over two positions, Ti2A and Ti2B. The
split Ti2 position is coupled with O/Cl disorder of the nearby Cl site, Cl1. A physically
sensible disorder model of the distribution of TiA/B and O/Cl is illustrated in Figure 7.3.
Silicon, Si(1) and Si(2), in the structure, are each located in a four coordinate
tetrahedral coordination environment. Si(1)O4 corner shares to form Si4(1)O12 rings that
generate [Ti2Si4O13] layers by connecting to Ti2O9 dimers, Figure 7.4. Si(2)O4, on the
other hand, corner shares to form bent Si2(2)O7 pyrosilicate groups that generate
[Ti2Si4O15Cl2] layers by connecting to Ti2O9Cl2 dimers, Figure 7.5. Si(1) and Si(2)
exhibit Si–O distances ranging from 1.5986 to 1.6483 Å, and 1.5868 to 1.6651 Å,
respectively.
The structure also contains two crystallographically unique Ba centers, Ba(1) and
Ba(2). Ba(1) is located in an irregular eleven-coordinated polyhedron with Ba–O(Cl)
distances ranging from 2.7362 to 3.2991 Å, whereas Ba(2) is located in a twelve-fold
coordinated polyhedron with Ba–O distances ranging from 2.8112 to 3.1789 Å. Both 2D
[Ti2Si4O13] layers and [Ti2Si4O15Cl2] layers are linked by interlayer Ba atoms to form the
overall 3D structure as shown in Figure 7.2.
Based on the chemical composition of the reported compound, the average
oxidation state of Ti is +3.54, indicating the presence of both Ti(III) and Ti(IV). A bond
valence sum (BVS)41,42 analysis of titanium assuming all titanium is +3 generates
valences of 3.23, 3.39, and 3.34 for Ti1, Ti2A, and Ti2B, respectively.
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Figure 7.3 Physically sensible disorder model of the distribution of TiA/B
and O/Cl in Ti2O9Cl2 octahedral dimers.

Figure 7.4 [Ti2Si4O13] layers composed of
Ti2O9 apex-shared square pyramids and
Si4(1)O12 rings.
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Figure 7.5 [Ti2Si4O15Cl2] layers composed
of fused Ti2O9Cl2 vertex-shared octahedra
and bent Si2(2)O7 pyrosilicate groups.
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Using the identical treatment but assuming all titanium is +4 generates valences of 3.45,
3.83, and 3.55, respectively. These intermediate results between +3 and +4 corroborate
the formal oxidation state of +3.54 for titanium. Based on these calculation, it seems that
all the titanium sites contain mixed valent Ti(III/IV).
Relationship to the Fresnoite Structure.
In Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09, the titanium is present as TiO5 square pyramids and
TiO5Cl octahedra. These species are arranged into two types of layers, those containing
fused Ti2O9 and Si4O12 groups and those containing fused Ti2O9Cl2 and Si2O7 groups.
These two layer types are connected into a three-dimensional structure by the presence of
interlayer barium cations. This arrangement is very reminiscent of fresnoite, a titanium
containing silicate mineral, Ba2(TiO)Si2O7, in which titanium takes on the +4 oxidation
state.43 There exists an extensively studied, large structural family related to fresnoite of
general formula A2MM’2O8 (A = Sr2+ or Ba2+, M = Ti4+, and M’ = Si4+ or Ge4+), which
consists of two-dimensional layered crystal structures.44–49 These layers contain corner
sharing MO5 square pyramids isolated from each other by M’2O7 groups. Conceptually,
the structure of Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09 can be obtained from the fresnoite,
Ba2(TiO)Si2O7, in three steps. The first step consists of mirroring one of the Ti/Si layers
of fresnoite and the second step consists of adding a sixth oxygen atom to the square
pyramids of the other layer to form Ti octahedra and mirroring this new Ti/Si layers.
Finally, Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09 can be obtained via a third and final step by substituting
the apex oxygen atoms present in the octahedral Ti with Cl atoms. (Figure 7.6)
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Figure 7.6 Conceptual relationship of the Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09 to Fresnoite.

Figure 7.7 Temperature dependence of the molar magnetic susceptibility, χ, and inverse
susceptibility, 1/χ, of Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09 in an applied field of 1000 Oe
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Magnetic Susceptibility.
The

temperature

dependence

of

the

magnetic

susceptibility

of

Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09 was measured in an applied field of 1000 Oe and is shown in
Figure 7.7. In Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09, the Ti2O9 and Ti2O9Cl2 groups are isolated from
one another by intervening Si2O7 and Si4O12 groups, respectively, limiting the possibility
of long range magnetic order. One might consider the possibility of forming spin dimers,
however, the data reveal no deviation from the Curie–Weiss (C–W) at high temperatures.
This is not surprising as the titanium dimers are all mixed Ti(III/IV), where statistically
only 25% of them would have potential d1-d1 interactions, an effect not expected to
become noticeable at high temperatures. There is a discontinuity in the susceptibility data
below 100 K, which might be due to a structural change that takes place resulting in
charge ordering. Future work will focus on lower temperature structural studies at
synchrotron or neutron facilities. The inverse susceptibility is linear at high temperatures
(150 K–300 K) and the effective magnetic moment of Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09 is 1.64
µB/formula unit, which is in good agreement with the theoretical value of 1.65 µB. The
associated Weiss constant is –12.8 K suggesting the presence of antiferromagnetic
interactions between the Ti(III) species.
Conclusion
A new mixed valent Ti(III/IV) containing silicate, Ba3Ti2Si4O14Cl0.91O0.09, was
obtained in single crystal form via high temperature molten chloride flux growth.
Metallic Mg was used to reduce, in situ, Ti(IV) to Ti(III). The material consists of 2D
layers of fused Ti2O9 and Si4O12 groups and 2D layers of fused Ti2O9Cl2 and Si2O7
groups connecting via Ba cations to create an extended 3D structure.
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The magnetic susceptibility shows simple paramagnetism at high temperatures (>100 K).
Below 100 K, there might be a structural change taking place, which resulting in charge
ordering.
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CHAPTER VIII
IN SITU NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDIES OF THE FLUX CRYSTAL GROWTH OF
LA4MO2O11: REVEALING UNEXPECTED MIXED-VALENT INTERMEDIATES AND
UNCOVERING THE APPEARANCE OF THE DESIRED PRODUCT*

*Abeysinghe, D.; Huq, A; Yeon, J.; zur Loye, H.-C. 2017.
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Abstract
Exploratory flux mediated crystal growth has been tremendously successful at
discovering interesting inorganic compounds, including metastable ones; however, the
method does not reveal the existence of intermediates, as only the final products are
isolated at the end of the reaction. Uncovering the presence of any potential intermediates
is, thus, of great interest and can be achieved via in situ neutron diffraction crystal growth
studies to observe, in real time, the processes occurring, including phase formation and
crystal growth. In this study we investigated the processes involved in the crystal growth
of La4Mo2O11, a reduced Mo5+ containing oxide synthesized in a NaCl/CsCl eutectic flux,
via in-situ diffraction experiments at the POWGEN beamline at the Spallation Neutron
Source. These in situ studies reveal the appearance and disappearance of starting
materials, intermediates, and final products. Several intermediate phases that formed as
either single crystals or polycrystalline powders were identified. The use of quenching
experiments led to the isolation of these intermediates and to their structural
characterization. Additionally, by changing the reactants to flux ratio, different reaction
pathways were observed to ultimately result in the same target phase. A higher flux to
reagent ratio was shown to favor the formation of reduced molybdenum intermediate
phases.
Introduction
The directed development of novel materials with new or improved properties is
challenging but essential for the continued improvement of materials needed for energy
storage (lithium batteries), energy efficient lighting (LEDs), energy conversion
(thermoelectrics), energy harvesting (solar energy, H2 production from water), and data
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recording, processing, and storage (DVDs). To achieve these goals, a directed and
rational synthesis is needed for the discovery of materials with desired properties. Unlike
in molecular reactions where it is sometimes possible to identify, isolate, and characterize
intermediates, solid-state reactions are more challenging, as there rarely are discrete
intermediates that can be isolated and identified. More often than not, the reaction
proceeds via non-crystalline stages where little structural insight can be gained,
preventing the identification and structural characterization of such intermediate
materials. Interestingly, while a vast number of materials have been synthesized via solid
state reactions, we know very little about what happens between the time when the
reaction starts and the time we isolate the final product(s). For these reasons, predicting,
designing, or targeting a complex composition is extremely challenging, and sometimes
this process is helped by serendipity.1–6
Of all the synthetic methods available, flux-mediated exploratory crystal growth
has been immensely successful at discovering new phases, be they oxides,4,7,8
chalcogenides,9,10 halides11 or intermetallics.12 One reason why materials discovery via
crystal growth is so successful is that the process results in new materials in single crystal
form whose structures and physical properties can be determined. Learning more about
which conditions are conducive to the formation of which phases, in addition to
measuring their physical properties, can lead to a greater understanding of structureproperty relationships.
Traditional high temperature solid-state syntheses, which greatly favor
thermodynamically stable phases, typically prevent the formation of metastable phases
(defined herein as phases that are only stable at lower temperatures) and, as mentioned
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earlier, tend to proceed via intermediate, poorly crystalline states of matter that are
difficult to characterize structurally. Similarly, the molten flux crystal growth method,
while popular for exploratory synthesis and more favorable for the formation of
metastable phases, also does not reveal the existence of intermediates, as we only isolate
the final products. Thus, while chemists have the ability to predict new structures and
compositions based on their knowledge of radius ratio rules, oxidation states, and the
preferred coordination environments of elements,13 these rationales are often not
sufficient, and our understanding of the reaction steps occurring during flux crystal
growth remain shrouded.
An enhanced knowledge of the underlying chemistry of flux growth synthesis
would provide us with the opportunity for a more targeted preparation of new
compositions. For this reason, there is a strong desire to perform in situ studies to
observe, in real time, the processes occurring during crystal growth and phase
formation.14–16 With the advent of better optics in lab X-ray machines and synchrotron
and neutron user facilities, in-situ scattering techniques have gained wider usage and
have been applied to a large number of investigations on solid catalysts, biomolecules,
mesoporous materials, pharmaceuticals, and other materials of interest.17–20 Although
there are several techniques available to follow reactions occurring in real time, X-ray
and neutron scattering techniques are generally the most effective techniques, especially
for inorganic crystal growth and materials discovery.21–25 In situ studies enable the
measurement and structural identification of intermediates, as well as provide insight into
the sequence of events that take place during the crystal growth process.
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Determining when reactants begin to dissolve, when new phases crystallize,
whether or not they persist and for how long, are all crucial pieces of information that are
necessary for the directed development of new phases. In situ studies can provide
unprecedented insights into the syntheses of novel crystal forms and begin the
transformation of flux crystal growth from an empirical method to a more deliberate
process. We are currently investigating the processes involved in the crystal growth of
reduced early transition metal oxides synthesized in a flux environment. Reduced
complex oxides, and their often intriguing magnetic properties, are a relatively
unexplored area due to the synthetic challenges involved in achieving and maintaining
low oxidation states of the metal (often transition metal) cations. While our group has
been successful in the development of new strategies for the synthesis of novel reduced
systems,7,8,26–30 our knowledge of the in situ reduction and crystal formation process is
still at the early stages of development.
Until recently, monitoring flux crystal growth required quenching and ex-situ
analysis of the species present. Thus, for each temperature point, one reaction had to be
run and the analysis had to be performed under the assumption that the quenching process
did not alter the reaction or crystal growth of a specific composition and structure. To
obtain a more representative real time understanding of the flux crystal growth process of
reduced complex oxides, we investigated the La4Mo2O1131 system via in-situ diffraction
experiments at the POWGEN beamline at the Spallation Neutron Source. Utilizing
experimental conditions identical to what was used in the laboratory setting–same size
reaction tubes, same sample loading, same temperature profile–allowed us not only to
reproduce the formation of the designated reduced molybdates, but also to monitor the
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processes taking place inside a sealed fused silica tube by taking advantage of the ability
of the neutron beam to penetrate the sample tube and to diffract off the crystalline
contents. By analyzing the diffraction data collected continuously during the flux
reaction, we were able to observe the appearance and disappearance of intermediates, and
the nucleation and growth of the product crystals. As the reaction conditions were
identical, we were able to reproduce the conditions leading up to the formation of the
intermediates, quench the reaction, isolate the intermediates, and determine their
structures and compositions. Herein, we report on the in situ neutron diffraction studies
of the flux crystal growth reaction leading to the formation of La4Mo2O11 as the final
product, the isolation, and identification of the intermediates La3Mo4SiO14, La5Mo3O16,
La0.5Na0.5MoO4, La2Mo2O7, LaOCl, La2(MoO4)3, and La2MoO6 along with the crystal
growth of the Ce analogue of La4Mo2O11, Ce4Mo2O11, and the investigation of the
magnetic behavior of La4Mo2O11 and Ce4Mo2O11.
Experimental Section.
Reagents.
MoO3 (99.95%, Alfa Aesar), Zn metal (99.8%, –140+325 mesh, Alfa Aesar) were
used as received. La2O3 (99.99%, Alfa Aesar) and CeO2 (99.99%, Alfa Aesar) were
activated in air at 1000 °C for 12 hours and stored in a vacuum desiccator. CsCl (99%,
Alfa Aesar) and NaCl (Certified A.C.S., Fisher) were dried and stored in an oven at 260
°C.
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Synthesis.
Single crystals of the title compounds, Ln4Mo2O11 (Ln = La and Ce), were grown
via a molten flux method. A mixture of 2 mmol of La2O3 (0.6516 g) or 2 mmol CeO2
(0.3442 g), 2 mmol MoO3 (0.2879 g), 2 mmol Zn (0.1308 g), and 2 g of a CsCl/NaCl
eutectic mixture (molar ratio 13:7) were placed into a fused silica tube. The tube was
evacuated to a pressure of ~10-4 Torr and sealed using an oxygen/methane torch. The
tube was placed inside a programmable furnace and heated to 1000 °C at a rate of 10
°C/min, held for 24 hours, cooled to 450 °C at a rate of 6 ºC/h, and then cooled to room
temperature by turning off the furnace. Single crystals were isolated from the flux matrix
by dissolving the halide salts in water, assisted by sonication. La4Mo2O11 was obtained in
a yield of approximately 65%, while Ce4Mo2O11 was obtained in a yield of approximately
25% based on MoO3; however, in the latter case the simultaneous formation of by
product, Ce5Mo3O1630 was also noted. Optical and SEM images of representative black
crystals are shown in Figure 8.1. La4Mo2O11 was previously reported by Gall et al. as
single crystals;31 however no physical property characterizations were performed.
In situ Neutron Diffraction of La4Mo2O11.
Experiment I.
Time-of-flight (TOF) powder neutron diffraction data were collected using the
POWGEN (BL-11A) diffractometer at the Spallation Neutron Source, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. A mixture of 0.5 mmol of La2O3 (0.1629 g),
0.5 mmol MoO3 (0.072 g), 0.25 mmol Zn (0.0164 g), and 0.5 g of a CsCl/NaCl eutectic
mixture (molar ratio 13:7, reactants:flux = 1:2) were placed into a fused silica tube.
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Figure 8.1. Optical and SEM images of the crystals of Ln4Mo2O11 (Ln =
La and Ce). The maximum crystal size is ~ 0.75 mm.
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The tube was evacuated to a pressure of ~10-4 Torr and sealed using an
oxygen/methane torch. The fused silica tube was placed inside a vanadium ILL sample
can and sealed using a boron nitride lid. Finally, the fused silica tube containing
vanadium can was connected to the ILL furnace at POWGEN and heated to 1000 °C at a
rate of 5 °C/min, held for 7 hours, and cooled to room temperature at a rate of 5 ºC/h.
Neutron diffraction data were collected throughout the reaction.
Experiment II.
A mixture of 2.67 mmol of La2O3 (0.8688 g), 2.67 mmol MoO3 (0.3839 g), 1.34
mmol Zn (0.0872 g), and 0.665 g of CsCl/NaCl eutectic mixture (molar ratio 13:7,
reactants:flux = 2:1) were placed into a fused silica tube. The tube was evacuated to a
pressure of ~10-4 Torr and sealed using an oxygen/methane torch. The fused silica tube
was placed inside a vanadium ILL sample can and sealed using a boron nitride lid. The
ILL furnace at POWGEN was gradually heated up to 400 ºC at a rate of 5 ºC/min,
stopping at the following temperatures to collect diffraction data: 200 ºC, 300 ºC, 400 ºC,
heated to 500 at a rate of 1ºC/min, finally to the target temperature 1000 ºC at a rate of 5
ºC/min. After dwelling for 7 hours, the sample was cooled to 500 ºC at a rate of 5 ºC/min,
500 ºC–400 ºC at a rate of 1 ºC/min, and then to the RT at a rate of 5 ºC/min, stopping at
the following temperatures to collect diffraction data: 400 ºC, 300 ºC, 200 ºC. As before,
neutron diffraction data were collected throughout the reaction.
The same neutron diffraction experiment was carried out for an empty fused silica
tube to obtain neutron diffraction data of the reaction vessel under the identical
temperature and time conditions.
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The neutron diffraction patterns related to the sample were generated after subtracting the
scans of the empty fused silica tube at each temperatures using MantidPlot software.
Rietveld refinements on intensity as a function of d-spacing (Å) diffraction data were
performed using the GSAS software package and the EXPGUI interface.32,33
Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction.
X-ray diffraction intensity data from a black colored rod crystal were measured at
room temperature on a Bruker SMART APEX diffractometer (Mo Kα radiation, λ =
0.71073 Å). The raw area detector data frames were processed with SAINT+.34 An
absorption correction based on the redundancy of equivalent reflections was applied to
the data with SADABS.34 The reported unit cell parameters were determined by leastsquares refinement of a large array of reflections taken from each data set. Difference
Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against F2 were performed
with SHELXTL.35
Ce4Mo2O11 crystallizes in the centrosymmetric space group P42/n, as determined
by the successful solution and refinement of the structure. The asymmetric unit contains
two cerium, one molybdenum, and seven oxygen atoms. Ce(1), Ce(2), Mo(1), O(1)–O(5)
lie on a general position (Wyckoff site 8g). Both O(6) (Wyckoff site 2a) and O(7)
(Wyckoff site 2b) reside on the 4-fold axis. All atoms were refined with anisotropic
displacement parameters. Crystallographic data, atomic positions, and selected
interatomic distances of Ce4Mo2O11 are listed in Table 8.1–8.3, respectively. The
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) number for Ce4Mo2O11 is: 1561631.
Inorganic Crystal Structure Database number is 433310. The unit cell parameters of
La4Mo2O11 are close to the reported values as shown in Table 8.4.
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Table 8.1 Crystal data and structure refinements for compound
8.1.
8.1
Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole
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Ce4O11Mo2
928.36
294(2) K
0.71073 Å
tetragonal
P42/n
a = 12.9065(6) Å
b = 12.9065(6) Å
c = 5.6194(5) Å
a = 90°
b = 90°
g = 90°
936.07(10) Å3
4
6.587 mg/m3
21.690 mm-1
1616
0.10 × 0.02 × 0.02 mm3
2.23 to 28.34°
−17 ≤ h ≤ 17
−17 ≤ k ≤ 17
−7 ≤ l ≤ 7
12017
1175 [R(int) = 0.0581]
1175 / 0 / 77
1.106
R1 = 0.0365
wR2 = 0.0875
R1 = 0.0445
wR2 = 0.0924
4.718 and −1.245 e ×Å-3

Table 8.2 Selected interatomic distances (Å) for compound Ce4Mo2O11, 8.1.
8.1
Ce(1)−O(1)
Ce(1)10−O(2)1
Ce(1)9−O(1)2
Ce(1)9−O(3)2
Ce(1)3−O(1)3
Ce(1)10−O(4)1
Ce(1)10−O(4)
Ce(1)12−O(5)4
Mo(1)−O(4)
Mo(1)−O(3)
Mo(1)−O(2)
Mo(1)−Mo(1)8

Ce(2)6,7,13−O(6)
Ce(2)4,6,12−O(7)
Ce(2)10−O(2)1
Ce(2)11−O(3)5
Ce(2)12−O(4)4
Ce(2)11−O(2)5
Ce(2)9−O(3)2
Ce(2)10−O(5)1
Mo(1)−O(5)
Mo(1)8−O(5)8
Mo(1)−O(1)

2.354(6)
2.405(6)
2.418(7)
2.481(6)
2.492(6)
2.559(6)
2.689(6)
2.861(6)
1.847(6)
1.909(6)
1.958(6)
2.589(1)

1

2.366(1)
2.392(2)
2.450(6)
2.470(6)
2.554(6)
2.590(6)
2.617(6)
2.618(6)
1.967(6)
2.056(6)
2.200(7)

Y+1/2, −X+1, Z−1/2 2 Y+1/2, −X+1, Z+1/2 3 −X+3/2, −Y+1/2, Z
4
−Y+3/2, X, −Z+1/2 5 X+1/2,Y+1/2, −Z 6 –X+3/2, −Y+3/2, Z
7
Y, −X+3/2, −Z−1/2 8 −X+1, −Y+1, −Z 9 −Y+1, X−1/2, Z−1/2
10
−Y+1, X−1/2, Z+1/2 11 X−1/2, Y−1/2, −Z 12 Y, −X+3/2, −Z+1/2
13
−Y+3/2, X, −Z−1/2
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Table 8.3 Atomic coordinates (×104) and equivalent isotropic
displacement parameters (Å2×103) for compound Ce4Mo2O11,
8.1.

Atom
Ce(1)
Ce(2)
Mo(1)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)
O(4)
O(5)
O(6)
O(7)

x
8030(1)
8820(1)
5249(1)
6485(5)
4707(5)
4564(5)
6268(5)
4139(5)
7500
7500

8.1
y
3874(1)
6815(1)
4090(1)
2965(5)
3062(5)
3393(5)
4535(5)
5013(5)
7500
7500

z
794(1)
−39(1)
780(1)
15(12)
3021(10)
−1771(11)
2849(12)
1896(11)
−2500
2500

U(eq)
22(1)
22(1)
21(1)
24(3)
22(1)
23(1)
26(1)
25(1)
21(2)
20(2)

Table 8.4 Comparison of the unit cell parameters of La4Mo2O11
in this work with the previously reported values

crystal system
space group
a (Å)
c (Å)
volume (Å3)

In this work
tetragonal
P42/n
13.0036(7)
5.6573(5)
956.6(1)
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Previously reported
tetragonal
P42/n
12.989(1)
5.6523(7)
953.6(1)

Figure 8.2 Calculated (blue) and experimental (red) PXRD patterns
for La4Mo2O11 (A) and Ce4Mo2O11 (B)
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Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD).
Powder X-ray diffraction data of Ln4Mo2O11 (Ln = La and Ce) were collected on a
Rigaku Ultima IV powder X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ka (λ = 1.5418 Å) radiation.
The step-scan covered the angular range 10–65º 2q in steps of 0.02º. No impurities were
observed in the title compounds, and the calculated and experimental PXRD patterns are
in excellent agreement, Figure 8.2.
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS).
Elemental analysis was performed on all the reported single crystals using a
TESCAN Vega-3 SBU scanning electron microscope (SEM) with EDS capabilities. The
crystals were mounted on carbon tape and analyzed using a 20 kV accelerating voltage
and an accumulation time of 20 s. As a qualitative measure, EDS confirmed the presence
of each reported element in the title compounds.
Magnetic Susceptibility.
The magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature of Ln4Mo2O11 (Ln = La and Ce)
was measured using a Quantum Design MPMS3 SQUID magnetometer. Zero-field
cooled (zfc) magnetic susceptibility of the ground crystals were measured as a function of
temperature between 2–300 K in an applied field of 1000 Oe. The measured magnetic
moment was corrected for shape and radial offset effects using the methods reported by
Morrison et al.,36 which determines the correction factors by comparing the moments
observed from DC and VSM scans at a single temperature, 30 K.
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Results and Discussion
Synthesis.
We have successfully demonstrated that Zn metal can be used as a reducing agent
to prepare reduced oxides.7,8,27,30 The low melting point of zinc (419.6 °C) is
advantageous, as having Zn in a liquid state helps to speed up the kinetics of the
reduction reaction and improve the overall yield. At the reaction temperature of 1000 ºC,
Zn is above the boiling point (907 ºC), which is further helpful as the tube gets saturated
from the Zn vapor. Zn metal readily reduces Mo6+ to Mo5+ as well as Ce4+ to Ce3+ in situ.
The use of redox-neutral alkali halides is suitable as a flux as it allows efficient
dissolution of oxides while not interfering with the reducing agent. Adopting our
synthetic approach, we were able to synthesize high quality single crystals of Ln4Mo2O11
(Ln = La and Ce). In 1992, Gall et al. reported the synthesis of single crystals of
La4Mo2O11 using Mo metal as a reducing agent in a sealed Mo crucible at 1700 ºC,
however no further characterization was reported.31
Structure.
Ln4Mo2O11 (Ln = La and Ce) is isostructural with Nd4Re2O11.37 The structure of
Ln4Mo2O11 (Ln = La and Ce) crystallizes in the tetragonal space group P42/n and exhibits
a three-dimensional crystal structure consisting of distorted MoO6 octahedra and irregular
LnO8 polyhedra. Two distorted MoO6 octahedra are edge shared with each other to form
isolated Mo2O10 dimer units, Figure 8.3. These dimer units are held together by the
lanthanide ions to form the three-dimensional framework as shown in Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.3 Isolated Mo2O10 cluster units formed by
edge sharing two distorted MoO6 octahedra. The
cyan and red represent Mo, and O, respectively.

Figure 8.4 Extended structure of Ln4Mo2O11 (Ln = La and
Ce) along the c-axis. The blue, cyan, and red represent Ln,
Mo, and O, respectively.
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The structure consists of two crystallographically unique Ln centers, namely,
Ln(1) and Ln(2). Both Ln(1) and Ln(2) are located in an irregular eight coordinate
polyhedron with Ln–O distances ranging from 2.354 to 2.903 Å and 2.3656 to 2.637 Å,
respectively. There is only one crystallographically unique Mo center present in the
structure forming irregular MoO6 octahedra with Mo–O distances ranging from 1.847 to
2.207 Å.31 The distance between the two Mo atoms in the Mo2O10 unit of La4Mo2O11 and
Ce4Mo2O11 are short 2.5905 Å and 2.5892 Å, respectively, due to the presence of direct
Mo-Mo bonding, and shorter than the distances between non-bonding Mo–Mo neighbors
(> 3 Å).38 By comparison, in the isostructural Nd4Re2O11, the Re atoms in the Re2O10
dimer units are only 2.421 Å apart, reflecting the presence of a Re=Re metal bond.37
On the basis of the chemical composition of the title compounds, La4Mo2O11 and
Ce4Mo2O11, the average oxidation state of Mo is +5, as further confirmed by bond
valance sum (BVS)39,40 calculations for La4Mo2O11 and Ce4Mo2O11, yielding 5.03 and
5.01, respectively. The presence of Mo–Mo bonds in reduced molybdates often leads to
the formation of isolated dimers, infinite chains, or quasi discrete clusters. Both
La4Mo2O11 (Mo5+), which contain Mo2O10 octahedral units and La2MoO5 (Mo4+), which
contain Mo2O8 square planar units are examples for structures with isolated dimers.38
Additionally, fused Mo2O10 units are present in both La2Mo2O7 (Mo4+)41 and La5Mo4O16
(Mo4+/5+),42 however, they are not isolated, and are either corner shared to each other to
form infinite chains or corner shared to other MoO6 octahedra, respectively.
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Isolated infinite chains of MoO6 octahedra can be observed in MoO2 (Mo4+) as
well as Ln5Mo2O12 (Mo4+/5+, Ln = Y, Eu–Er)28,43 whereas Mo3, Mo6, and Mo10 clusters
can be observed in LiZn2Mo3O8 (Mo4+/3+),44 Ln4Mo4O11 (Mo2+/3+, Ln = Y, Nd–Lu),45,46
and LnMo5O8 (Mo2+/3+, Ln = La–Gd) 47 or Ln16Mo21O56 (Ln = La–Nd),48 respectively.
Magnetic Susceptibility.
The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibilities of Ln4Mo2O11 (Ln =
La and Ce), measured in an applied field of 1000 Oe, is shown in Figure 8.5, Unpaired
electrons present in the Mo(V) d1 molybdenum, as well as Ce(III) f1 rare earth site
contribute to the magnetism. The sole contributor for the magnetic susceptibility in the La
analogue is molybdenum, however, in this case the La analogue is observed to be
diamagnetic, as can be seen in Figure 8.5. The unpaired electrons present in the Mo sites
are localized in the Mo–Mo single bond, hence, no magnetic coupling is observed. The
Ce analog, on the other hand, has a Ce(III) f1 contribution, which can be observed in the
magnetic susceptibility. The inverse susceptibility follows Curie–Weiss behavior in the
temperature range of 175–300 K. The effective magnetic moment, 4.95 µB/formula unit,
is in good agreement with the theoretical value of 5.08 µB, indicating that the Mo(V)
electrons again are localized and only the Ce(III) f1 electrons contribute to the moment.
The negative Weiss constant, θ = –85.2 K, suggests the presence of antiferromagnetic
interactions; however, no long-range order is evident in the susceptibility data.
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Figure 8.5 Temperature dependence of the molar magnetic
susceptibility, χ, and inverse susceptibility, 1/χ, of Ln4Mo2O11 (Ln
= La and Ce) in an applied field of 1000 Oe.
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In situ Neutron Diffraction of La4Mo2O11.
Experiment I.
The initial and final Rietveld refinements of the starting mixture (La2O3, MoO3,
Zn, NaCl, and CsCl) as well as the final products (La4Mo2O11, NaCl, and CsCl) of
experiment I (reagents:flux = 1:2) were carried out using neutron diffraction data
collected at 25 ºC, which are shown in Figure 8.6. The 2D maps of the heating and
cooling cycles as a function of d-spacing (Å) were generated using the neutron diffraction
data obtained at respective temperatures, Figure 8.7A and 8.7C. Figure 8.7B shows the
1D neutron diffraction plot as a function of d-spacing (Å) during the dwelling at 1000 ºC.
According to the heating 2D map, there are no diffraction peaks present after ~450 ºC,
which indicates that the flux and the starting reagents are molten/dissolved around this
temperature. However, new diffraction peaks appear during the dwelling period at 1000
ºC that, surprisingly, do not correspond to the target phase, La4Mo2O11. Interestingly,
these peaks disappeared on cooling and peaks belonging to the target phase, La4Mo2O11,
and to the recrystallized flux, NaCl/CsCl, start to appear at ~450 ºC. (Figure 8.7B) The
Rietveld refinement of the final products (Figure 8.6B) confirms the presence of the
expected species (La4Mo2O11, CsCl, NaCl) and contains a weak peak at 3.15 Å, which
could not be identified. The cooling 2D map shows that this unidentified peak starts to
appear at ~450 ºC along with the La4Mo2O11 and the solidified flux.
Due to the high background in the data (low signal to noise) at elevated
temperatures, it was difficult to assign peaks and identify phase(s) during the dwelling
period. Hence, subsequent laboratory quenching experiments at 1000 ºC were carried out
to isolate the phase(s) formed.
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Figure 8.6 Rietveld refinements of A) starting materials, La2O3,
MoO3, Zn, NaCl, and CsCl and the B) final products (La4Mo2O11,
NaCl, and CsCl) of experiment I.
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Figure 8.7 A) 2D plot of the heating B) 1D plot of the dwelling, and C) 2D plot of the
cooling as a function of d-spacing of La4Mo2O11
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This quenching experiment, interestingly, revealed four different types of
intermediate

lanthanum

molybdate

phases:

namely

La3Mo4SiO14,

La5Mo3O16,

La0.5Na0.5MoO4, and La2Mo2O7, which were subsequently characterized via powder and
single crystal X-ray diffraction methods. Out of the four phases obtained, La3Mo4SiO14,
La5Mo3O16, and La0.5Na0.5MoO4 formed as single crystals where as La2Mo2O741 formed as
a black polycrystalline powder. Both La3Mo4SiO1449 and La0.5Na0.5MoO450 were
previously reported as single crystals in literature; however, La5Mo3O16 was first
identified based on powder X-ray diffraction by Hubert et al. Later McCarroll et al. were
able to prepare small single crystals of La5Mo3O16+x by fused salt electrolysis. The
crystallographic data of La3Mo4SiO14, La5Mo3O16, and La0.5Na0.5MoO4 are listed in Table
8.5. The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) number for La5Mo3O16 is
1562641. Inorganic Crystal Structure Database number is 433346.
La3Mo4SiO14 are black colored rods where Mo is in +4 and +5 oxidation states.
The structure (Figure 8.8A), consists of Mo3O13 cluster units, edge shared infinite MoO6
octahedra, SiO4 groups, and La polyhedra. The structure of La5Mo3O16 (black cubes)
contains isolated MoO4 tetrahedra that are corner shared to La polyhedra. The structure of
La5Mo3O16 (black cubes) contains isolated MoO4 tetrahedra that are corner shared to La
polyhedra. In this phase, Mo is in +5 and +6 oxidation states (Figure 8.8B). Adopting the
scheelite structure with isolated MoO4 tetrahedra connected via La/Na polyhedra,
La0.5Na0.5MoO4 yielded as gray bars (Figure 8.8C). Unlike the other intermediates, Mo in
this structure is not reduced. The structure of La2Mo2O7 (Mo4+), as discussed earlier,
consists of Mo2O10 units that are corner shared to each other (Figure 8.8D).
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Table 8.5 Crystal data and structure refinements for compounds, La3Mo4SiO14 and
La5Mo3O16.

Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole

La3Mo4SiO14
La3O14Mo4Si
1052.58
305(2) K
0.71073 Å
orthorhombic
Pnma
a = 17.6731(13) Å
b = 5.6328(4) Å
c = 11.0399(7) Å
a = 90°
b = 90°
g = 90°
1099.01(13) Å3
4
6.362 mg/m3
16.002 mm-1
1860
0.12 × 0.03 × 0.02 mm3
2.31 to 32.48°
−26 ≤ h ≤ 26
−8 ≤ k ≤ 8
−16 ≤ l ≤ 16
54605
2184 [R(int) = 0.0576]
2184 / 6 / 119
1.375
R1 = 0.0561
wR2 = 0.1353
R1 = 0.0620
wR2 = 0.1370
3.68 and −4.506 e ×Å-3
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La5Mo3O16
La5O16Mo3
1238.37
303(2) K
0.71073 Å
cubic
Pn-3n
a = 11.2272(3) Å
b = 11.2272(3) Å
c = 11.2272(3) Å
a = 90°
b = 90°
g = 90°
1415.19(11) Å3
4
5.812 mg/m3
17.388 mm-1
2156
0.08 × 0.06 × 0.05 mm3
2.57 to 40.21°
−20 ≤ h ≤ 20
−20 ≤ k ≤ 20
−19 ≤ l ≤ 19
49027
757 [R(int) = 0.0594]
757 / 0 / 21
1.161
R1 = 0.0264
wR2 = 0.0681
R1 = 0.0451
wR2 = 0.0755
1.484 and −1.081 e ×Å-3

Table 8.5 (cont.) Crystal data and structure refinements for compound
La0.5Na0.5MoO4.
La0.5Na0.5MoO4
Empirical formula
La0.5Na0.5O4Mo
Formula weight
242.83
Temperature
298(2) K
Wavelength
0.71073 Å
Crystal system
tetragonal
Space group
I41/a
Unit cell dimensions
a = 5.3422(2) Å
b = 5.3422(2) Å
c = 11.7448(4) Å
a = 90°
b = 90°
g = 120°
Volume
335.19(3) Å3
Z
4
Density (calculated)
4.812 mg/m3
Absorption coefficient
10.216 mm-1
F(000)
435
Crystal size
0.10 × 0.03 × 0.03 mm3
θ range for data collected
4.191 to 40.338°
−9 ≤ h ≤ 9
Index ranges
−9 ≤ k ≤ 9
−21 ≤ l ≤ 21
Reflections collected
12479
Ind. reflections
533 [R(int) = 0.0352]
Data / restraints / parameters
533 / 0 / 16
2
Goodness-of-fit on F
1.112
R1 = 0.0175
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
wR2 = 0.0306
R1 = 0.0402
R indices (all data)
wR2 = 0.0358
Largest diff. peak and hole
0.604 and −0.458 e ×Å-3
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Figure 8.8. The extended structures of intermediate phases, A) La3Mo4SiO14, B)
La5Mo3O16, C) La0.5Na0.5MoO4, and D) La2Mo2O7 formed at 1000 ºC. The yellow,
green, blue, and red represent La(Na), Mo, Si, and O, respectively.
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The resulting oxidation states found in these structures, Mo6+, Mo5+, and Mo4+,
suggest that the structure/cation size fit criterion is important to stabilize certain structure
type.
Analysis of the neutron diffraction data at elevated temperatures was very
difficult due to the large amount of flux present relative to the small amount of the
reagents in the first experiment. Increasing the amount of starting materials relative to the
flux would increase the absolute amount of products as well as generate data with a better
signal to noise ratio; hence, a second in situ experiment that utilized more reagents
(reagent:flux ratio = 2:1) was carried out at POWGEN (BL-11A).
Experiment II
The initial and final Rietveld refinements of the starting mixture (La2O3, MoO3,
Zn, NaCl, and CsCl) and final products (La4Mo2O11, ZnO, NaCl, and CsCl) of
experiment II were performed using neutron diffraction data collected at 25 ºC, shown in
Figure 8.9. The Rietveld refinement of the final products has the same impurity peak
(3.15 Å) that is observed in the last experiment. All attempts to identify this unknown
peak using subsequent laboratory experiments and databases such as the ICSD and PDF4+ were unsuccessful. Although the last neutron experiment showed the reaction path of
La and Mo cations, it failed to reveal what happened to the Zn metal after dissolution at
~450 ºC. As evident in Figure 8.9B Zn metal has become ZnO. We believe that the
reason why ZnO was not observed in the previous experiment is the relatively small
amount of ZnO present in the system, which was not sufficient to show up in the neutron
diffraction data.
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Figure 8.9 Rietveld refinements of A) starting materials, La2O3, MoO3,
Zn, NaCl, and CsCl and the B) final products (La4Mo2O11, NaCl, and
CsCl) of experiment II.
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Based on the neutron diffraction data obtained throughout the reaction, 2D maps
of heating and cooling cycles as a function of d-spacing were generated as shown in
Figure 8.10A and 8.10C. Figure 8.11B shows the Rietveld refinement at 1000 ºC.
Although both experiments yielded the expected target phase La4Mo2O11 upon
completion of the heating/cooling cycle, we obtained different insights into the reaction
and information concerning the crystal growth from the two different in situ experiments,
which we attribute to the change in the reagents to flux ratio. As can be seen in the
heating 2D map (Figure 8.10A), at roughly 400 ºC starting materials begin to disappear,
however, unexpectedly, new phase(s) begin to form almost immediately. Diffraction
peaks persist throughout the dwelling period and were identified as final products
(La4Mo2O11and ZnO) as demonstrated by the Rietveld refinement shown in Figure
8.10B. Laboratory quenching experiments further confirmed this result. The final
products, La4Mo2O11 and ZnO observed at 1000 ºC persist throughout the cooling period
and throughout the flux recrystallization period starting 400 ºC, (Figure 8.10C).
Every neutron diffraction pattern was refined sequentially using the EXPGUI
interface to GSAS. To identify the intermediate phases formed in the reaction, ex situ
laboratory quenching experiments were carried out. Weight percentages of the phases
obtained from the refined patterns were used to record the reaction progression as a
function of temperature and a “reaction progress map” was generated, shown in Figure
8.11. This reaction map depicts the dissolution of reagents, appearance and disappearance
of intermediate phases, and final product formation during the in situ reactions of La2O3,
MoO3, Zn in NaCl/CsCl flux.
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Figure 8.10 A) 2D plot of the heating and B) 1D plot of the dwelling, as a function of dspacing of La4Mo2O11.
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Figure 8.10 (cont.) C) 2D plot of the cooling as a function of d-spacing of La4Mo2O11.
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Reaction Map.
Starting Materials
The low melting point of Zn metal (419.6 ºC) is very advantageous as it will be
molten at the crystal growth temperature, thereby providing a close interaction with the
cations dissolved in the flux, which enhance the reduction by speeding up the reaction.
According to the reaction progress map, the Zn in the reaction disappeared at around 380
ºC, which is before the melting point of Zn. The possible reasons for this observation is
likely the initiation of the reaction between Zn and molybdenum leading to a decrease in
the amount of Zn present after 380 ºC and becoming insufficient to detect via neutron
diffraction. The NaCl / CsCl eutectic melt (m.p. 486 ºC) acts to dissolve the reagents
early in the reaction and accounts for the disappearance of the diffraction lines belonging
to La2O3 and MoO3.
Intermediates
Figure 8.11 clearly displays the formation of two different intermediates, LaOCl
51

and La2(MoO4)352; both appearing at 400 ºC and disappearing at 520 ºC and 540 ºC,

respectively. In the tetragonal unit cell of LaOCl, LaO layers alternate with double Cl
layers. Each Cl ion is connected to three La cations in the opposite LaO layers. Adopting
the scheelite structure, La2(MoO4)3 consists of isolated MoO4 tetrahedra that are
connected to La cations. The next intermediate phase, La2MoO653 starts to appear at 480
ºC. This compound also has isolated MoO4 tetrahedra, however, unlike La2(MoO4)3 these
tetrahedra are present in alternating layers that are connected via 2D sheets of edge
sharing La2O12 dimers. The La2MoO6, which first appeared at 480 ºC disappears by 940
ºC, before reaching the final reaction temperature 1000 ºC.
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Figure 8.11 The reaction progress map constructed from the in situ neutron diffraction data of the reaction La2O3+MoO3+Zn and
NaCl/CsCl flux.

In both intermediates, La2(MoO4)3 and La2MoO6, Mo is present in the +6 oxidation state,
suggesting that the reduction process of molybdenum is not finished at the melting point
of Zn, but continues all the way up to 1000 °C.
Final Products
Before La2MoO6 disappears from the system, surprisingly, the target phase,
La4Mo2O11 along with ZnO already appears during the heating phase at 720 ºC. We did
not observe the appearance of the target phase this early in the reaction or the behavior of
the Zn metal becoming ZnO in the previous experiment – likely due to the smaller
amount of reagents in the system. Once formed, La4Mo2O11 and ZnO remain in the
system throughout the dwelling and cooling periods until the reaction reaches room
temperature. No other intermediate phases appeared or disappeared afterwards, however,
flux recrystallization, as expected, is observed at 400 ºC.
We were able to observe the appearance and the disappearance of phases during
the in situ experiment that would not be observed in a normal flux crystal growth
experiment. Although we observed several reduced molybdenum containing intermediate
phases (Mo4+, Mo5+) in the second in situ experiment, it was very different from the first,
as we observed La4Mo2O11 (Mo5+) as the only reduced molybdate. Even though in both
experiments the target phase was achieved, the reaction pathways were changed due to
the change in reactants to flux ratio. With more flux in the system, we were able to isolate
reduced intermediate phases as single crystals. In contrast, with less flux present in the
system we observed oxidized intermediate phases as polycrystalline powders.
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A potential cause is the large amount of molten flux present in the system, which favors
and accelerates dissolution of starting materials; hence creating an efficient interaction of
cations and the reducing agent to form more metastable reduced phases.
Conclusion
Flux mediated in situ crystal growth provides valuable insight into the reaction
pathway, especially the identification or isolation of intermediates, which would not
otherwise be observed in a normal flux growth experiment. To better understand the flux
crystal growth process of reduced oxides, we investigated the progress of the reactions
leading to the formation of Mo5+ containing La4Mo2O11 via in situ neutron diffraction at
the POWGEN beamline. In the first experiment with more flux in the system, we isolated
four different intermediate phases by carrying out laboratory quenching experiments at
1000 ºC, three of them as single crystals and the fourth one as a polycrystalline powder.
Molybdenum in these intermediates were found in different oxidation states, Mo6+, Mo5+,
and Mo4+ suggesting that the structure and the cation size fit criteria are important for
stabilizing specific structure types. To obtain data with better signal to noise ratio, a
second experiment containing a higher reagent to flux ratio was carried out. Using the
results of multiple the Rietveld refinements, a reaction progress map was assembled that
clearly shows the appearances and disappearances of staring materials, intermediates, and
final products. Due to the change of the reaction to flux ratio different reaction pathways
were observed although both reactions yielded the same target phase La4Mo2O11. In the
second experiment, three different intermediate phases were identified as polycrystalline
powders; however, none of them contained molybdenum in oxidation states lower than
+6.
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It was found that increased amounts of flux in the system leads to better dissolution of
starting materials and consequently to more efficient interaction of cations and the
reducing agent to form the metastable reduced phases.
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CHAPTER IX
CRYSTAL GROWTH OF MIXED VALENT VANADIUM(III/IV) SILICATATES,
CAXLN1-XVSIO5 (LN = CE–LU, Y) AND MAGNETIC STUDIES

* Abeysinghe, D.; Smith, M. D.; Morrison, G; zur Loye, H.-C. J. 2017.
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Abstract
A series of lanthanide containing mixed-valent vanadium (III/IV) silicates of the type
CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y) was synthesized as high quality single crystals from a
molten chloride eutectic flux, BaCl2/NaCl. Utilizing Ca metal as the reducing agent, an in
situ reduction of V5+ to V3+/4+ as well as of Ce4+ to Ce3+ was achieved. The structures of
14 reported isostructural compounds were determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction.
They crystallize in the tilasite (CaMgAsO4F) structure type in the monoclinic space group
C2/c. The extended structure contains 1D chains of VO6 octahedra that connected to each
other via SiO4 groups and Ca/LnO7 polyhedra. The magnetic susceptibility and the field
dependent magnetization data were measured for CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Pr–Sm, Tb–Lu,
Y), and support the existence of antiferromagnetic behavior at low temperatures.
Introduction
The intriguing electronic and magnetic properties observed in reduced complex
early transition metal oxides have generated widespread interest in these materials,1–10
and have prompted us to explore their flux crystal growth, in particular of compositions
containing V, Mo, Ti, and W.11–15 One attractive aspect of the crystal chemistry of
vanadates is the tendency for the vanadium ion to adopt different coordination
environments, including tetrahedral, square pyramidal, and octahedral, when present in
the +2, +3, +4, and +5 oxidation states.16 In fact, when combined with tetrahedral XO4 (X
= P, Si, Ge, As) linking groups, the large number of potential combinations of different
chemical environments can result in numerous novel framework structures.
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The complex reduced vanadates reported in the literature include only a very
small number of silicates, specifically, α-BaVSi2O7,17 β-BaVSi2O7,17 SrVSi2O7,18
Ba2VSi2O8,19,20 M2V2Si4O14, (M = Sr, Ba),21 Ln4V5Si4O22 (Ln = La, Pr, Nd),22–24 Ln4V1xZnxSi4O22

(Ln = La–Nd),13 M3V2Si3O12 (M = Ca, Mn),25, 26 MVSi2O6 (M = Li, Na),27, 28

Ca(VO)(Si4O10)4H2O,29

K2(VO)(Si4O10)H2O,30

Cs2(VO)(Si6O14)3H2O30

and

Rb2(VO)(Si4O10)xH2O.31 Vanadium in these structures is found in either square
pyramidal or octahedral coordination environments, along with different silicon anionic
networks; for example Si4O12 units are observed in β-BaVSi2O7 and M2V2Si4O14, (M =
Sr, Ba), while Si2O7 units can be found in Ba2VSi2O8, Ln4V5Si4O22, and Ln4V1xZnxSi4O22.

Few

K2(VO)(Si4O10)H2O,

microporous

framework

Cs2(VO)(Si6O14)3H2O,

vanadosilicates,

including

Rb2(VO)(Si4O10)xH2O,

and

Ca(VO)(Si4O10)4H2O are known. Several vanadium silicates are found in nature as
minerals, such as cavansite, 29 pentagonite, 29 and haradaite;18 the former two minerals are
dimorphs of Ca(VO)(Si4O10)4H2O. The silicate framework of K2(VO)(Si4O10)H2O,
Cs2(VO)(Si6O14)3H2O

has

the

same

building

framework

principle

as

Ca(VO)(Si4O10)4H2O and the connectivity between adjacent silicate layers by the VO5
pyramids

in

cavansite

and

pentagonite

is

the

same

as

that

observed

in

K2(VO)(Si4O10)H2O, and Cs2(VO)(Si6O14)3H2O.
Using our reducing high temperature molten salt flux method, we successfully
prepared single crystals of a new family of reduced vanadium silicates, CaxLn1-xVSiO5
(Ln = Ce–Lu, Y). The title compounds were synthesized utilizing a NaCl/BaCl2 eutectic
flux and Ca metal, which is able to reduce V5+ to V4+/V3+, functioned as the in situ
reducing agent.
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The unpaired d electrons present in these reduced vanadate species and the unpaired f
electrons present in the rare-earth cations both contribute to the overall magnetic
susceptibilities.
The title series adopts the tilasite (CaMgAsO4F) structure type, where the
CaVSiO5 and LnVSiO5 members have not been reported in the literature; however, a
structurally closely related compound, CaV0.7Ti0.3SiO5, which is a vanadium analogue of
titanite and malayaite, has been reported by Basso et al.32 Herein, we report the crystal
growth, structure determination, and magnetic properties of the reduced mixed valent
vanadium silicates CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y). We have previously demonstrated
the efficacy of our new synthetic approach utilizing Zn and Mg metal as in situ reducing
agents12–14 and herein we report the crystal growth of novel reduced complex vanadium
containing silicates prepared using Ca metal as the in situ reducing agent.
Experimental Section.
Reagents.
V2O5 (99.6%, Alfa Aesar) and Ca metal (99.8%, -140+325 mesh, Alfa Aesar)
were used as received. CeO2, Sm2O3, and Er2O3 (99.99%, Alfa Aesar); Nd2O3 (99.9%,
Acros Organics); Eu2O3, Gd2O3, Dy2O3, Ho2O3, Tm2O3, Yb2O3, Lu2O3, and Y2O3
(99.99%, Alfa Aesar) were activated in air at 1000 °C for 12 hours and stored in a
vacuum desiccator. Pr6O11 (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) and Tb4O7 (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) were
reduced to Pr2O3 and Tb2O3, respectively, under 4% H2/96% Ar at 1000 °C for 12 hours.
BaCl22H2O (99+%, Alfa Aesar) and NaCl (Certified A.C.S., Fisher) were dried and
stored in an oven at 260 °C.
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Synthesis.
Single crystals of the title compounds, CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y), were
grown via a reducing molten flux method. A mixture of 0.5 mmol of Ln2O3 (Nd–Gd, Ho,
Tm–Lu, Y) or 1 mmol CeO2, 2 mmol V2O5, 2 mmol Ca, and 0.1685 g of BaCl2 and
1.3155g of NaCl eutectic mixture were placed into a fused silica tube. For Dy, Er, and Tb
analogous, different molar ratios were used to obtain better quality crystals. A mixture of
1 mmol of Tb2O3 (Dy2O3 or Er2O3), 3 mmol V2O5, 3 mmol Ca, and 0.1685 g of BaCl2
and 1.3155g of NaCl eutectic mixture were placed into a fused silica tube. The silica tube
functions as the primary SiO2 source in a typical experiment and attempts to form the
desired product by directly adding SiO2 as a reagent to the reaction were unsuccessful.
The silica tube was evacuated to a pressure of ~10-4 Torr and sealed using an
oxygen/methane torch. The tube was placed inside a programmable furnace and heated to
1000 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min, held for 24 hours, cooled to 450 °C at a rate of 6 ºC/h,
and then cooled to room temperature by turning off the furnace. Single crystals were
isolated from the flux matrix by dissolving the halide salts in water, assisted by
sonication. In all cases, the reaction yielded black rods of CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu,
Y) along with a small amount of CaV3O7. The yield of CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y)
was higher for the smaller rare earths (60%–80% based on V2O5); however, the Eu
analogue formed in the lowest yield (~10% based on V2O5). Optical and SEM images of
representative crystals are shown in Figure 9.1.
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Figure 9.1. Optical and SEM images of representative crystals of
CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y). The maximum crystal size is ~1 mm.
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Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction.
X-ray intensity data from lustrous black rod crystals were collected at 300(2) K
using a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON 100 CMOS area
detector and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å).33 All data
collections covered 100% of reciprocal space to 2θmax = 80.6º, with an average reflection
redundancy of 12.5 and Rint = 0.027 after absorption correction. The raw area detector
data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the SAINT+ and
SADABS programs.33 Final unit cell parameters were determined by least-squares
refinement of 9982 reflections taken from the data set. An initial structural model was
obtained with SHELXS using direct methods.18 Subsequent difference Fourier
calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against F2 were performed with
SHELXL-201418 using the ShelXle interface.34
The compounds are isostructural and crystallize in the monoclinic system.
Systematic absences were consistent with space groups Cc and C2/c, the latter of which
was confirmed by structure solution. The compound adopts the tilasite (CaMgAsO4F)
structure type. The asymmetric unit consists of six atoms: one mixed Ca/Ln position
(Ca1/Ln1, site 4e, site symmetry 2), one vanadium atom (V1, site 4a, symmetry -1), one
silicon atom (Si1, site 4e), and three oxygen atoms (O1 and O2, general position, site 8f;
O3, site 4e). All atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. The
mixed Ca1/Ln1 site, consistent with elemental analysis data (energy dispersive
spectroscopy) showing both Ca and Ln (Ce–Lu, Y) to be present in the crystals, was
identified by trial refinements with the site fully occupied by either Ca or Ln.
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Table 9.1 Crystal data and structure refinements for compounds, Ca0.8Ce0.2VSiO5, 9.1,
and Ca0.75Pr0.25VSiO5, 9.2.

Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole

9.1
Ca0.8O5Ce0.2SiV
219.12
294(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 6.5676(3) Å
b = 8.7871(4) Å
c = 6.9504(3) Å
a = 90°
b = 113.0210(10)°
g = 90°
369.16(3) Å3
4
3.942 mg/m3
6.419 mm-1
418
0.20 × 0.16 × 0.12 mm3
4.09 to 28.23°
−8 ≤ h ≤ 8
−11 ≤ k ≤ 11
−9 ≤ l ≤ 9
2411
454 [R(int) = 0.0126]
454 / 0 / 40
1.227
R1 = 0.0247
wR2 = 0.0820
R1 = 0.0248
wR2 = 0.0821
0.855 and −0.452 e ×Å-3
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9.2
Ca0.75O5Pr0.25SiV
224.03
298(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 6.5727(3) Å
b = 8.7978(4) Å
c = 6.9423(3) Å
a = 90°
b = 112.9006(17)°
g = 90°
369.80(3) Å3
4
4.024 mg/m3
7.122 mm-1
427
0.10 × 0.08 × 0.06 mm3
4.09 to 40.26°
−11 ≤ h ≤ 11
−15 ≤ k ≤ 15
−12 ≤ l ≤ 12
10351
1156 [R(int) = 0.0333]
1156 / 0 / 42
1.110
R1 = 0.0229
wR2 = 0.0679
R1 = 0.0313
wR2 = 0.0709
1.051 and −0.823 e ×Å-3

Table 9.1 (Cont.) Crystal data and structure refinements for compounds,
Ca0.69Nd0.31VSiO5, 9.3, and Ca0.74Sm0.26VSiO5, 9.4.

Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole

9.3
Ca0.69O5Nd0.31SiV
231.92
297(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 6.5633(4) Å
b = 8.7999(5) Å
c = 6.9335(4) Å
a = 90°
b = 112.8031(16)°
g = 90°
369.16(4) Å3
4
4.173 mg/m3
8.188 mm-1
438
0.08 × 0.06 × 0.05 mm3
4.09 to 40.28°
−11 ≤ h ≤ 11
−16 ≤ k ≤ 16
−12 ≤ l ≤ 12
14729
1161 [R(int) = 0.0272]
1161 / 0 / 42
1.143
R1 = 0.0196
wR2 = 0.0537
R1 = 0.0211
wR2 = 0.0543
0.902 and −1.147 e ×Å-3
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9.4
Ca0.74O5Sm0.26SiV
227.45
300(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 6.5572(16) Å
b = 8.7760(30) Å
c = 6.9362(19) Å
a = 90°
b = 112.869(9)°
g = 90°
367.77(18) Å3
4
4.108 mg/m3
7.974 mm-1
431
0.14 × 0.06 × 0.04 mm3
4.10 to 40.25°
−11 ≤ h ≤ 11
−15 ≤ k ≤ 15
−12 ≤ l ≤ 12
10717
1154 [R(int) = 0.0317]
1154 / 0 / 42
1.215
R1 = 0.0280
wR2 = 0.0763
R1 = 0.0392
wR2 = 0.0793
1.044 and −0.960 e ×Å-3

Table 9.1 (Cont.) Crystal data and structure refinements for compounds,
Ca0.72Eu0.28VSiO5, 9.5, and Ca0.79Gd0.21VSiO5, 9.6.

Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole

9.5
Ca0.72O5Eu0.28SiV
230.21
303(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 6.5554(2) Å
b = 8.7739(3) Å
c = 6.9330(3) Å
a = 90°
b = 112.8839(12)°
g = 90°
367.38(2) Å3
4
4.162 mg/m3
8.585 mm-1
436
0.18 × 0.04 × 0.04 mm3
4.10 to 40.35°
−11 ≤ h ≤ 11
−15 ≤ k ≤ 15
−12 ≤ l ≤ 12
12589
1160 [R(int) = 0.0249]
1160 / 0 / 42
1.154
R1 = 0.0218
wR2 = 0.0656
R1 = 0.0273
wR2 = 0.0681
0.934 and −1.116 e ×Å-3
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9.6
Ca0.79O5Gd0.21SiV
223.55
303(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 6.5442(4) Å
b = 8.7485(6) Å
c = 6.9414(4) Å
a = 90°
b = 113.0955(14)°
g = 90°
365.56(4) Å3
4
4.062 mg/m3
7.762 mm-1
425
0.04 × 0.03 × 0.02 mm3
4.11 to 40.39°
−11 ≤ h ≤ 11
−15 ≤ k ≤ 15
−12 ≤ l ≤ 12
7488
1156 [R(int) = 0.0292]
1156 / 0 / 42
1.218
R1 = 0.0294
wR2 = 0.0683
R1 = 0.0418
wR2 = 0.0717
0.768 and −0.758 e ×Å-3

Table 9.1 (Cont.) Crystal data and structure refinements for compounds,
Ca0.68Tb0.32VSiO5, 9.7, and Ca0.67Dy0.33VSiO5, 9.8.

Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole

9.7
Ca0.68O5Tb0.32SiV
236.80
302(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 6.5388(4) Å
b = 8.7543(5) Å
c = 6.9273(4) Å
a = 90°
b = 112.9237(13)°
g = 90°
365.22(4) Å3
4
4.307 mg/m3
9.936 mm-1
445
0.05 × 0.04 × 0.04 mm3
4.11 to 40.36°
−11 ≤ h ≤ 11
−15 ≤ k ≤ 15
−12 ≤ l ≤ 12
8107
1154 [R(int) = 0.0302]
1154 / 0 / 42
1.204
R1 = 0.0302
wR2 = 0.0595
R1 = 0.0416
wR2 = 0.0620
1.278 and −0.975 e ×Å-3
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9.8
Ca0.67O5Dy0.33SiV
240.09
303(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 6.5254(7) Å
b = 8.7317(10) Å
c = 6.9253(8) Å
a = 90°
b = 112.994(2)°
g = 90°
363.24(7) Å3
4
4.390 mg/m3
10.671 mm-1
450
0.04 × 0.04 × 0.02 mm3
4.12 to 40.39°
−11 ≤ h ≤ 11
−15 ≤ k ≤ 15
−12 ≤ l ≤ 12
9163
1150 [R(int) = 0.0236]
1150 / 0 / 42
1.357
R1 = 0.0268
wR2 = 0.0508
R1 = 0.0333
wR2 = 0.0520
1.365 and −0.926 e ×Å-3

Table 9.1 (Cont.) Crystal data and structure refinements for compounds,
Ca0.67Ho0.33VSiO5, 9.9, and Ca0.71Er0.29VSiO5, 9.10.

Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole

9.9
Ca0.67O5Ho0.33SiV
239.87
300(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 6.5162(2) Å
b = 8.7220(3) Å
c = 6.9187(4) Å
a = 90°
b = 113.0276(7)°
g = 90°
361.88(3) Å3
4
4.403 mg/m3
10.952 mm-1
449
0.10 × 0.08 × 0.06 mm3
4.12 to 40.31°
−11 ≤ h ≤ 11
−15 ≤ k ≤ 15
−12 ≤ l ≤ 12
12831
1143 [R(int) = 0.0211]
1143 / 0 / 42
1.287
R1 = 0.0221
wR2 = 0.0513
R1 = 0.0237
wR2 = 0.0518
1.228 and −1.279 e ×Å-3
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9.10
Ca0.71O5Er0.29SiV
236.56
302(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 6.5146(3) Å
b = 8.7129(4) Å
c = 6.9208(4) Å
a = 90°
b = 113.0728(11)°
g = 90°
361.41(3) Å3
4
4.348 mg/m3
10.712 mm-1
445
0.05 × 0.04 × 0.02 mm3
4.13 to 40.39°
−11 ≤ h ≤ 11
−15 ≤ k ≤ 15
−12 ≤ l ≤ 12
11745
1145 [R(int) = 0.0301]
1145 / 0 / 42
1.106
R1 = 0.0219
wR2 = 0.0472
R1 = 0.0325
wR2 = 0.0504
0.913 and −1.178 e ×Å-3

Table 9.1 (Cont.) Crystal data and structure refinements for compounds,
Ca0.68Tm0.32VSiO5, 9.11, and Ca0.68Yb0.32VSiO5, 9.12.

Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole

9.11
Ca0.68O5Tm0.32SiV
240.25
300(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 6.5120(15) Å
b = 8.7116(19) Å
c = 6.9190(20) Å
a = 90°
b = 113.037(6)°
g = 90°
361.19(16) Å3
4
4.418 mg/m3
11.675 mm-1
451
0.08 × 0.08 × 0.04 mm3
4.13 to 40.33°
−11 ≤ h ≤ 11
−15 ≤ k ≤ 15
−12 ≤ l ≤ 12
10290
1141 [R(int) = 0.0281]
1141 / 0 / 42
1.308
R1 = 0.0277
wR2 = 0.0570
R1 = 0.0309
wR2 = 0.0579
1.519 and −1.336 e ×Å-3
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9.12
Ca0.71O5Yb0.29SiV
241.76
303(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 6.5002(9) Å
b = 8.6973(11) Å
c = 6.9140(10) Å
a = 90°
b = 113.039(3)°
g = 90°
359.70(9) Å3
4
4.464 mg/m3
12.186 mm-1
452
0.08 × 0.03 × 0.02 mm3
4.14 to 37.91°
−11 ≤ h ≤ 11
−14 ≤ k ≤ 14
−11 ≤ l ≤ 11
10265
973 [R(int) = 0.0281]
973 / 0 / 42
1.141
R1 = 0.0214
wR2 = 0.0480
R1 = 0.0258
wR2 = 0.0491
1.322 and −1.340 e ×Å-3

Table 9.1 (Cont.) Crystal data and structure refinements for compounds,
Ca0.73Lu0.27VSiO5, 9.13, and Ca0.68Y0.32VSiO5, 9.14.

Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature
Wavelength
Crystal system
Space group
Unit cell dimensions

Volume
Z
Density (calculated)
Absorption coefficient
F(000)
Crystal size
θ range for data collected
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Ind. reflections
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices
[I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Largest diff. peak and hole

9.13
Ca0.73O5Lu0.27SiV
235.56
302(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 6.5081(3) Å
b = 8.6981(4) Å
c = 6.9171(4) Å
a = 90°
b = 113.1059(19)°
g = 90°
360.15(3) Å3
4
4.344 mg/m3
11.337 mm-1
443
0.06 × 0.04 × 0.03 mm3
4.13 to 40.30°
−11 ≤ h ≤ 11
−15 ≤ k ≤ 15
−12 ≤ l ≤ 12
12382
1137 [R(int) = 0.0267]
1137 / 0 / 42
1.095
R1 = 0.0252
wR2 = 0.0504
R1 = 0.0330
wR2 = 0.0537
1.889 and −2.196 e ×Å-3
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9.14
Ca0.68O5Y0.32SiV
214.87
304(2) K
0.71073 Å
monoclinic
C2/c
a = 6.5179(7) Å
b = 8.7268(9) Å
c = 6.9197(10) Å
a = 90°
b = 113.012(2)°
g = 90°
362.27(7) Å3
4
3.940 mg/m3
9.011 mm-1
413
0.06 × 0.04 × 0.03 mm3
4.12 to 40.37°
−11 ≤ h ≤ 11
−15 ≤ k ≤ 15
−12 ≤ l ≤ 12
12503
1146 [R(int) = 0.0339]
1146 / 0 / 42
1.139
R1 = 0.0288
wR2 = 0.0590
R1 = 0.0419
wR2 = 0.0623
0.741 and −0.666 e ×Å-3

Table 9.2 Selected interatomic distances (Å) for CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y), 9.1–9.14.
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Ca0.8Ce0.2VSiO5
Ce(1)–O(1)
2.3360(30)
Ce(1)–O(2)1 x 2
2.4100(20)
9
2,3
Ce(1) –O(3) x 2
2.4370(20)
Ce(1)5–O(2)4,5 x 2
2.5920(20)
1
6
V(1) –O(1) x 2
1.8329(9)
V(1)–O(3)6 x 2
2.0220(20)
2
4,7
V(1) –O(2) x 2
2.0420(20)
Ca0.743Sm0.257VSiO5
Sm(1)–O(3)
2.3170(20)
1
Sm(1)–O(2) x 2
2.3998(17)
Sm(1)9–O(1)2,3 x 2
2.4294(17)
5
4,5
Sm(1) –O(2) x 2
2.5865(17)
V(1)1–O(3)6 x 2
1.8326(8)
6
V(1)–O(1) x 2
2.0260(16)
V(1)2–O(2)4,7 x 2
2.0480(15)
Ca0.683Tb0.317VSiO5
Tb(1)–O(3)
2.2990(20)
Tb(1)–O(2)1 x 2
2.3885(15)
9
2,3
Tb(1) –O(1) x 2
2.4196(16)
Tb(1)5–O(2)4,5 x 2
2.5813(16)
V(1)1–O(3)6 x 2
1.8332(7)
6
V(1)–O(1) x 2
2.0229(15)
V(1)2–O(2)4,7 x 2
2.0532(15)
1

Ca0.753Pr0.247VSiO5
Pr(1)–O(3)
2.3333(16)
Pr(1)–O(2)1 x 2
2.4097(12)
9
2,3
Pr(1) –O(1) x 2
2.4379(12)
Pr(1)5–O(2)4,5 x 2
2.5906(12)
1
6
V(1) –O(3) x 2
1.8327(5)
V(1)–O(1)6 x 2
2.0301(12)
2
4,7
V(1) –O(2) x 2
2.0461(11)
Ca0.722Eu0.278VSiO5
Eu(1)–O(3)
2.3087(16)
1
Eu(1)–O(2) x 2
2.3956(11)
Eu(1)9–O(1)2,3 x 2
2.4281(12)
5
4,5
Eu(1) –O(2) x 2
2.5847(12)
V(1)1–O(3)6 x 2
1.8340(5)
6
V(1)–O(1) x 2
2.0267(11)
V(1)2–O(2)4,7 x 2
2.0508(11)
Ca0.665Dy0.335VSiO5
Dy(1)–O(3)
2.2880(20)
Dy(1)–O(2)1 x 2
2.3841(14)
9
2,3
Dy(1) –O(1) x 2
2.4122(15)
Dy(1)5–O(2)4,5 x 2
2.5796(15)
V(1)1–O(3)6 x 2
1.8333(7)
6
V(1)–O(1) x 2
2.0143(14)
V(1)2–O(2)4,7 x 2
2.0480(14)

Ca0.685Nd0.315VSiO5
Nd(1)–O(3)
2.3280(13)
Nd(1)–O(2)1 x 2
2.4054(9)
9
2,3
Nd(1) –O(1) x 2 2.4386(10)
Nd(1)5–O(2)4,5 x 2 2.5885(9)
V(1)1–O(3)6 x 2
1.8328(4)
V(1)–O(1)6 x 2
2.0341(9)
2
4,7
V(1) –O(2) x 2
2.0528(9)
Ca0.791Gd0.209VSiO5
Gd(1)–O(3)
2.3190(20)
1
Gd(1)–O(2) x 2
2.3942(15)
Gd(1)9–O(1)2,3 x 2 2.4214(16)
Gd(1)5–O(2)4,5 x 2 2.5879(15)
V(1)1–O(3)6 x 2
1.8304(7)
6
V(1)–O(1) x 2
2.0117(5)
V(1)2–O(2)4,7 x 2
2.0366(14)
Ca0.674Ho0.326VSiO5
Ho(1)–O(3)
2.2813(16)
Ho(1)–O(2)1 x 2
2.3778(11)
9
2,3
Ho(1) –O(1) x 2 2.4094(12)
Ho(1)5–O(2)4,5 x 2 2.5772(11)
V(1)1–O(3)6 x 2
1.8322(5)
6
V(1)–O(1) x 2
2.0112(11)
V(1)2–O(2)4,7 x 2
2.0455(11)

−X, Y, −Z+1/2 2 −X+1/2, Y+1/2, −Z+1/2 3 X−1/2, Y+1/2, Z 4 X−1/2, −Y+1/2, Z−1/2 5 −X+1/2, −Y+1/2, −Z+1
−X, −Y, −Z 7 −X+1/2, Y−1/2, −Z+1/2 8 −X−1/2, −Y+1/2, −Z 9 X+1/2, Y−1/2, Z 10 −X,−Y+1, −Z
11
−X, −Y+1, −Z+1 12 X+1/2, Y+1/2, Z 13 −X+1/2, −Y+1/2, −Z
6

Table 9.2 (Cont.) Selected interatomic distances (Å) for CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y), 9.1–9.14.
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Ca0.706Er0.294VSiO5
Er(1)–O(1)
2.2799(16)
1
Er(1)–O(2) x 2
2.3764(11)
Er(1)9–O(3)2,3 x 2
2.4078(12)
Er(1)5–O(2)4,5 x 2
2.5773(11)
1
6
V(1) –O(3) x 2
1.8317(5)
V(1)–O(1)6 x 2
2.0081(11)
2
4,7
V(1) –O(2) x 2
2.0422(11)
Ca0.730Lu0.270VSiO5
Lu(1)–O(3)
2.2630(18)
1
Lu(1)–O(2) x 2
2.3684(13)
Lu(1)9–O(1)2,3 x 2
2.4073(14)
5
4,5
Lu(1) –O(2) x 2
2.5713(14)
V(1)1–O(3)6 x 2
1.8318(6)
6
V(1)–O(1) x 2
2.0043(12)
V(1)2–O(2)4,7 x 2
2.0421(12)
1

Ca0.681Tm0.319VSiO5
Tm(1)–O(3)
2.2690(20)
1
Tm(1)–O(2) x 2
2.3709(15)
Tm(1)9–O(1)2,3 x 2
2.4061(16)
Tm(1)5–O(2)4,5 x 2
2.5756(17)
1
6
V(1) –O(3) x 2
1.8335(9)
V(1)–O(1)6 x 2
2.0093(15)
2
4,7
V(1) –O(2) x 2
2.0478(14)
Ca0.677Y0.323VSiO5
Eu(1)–O(3)
2.2904(17)
1
Eu(1)–O(2) x 2
2.3762(12)
Eu(1)9–O(1)2,3 x 2
2.4031(13)
5
4,5
Eu(1) –O(2) x 2
2.5834(13)
V(1)1–O(3)6 x 2
1.8323(6)
6
V(1)–O(1) x 2
2.0137(12)
V(1)2–O(2)4,7 x 2
2.0483(11)

Ca0.679Yb0.321VSiO5
Yb(1)–O(3)
2.2618(18)
1
Yb(1)–O(2) x 2
2.3670(13)
Yb(1)9–O(1)2,3 x 2 2.4013(14)
Yb(1)5–O(2)4,5 x 2 2.5731(13)
V(1)1–O(3)6 x 2
1.8326(6)
V(1)–O(1)6 x 2
2.0065(13)
2
4,7
V(1) –O(2) x 2
2.0444(12)

−X, Y, −Z+1/2 2 −X+1/2, Y+1/2, −Z+1/2 3 X−1/2, Y+1/2, Z 4 X−1/2, −Y+1/2, Z−1/2 5 −X+1/2, −Y+1/2, −Z+1
−X, −Y, −Z 7 −X+1/2, Y−1/2, −Z+1/2 8 −X−1/2, −Y+1/2, −Z 9 X+1/2, Y−1/2, Z 10 −X,−Y+1, −Z
11
−X, −Y+1, −Z+1 12 X+1/2, Y+1/2, Z 13 −X+1/2, −Y+1/2, −Z
6

Table 9.3 Atomic coordinates (x104) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2x103) for
CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y), 9.1–9.14. U(eq) is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor.
9.1
Atom
Ca(1)
Ce(1)
V(1)
Si(1)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)

Occ.
0.8
0.2
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Ca(1) 0.685(2)
Nd(1) 0.315(2)
V(1)
Si(1)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)
Ca(1) 0.722(2)
Eu(1) 0.278(2)
V(1)
Si(1)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)

x
0
0
5000
5000
5000
3933(4)
3177(4)

y
3322(1)
3322(1)
5000
1825(1)
5664(3)
2882(2)
675(2)

0
0
0
0
3194(2)
3920(2)
0

9.3
3321(1)
3321(1)
0
6824(1)
671(1)
2881(1)
669(2)

0
0
0
0
3194(2)
3912(2)
0

9.5
3315(1)
3315(1)
0
6816(1)
659(1)
2873(1)
683(2)

9.2
z
7500
7500
0
7500
7500
8831(3)
5861(3)
2500
2500
0
2500
850(2)
3829(2)
2500
2500
2500
0
2500
842(2)
3823(2)
2500

U(eq)
25(1)
25(1)
19(1)
13(1)
22(1)
20(1)
22(1)
17(1)
17(1)
11(1)
5(1)
14(1)
12(1)
14(1)
20(1)
20(1)
11(1)
7(1)
15(1)
13(1)
15(1)

Atom
Ca(1)
Pr(1)
V(1)
Si(1)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)

Occ.
0.753(2)
0.247(2)

0.766(6)

Ca(1) 0.743(2)
Sm(1) 0.257(2)
V(1)
Si(1)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)
Ca(1) 0.791(2)
Gd(1) 0.209(2)
V(1)
Si(1)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)

x
0
0
0
0
3187(2)
3926(2)
0

y
3321(1)
3321(1)
0
6824(1)
671(1)
2881(1)
669(2)

z
2500
2500
0
2500
850(2)
3829(2)
2500

U(eq)
17(1)
17(1)
11(1)
5(1)
14(1)
12(1)
14(1)

0
0
0
0
3191(3)
3918(2)
0

9.4
3316(1)
3316(1)
0
6820(1)
661(2)
2876(2)
676(3)

2500
2500
0
2500
846(3)
3824(2)
2500

18(1)
18(1)
10(1)
5(1)
14(1)
12(1)
14(1)

0
0
0
0
3179(2)
3924(2)
0

9.6
3317(1)
3317(1)
0
6823(1)
660(2)
2881(2)
665(2)

2500
2500
0
2500
850(3)
3823(2)
2500

19(1)
19(1)
11(1)
7(1)
15(1)
13(1)
15(1)

Table 9.3 (Cont.) Atomic coordinates (x104) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2x103) for
CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y), 9.1–9.14. U(eq) is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor.
9.7
Atom
Ca(1)
Tb(1)
V(1)
Si(1)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)

Occ.
0.683(2)
0.317(2)
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Ca(1) 0.674(2)
Ho(1) 0.326(2)
V(1)
Si(1)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)
Ca(1) 0.681(2)
Tm(1) 0.319(2)
V(1)
Si(1)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)

x
0
0
0
0
3198(3)
3910(2)
0

y
3313(1)
3313(1)
0
6816(1)
652(2)
2866(2)
687(3)

0
0
0
0
3195(2)
3910(2)
0

9.9
3308(1)
3308(1)
0
6813(1)
647(1)
2867(1)
693(2)

0
0
0
0
3197(2)
3902(2)
0

9.11
3303(1)
3303(1)
0
6810(1)
639(1)
2863(1)
698(2)

9.8
z
2500
2500
0
2500
835(3)
3818(2)
2500
2500
2500
0
2500
841(2)
3814(2)
2500
2500
2500
0
2500
836(2)
3809(2)
2500

U(eq)
20(1)
20(1)
11(1)
7(1)
15(1)
13(1)
14(1)
19(1)
19(1)
10(1)
8(1)
14(1)
12(1)
14(1)
20(1)
20(1)
11(1)
7(1)
15(1)
13(1)
15(1)

Occ.
Atom
Ca(1) 0.665(2)
Dy(1) 0.335(2)
V(1)
Si(1)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)
Ca(1)
Er(1)
V(1)
Si(1)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)

0.706(1)
0.294(1)

Ca(1) 0.679(2)
Yb(1) 0.321(2)
V(1)
Si(1)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)

x
0
0
0
0
3194(2)
3913(2)
0

y
3311(1)
3311(1)
0
6815(1)
649(2)
2866(2)
690(2)

z
2500
2500
0
2500
840(2)
3816(2)
2500

U(eq)
18(1)
18(1)
10(1)
8(1)
14(1)
12(1)
14(1)

0
0
0
0
3193(2)
3911(2)
0

9.10
3307(1)
3307(1)
0
6812(1)
646(1)
2868(1)
690(2)

2500
2500
0
2500
842(2)
3813(2)
2500

19(1)
19(1)
10(1)
8(1)
15(1)
13(1)
15(1)

0
0
0
0
3200(2)
3903(2)
0

9.12
3301(1)
3301(1)
0
6808(1)
637(1)
2864(1)
700(2)

2500
2500
0
2500
838(2)
3809(2)
2500

19(1)
19(1)
10(1)
8(1)
15(1)
14(1)
15(1)

Table 9.3 (Cont.) Atomic coordinates (x104) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å2x103) for
CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y), 9.1–9.14. U(eq) is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor.
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Atom
Ca(1)
Lu(1)
V(1)
Si(1)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)

Occ.
0.730(2)
0.270(2)

x
0
0
0
0
3191(3)
3904(2)
0

9.13
y
3297(1)
3297(1)
0
6808(1)
640(2)
2866(2)
695(2)

z
2500
2500
0
2500
841(2)
3812(2)
2500

U(eq)
18(1)
18(1)
8(1)
5(1)
13(1)
12(1)
12(1)

Atom
Ca(1)
Y(1)
V(1)
Si(1)
O(1)
O(2)
O(3)

Occ.
0.677(3)
0.323(3)

x
0
0
0
0
3199(2)
3904(2)
0

9.14
y
3317(1)
3317(1)
0
6812(1)
646(1)
2867(1)
692(2)

z
2500
2500
0
2500
841(2)
3809(2)
2500

U(eq)
19(1)
19(1)
10(1)
7(1)
14(1)
12(1)
14(1)

These trials resulted in either a vanishingly small Ueq value and an occupancy value much
greater than 100% (all Ca), or an unreasonably large Ueq and a large decrease from full
occupancy (all Ln), both accompanied by poor refinement statistics. For the final
refinement, the Ca1/Ln1 atomic coordinates and displacement parameters were kept
equal and the occupancies allowed to refine, constrained to sum to full site occupancy.
The largest residual electron density peak and hole in the final difference map are +0.90
and –1.15 e-/Å3, located 0.36 Å from Si1 and 0.62 Å from Ca1, respectively. Final atomic
coordinates were standardized with the Structure Tidy program.35,36 Crystallographic
data, selected interatomic distances, and atomic coordinates of CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–
Lu, Y) are listed in Table 9.1–9.3, respectively. The Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre

(CCDC)

number

for

Ca0.8Ce0.2VSiO5,

9.1,

Ca0.753Pr0.247VSiO5,

9.2,

Ca0.685Nd0.315VSiO5,

9.3,

Ca0.743Sm0.257VSiO5,

9.4,

Ca0.722Eu0.278VSiO5,

9.5,

Ca0.791Gd0.209VSiO5,

9.6,

Ca0.683Tb0.317VSiO5,

9.7,

Ca0.665Dy0.335VSiO5,

9.8,

Ca0.674Ho0.326VSiO5,

9.9,

Ca0.706Er0.294VSiO5,

9.10,

Ca0.681Tm0.319VSiO5,

9.11,

Ca0.679Yb0.321VSiO5, 9.12, Ca0.73Lu0.27VSiO5, 9.13, and Ca0.677Y0.323VSiO5, 9.14, are
1565046, 1565729, 1565730, 1565731, 1565741, 1565733, 1565734, 1565735, 1565736,
1565732, 1565737, 1565738, 1565739, and 1565740, respectively. Inorganic Crystal
Structure Database numbers for 9.1–9.14 are 433409, 433410, 433411, 433412, 433413,
433414, 433415, 433416, 433417, 433418, 433419, 433420, 433421, and 433422,
respectively.
Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD).
Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected on a Bruker D2 Phaser or Rigaku
Ultima IV powder X-ray diffractometers using Cu Ka (λ = 1.5418 Å) radiation.
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Figure 9.2 PXRD patterns of compound 9.1, pane A; and compound 9.2, pane B; and compound 9.3,
pane C; and compound 9.4, pane D. Experimental diffraction patterns are shown in blue. The
calculated patterns are shown in red.
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Figure 9.2 (Cont.) PXRD patterns of compound 9.6, pane E; and compound 9.7, pane F; and compound
9.8, pane G; and compound 9.9, pane H. Experimental diffraction patterns are shown in blue. The
calculated patterns are shown in red.
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Figure 9.2 (Cont.) PXRD patterns of compound 9.10, pane I; and compound 9.11, pane J; and
compound 9.12, pane K; and compound 9.13, pane L. Experimental diffraction patterns are shown in
blue. The calculated patterns are shown in red.

Figure 9.2 (Cont.) PXRD pattern of compound
9.10, pane M. Experimental diffraction patterns
are shown in blue. The calculated patterns are
shown in red.
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The step-scan covered the angular range 10−65º 2q in steps of 0.02º. Some weak
reflections were observed which could not be matched with any known impurity.
Magnetic measurement and calculations are consistent with the impurity being nonmagnetic. (Figure 9.2).
Energy–Dispersive Spectroscopy.
Elemental analysis was performed on all the reported single crystals using a
TESCAN Vega-3 SBU scanning electron microscope (SEM) with EDS capabilities. The
crystals were mounted on carbon tape and analyzed using a 20 kV accelerating voltage
and an accumulation time of 20 s. As a qualitative measure, EDS confirmed the presence
of each reported element in the title compounds.
Magnetic Susceptibility.
The magnetic susceptibility of the reported materials was measured using a
Quantum Design MPMS SQUID magnetometer. Both zero-field cooled (zfc) and field
cooled (fc) magnetic susceptibility of the ground crystals were measured as a function of
temperature between 2–300 K in an applied field of 1000 Oe. The measured magnetic
moment was corrected for shape and radial offset effects using the methods reported by
Morrison et al.,37 which determines the correction factors by comparing the moments
observed from DC and VSM scans at a single temperature, 30 K.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis.
High quality single crystals of CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y) were synthesized
via a molten chloride flux method. A redox neutral flux is essential to prepare reduced
oxides; in this case, a NaCl/BaCl2 eutectic flux (m.p.= 650 ºC) was used.
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Initially a NaCl/CsCl eutectic flux (m.p.= 486 ºC) was used successfully to prepare
Ca0.8Ce0.2VSiO5 single crystals, however, attempts to prepare the remainder of the series
utilizing this flux were unsuccessful. For this reason, the flux was changed to
NaCl/BaCl2, which is known to successfully promote the crystal growth of silicates,14 and
which resulted in the successful preparation of the remainder of the rare earth series.
NaCl/BaCl2 was able to dissolve all the starting materials while remaining inert toward
the Ca metal and promoted the leaching of silicon from the inner walls of the silica tube.
Adding powdered SiO2 to the reaction mixture worsened the quality of the crystals,
which we have observed previously in other reactions. We noticed that the crystal size
and the yield increase the smaller sized rare earth cations incorporated, the exception
being the Eu analogue, which formed in the lowest yield with the smallest crystals.
Utilizing Ca metal (E0 = –2.76 V, Ca2+/Ca) as a reducing agent we were able to
reduce V5+ to V4+ and V3+ as well as Ce4+ to Ce3+ in situ. This approach was successful,
however, we observe Ca incorporation into the final products. Additionally, because
Ce2O3 oxidizes in air, CeO2 was used as the Ce source. Our previous studies
demonstrated that using Zn metal Ce3+ containing oxides could be prepared when starting
with CeO2 was used as the Ce source.13 Likewise, Ca in situ reduction is another
synthetic route that we can use to obtain Ce3+ containing oxides when CeO2 is used as the
Ce source. Since the melting point of Ca (842 ºC) is lower than the reaction temperature,
1000 ºC, it is molten under the reaction conditions and able to make close contact with
the cations dissolved in the flux, which potentially enhances their reduction.
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Structure.
The series of compounds, CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y) crystallizes in the
monoclinic space group C2/c and belongs to the tilasite structure type. The extended
structure of CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y), shown in Figure 9.3, exhibits a threedimensional crystal structure consisting of 1D chains of corner shared VO6 octahedra,
SiO4 tetrahedra, and Ca/LnO7 polyhedra.
The structure consists of one crystallographically unique vanadium center, V1,
forming distorted VO6 octahedra with V–O distances ranging from 1.8304 Å–2.0528 Å.
The V(1)O6 octahedra share corners with another V(1)O6 octahedron via O(1) and form
infinite chains as shown in Figure 9.4A. In the structure, silicon, Si(1), is located in a
tetrahedral coordination environment with Si–O distances ranging from 1.6351 Å–1.6498
Å. Infinite 1D chains of VO6 octahedra are connected to each other via Si(1)O4 groups
utilizing O(2) and O(3), to form vanadium silicate sheets Figure 9.4B.
The rare earth cations present in the structure share their crystallographic site with
Ca atom and forms seven coordinated polyhedron, [Ca/LnO]7, with Ca/Ln–O distances
ranging from 2.2618 Å–2.5920 Å. The vanadium silicate sheets (Figure 9.4B) are linked
through [Ca/LnO]7 polyhedra to form the overall three-dimensional structure illustrated in
Figure 9.3.
Based on the chemical compositions of the title compound series, the average
oxidation state for vanadium ranges from 3.665–3.800, indicating the presence of both
V3+ and V4+. Table 9.4 lists the bond valance sum calculations (BVS)68,69 for CaxLn1xVSiO5

(Ln = Ce–Lu, Y).
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Figure 9.3 The extended structure of CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y)
viewed down the c-axis. The blue, green, yellew, and red colors
represent V, Si, Ln, and O, respectively.
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Figure 9.4 (A) Infinite 1D vanadium chains along the aaxis. (B) Vanadium silicate connectivity.
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Table 9.4 Bond valance calculations of the title compounds for each
vanadium site assuming either V(III) or V(IV).
Compound
Ca0.8Ce0.2(V3+0.2)(V4+0.8)SiO5
Ca0.753Pr0.247(V3+0.247)(V4+0.753)SiO5
Ca0.685Nd0.315(V3+0.315)(V4+0.685)SiO5
Ca0.743Sm0.257(V3+0.257)(V4+0.743)SiO5
Ca0.722Eu0.278(V3+0.278)(V4+0.722)SiO5
Ca0.791Gd0.209(V3+0.209)(V4+0.791)SiO5
Ca0.683Tb0.317(V3+0.317)(V4+0.683)SiO5
Ca0.665Dy0.335(V3+0.335)(V4+0.665)SiO5
Ca0.674Ho0.326(V3+0.326)(V4+0.674)SiO5
Ca0.706Er0.294(V3+0.294)(V4+0.706)SiO5
Ca0.681Tm0.319(V3+0.319)(V4+0.681)SiO5
Ca0.679Yb0.321(V3+0.321)(V4+0.679)SiO5
Ca0.730Lu0.270(V3+0.270)(V4+0.730)SiO5
Ca0.677Y0.323(V3+0.323)(V4+0.677)SiO5
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Assuming
V(III)
3.40
3.37
3.35
3.37
3.36
3.45
3.37
3.40
3.42
3.44
3.42
3.42
3.45
3.41

Assuming
V(IV)
3.80
3.37
3.74
3.77
3.75
3.86
3.77
3.80
3.82
3.84
3.82
3.84
3.86
3.81
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Figure 9.5 Temperature dependence of the molar magnetic susceptibility, χ, and inverse susceptibility,
1/χ, of 9.2, Pane A; 9.3, Pane B; 9.4, Pane C; and 9.7, Pane D in an applied field of 1000 Oe.
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Figure 9.5 (Cont.) Temperature dependence of the molar magnetic susceptibility, χ, and inverse
susceptibility, 1/χ, of 9.8, Pane E; 9.9, Pane F; 9.10, Pane G; and 9.11, Pane H in an applied field of
1000 Oe.
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Figure 9.5 (Cont.) Temperature dependence of the molar magnetic susceptibility, χ, and inverse
susceptibility, 1/χ, of 9.12, Pane I; 9.13, Pane J; 9.14, Pane K in an applied field of 1000 Oe.

Table 9.5 Constants extracted from the magnetic susceptibility data for CaxLn1-xVSiO5
(Ln = Ce–Lu, Y), in an applied filed of 1000 Oe.
Compound
θ (K)
Ca0.753Pr0.247(V3+0.247)(V4+0.753)SiO5, 9.2
Ca0.685Nd0.315(V3+0.315)(V4+0.685)SiO5, 9.3
Ca0.743Sm0.257(V3+0.257)(V4+0.743)SiO5, 9.4
Ca0.683Tb0.317(V3+0.317)(V4+0.683)SiO5, 9.7
Ca0.665Dy0.335(V3+0.335)(V4+0.665)SiO5, 9.8
Ca0.674Ho0.326(V3+0.326)(V4+0.674)SiO5, 9.9
Ca0.706Er0.294(V3+0.294)(V4+0.706)SiO5, 9.10
Ca0.681Tm0.319(V3+0.319)(V4+0.681)SiO5, 9.11
Ca0.679Yb0.321(V3+0.321)(V4+0.679)SiO5, 9.12
Ca0.730Lu0.270(V3+0.270)(V4+0.730)SiO5, 9.13
Ca0.677Y0.323(V3+0.323)(V4+0.677)SiO5, 9.14

–7.45
–11.59
–4.74
–7.42
–8.91
–6.95
–1.04
–10.79
–20.42
19.66
13.30
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1000 Oe
µB
µB
theoretical experimental
2.71
3.41
2.95
3.56
2.11
2.71
5.88
5.83
6.53
6.41
6.42
6.49
5.60
5.89
4.80
4.90
3.34
3.84
2.08
2.33
2.15
2.81

Figure 9.6 Plots of magnetization (µB /F.U.) vs. magnetic field (T) at 2 K for compounds
9.2, Pane A; 9.3, Pane B; 9.4, Pane C; and 9.7, Pane D.
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Figure 9.6 (Cont.) Plots of magnetization (µB /F.U.) vs. magnetic field (T) at 2 K for
compounds 9.8, Pane E; 9.9, Pane F; 9.10, Pane G; and 9.11, Pane H.
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Figure 9.6 (Cont.) Plots of magnetization (µB /F.U.) vs. magnetic field (T) at 2 K for
compounds 9.13, Pane I; 9.14, Pane J.
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Magnetism.
Magnetic susceptibility data for the series, CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y), were
collected in an applied field of 1000 Oe over the temperature range of 2–300 K. The
presence of V3+ d2 and V4+ d1 vanadium, as well as the rare earth f electrons contributed to
the magnetic susceptibilities. The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility,
consisting of both ZFC and FC measurements, and the inverse susceptibility data for
CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Pr–Sm, Tb–Lu, Y), are shown in Figure 9.5. A Curie-Weiss fit was
performed on the inverse susceptibility data using data for the 100–300 K temperature
range. Table 9.5 contains the results of the linear regression for CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Pr–
Sm, Tb–Lu, Y), and Figure 9.6 shows their magnetization plots.
For all compositions, the high temperature portions of the susceptibility data
follow the Curie Weiss law, hence the slopes of the high temperature susceptibility data
(100–300 K) were used to calculate the experimental magnetic moments. The
experimental moments were obtained from the combination of magnetic moments of the
vanadium cations calculated using a spin only approximation, and the magnetic moments
of the rare earth cations calculated using the full Russel Saunders analysis. (Table 9.5)
The agreement between the calculated and measured moments is slightly better for rare
earths such as Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and Tm where the moment is dominated by the f electron
contribution, compared to the rare earths such as Pr, Nd, Sm, Yb, Lu, and Y where the
vanadium moment contributes more toward the overall moment.
At low temperatures (below 15K), for almost all rare earth compositions, we see a
downturn in the magnetic susceptibility below 10K, except for the Er and Yb cases,
indicating the existence of antiferromagnetic interactions.
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Even for the Er and Yb cases, where no actual down turn is observed, the low
temperature data deviate from the Curie Weiss law. The field cooled and zero field cooled
data typically diverge slightly, suggesting the presence of some spin frustration.
Considering the presence of unpaired electrons on both the rare earth and the vanadium
cations, and the presence of some calcium on the rare earth site, it is difficult to pinpoint
the source of the frustration. However, vanadium is the sole contributor to the magnetic
susceptibility for both the Lu and Y analogues. The magnetic susceptibility and inverse
susceptibility data for the Lu and Y analogues are shown in Figure 9.5J and 9.5K,
respectively and again, below 10K, there is a divergence of the ZFC and FC data for the
Lu and Y analogues, suggesting the presence of spin frustration. As vanadium is the sole
magnetic cation in these compositions, we can conclude that the spin frustration is
between the spins of the different vanadium cations and, likely, the simultaneous
presence of V4+ and V3+ on all vanadium sites, is one of the main contributors to this
frustration. This vanadium frustration could possibly be the reason why we observe a
worse agreements between the calculated and experimental moments for the Pr, Nd, Sm,
Yb, Lu, and Y analogues. Of course, it is not surprising to observe small differences in
the magnetic data for the different rare earth containing samples (ordering temperature
and degree of downturn) as their compositions vary slightly due to the calcium content
that ranges from x = 0.665 to 0.8 in CaxLn1-xVSiO5, resulting in differences in the average
vanadium oxidation state that ranges from 3.665 to 3.800. All these factors likely
contributes to the spin frustration and the slight differences in the magnetic behavior
observed for all these compositions.
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Conclusion
Black rods of single crystals of a series of monoclinic reduced vanadium silicates
of the general formula CaxLn1-xVSiO5 (Ln = Ce–Lu, Y) were grown from a molten
chloride eutectic flux, BaCl2/NaCl. The vanadium and cerium reduction was obtained in
situ using Ca metal as a reducing agent. We observed the crystal size and the yield
increased for the compositions for which the smaller sized rare earth cations were
present, the exception being the Eu analogue, which formed in the lowest yield with the
smallest crystals. The structure contains 1D chains of trans corner sharing VO6 octahedra
that are further connect to SiO4 and [Ca/LnO]7 cations to form the 3D extended structure.
The magnetic susceptibility and the field dependent magnetization data were measured
and support the existence of antiferromagnetic behavior at low temperatures.
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